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FM 7-25
C4

FIELD MANUAL

HEADQUARTERS COMPANY, INFANTRY
REGIMENT

CHANGES DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
No. 4 | WASHINGTON 25, D. C., 27 August 1953

FM 7-25, 21 August 1950, is changed as follows:.
4. Duties of Company Headquarters Personnel'

* * * * *

e. The mess steward * * * duties also include-
* * * * *

(2) (Superseded) Assisting headquarters com-
pany commander by drawing, preparing,
and distributing class I supplies and water.

* * * * *

f. The supply sergeant * ** individual supply
records. He supervises the company armorer.

* * * * *

j. The company armorer operates under the sup-
ply sergeant's supervision. He makes repairs on
small arms and other company equipment, except
motor vehicles and signal equipment. Maintenance
is performed * * * item of equipment.

* * * * *

1. Rescinded.
* * . * * 2
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21. Headquarters and Headquarters Company Mess
The mess steward * * * headquarters company

mess. When the kitchen operates from the regi-
mental trains area, he works under the service com-
pany commander's direct supervision.

22. Company Supply
a. The headquarters company * * * the regimen-

tal S-4. Worn or damaged items to be replaced are
sent with these requests. The supply sergeant * *
see paragraph 80.

b. The company supply * * fuel, and lubri-
cants. He operates in the company area or with the
regimental trains, and is assisted by the company
armorer.

23. Ammunition Supply
The headquarters company commander controls

the supply of ammunition carried in the company.
The supply sergeant * * * their own transportation.

24. Transportation and Automotive Maintenance
a. The motor sergeant * * * headquarters com-

pany commander. He assists in the supervision,
control, and supply of company transportation, the
training and operation of drivers and mechanics, and
motor vehicle maintenance.

b. Transportation is provided * * * carried on
the company maintenance truck. Reserve containers
for gasoline are obtained by taking some of the 5-gal-
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Ion cans from other vehicles. Normally, one truck
goes to the regimental class III supply point with
empty cans. These cans are refilled, and a resupply
of lubricants is drawn at the same time. Company
drivers normally refill their vehicles from these cans,
and they obtain a resupply of lubricants at the com-
pany maintenance truck. Individual vehicles go-
ing * * * III supply point.

c. Automotive maintenance of * * * the motor
park. Vehicles that cannot be repaired by company
mechanics are evacuated to the regimental truck
maintenance section which is usually in the regi-
mental trains area.

On figure 4 change SCR-300* to read AN/PRC-10
and SCR-608* to read AN/GRC-10. Delete strip:
*(OR ITS EQUIVALENT)

On figure 21 change SCR-300* to read AN/PRC-
10 and delete strip: * (OR ITS EQUIVALENT)

75. Duties of Message Center Section Personnel
a. The signal message supervisor is responsible

to the platoon leader for the discipline, training, and
operation of his section. His duties include-

* * * * *

b. The senior signal message clerk's duties
include-

(1) Assisting the signal message supervisor.
$ * ¢* *

76. Duties of Wire Section Personnel
a. The wire foreman is responsible to the platoon

TAGO 715C 3
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leader for the discipline, training, and operation of
his section. His duties include-

$ * * * *

(7) Keeping the signal message supervisor and
the platoon leader informed on the status
of wire communication.

b. The wire team chief's duties include-

(1) Assisting the wire foreman.
(2) Organizing the wiremen into teams for lay-

ing and maintaining local and trunk wire
lines.

(6) Seeing that the wiremen use prescribed
techniques in the installation and mainte-
nance of the wire system.

(7) Keeping the wire foreman informed of the
status of wire supply and the serviceability
of wire circuits.

c. Wireman's duties include-

77. Duties of Radio and Visual Section Personnel
a. The chief radio operator is responsible to the

platoon leader for the discipline, training, and oper-
ation of his section. His duties include-

* * * * $

(8) Keeping the signal message supervisor
and the platoon leader informed of the
status of radio communication

4 TAGO 715C
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b. Radio operators' duties include-
* * * * $

(9) Keeping the chief radio operator informed
of the status of radio communication.

c. Radio mechanic's duties include-

(4) Maintaining the authorized level of parts
for maintenance and keeping the chief radio
operator and the platoon leader informed
of the status of parts supply.

(5) Notifying the chief radio operator and the
platoon leader promptly when any item of
signal equipment requires repair beyond the
capabilities or facilities of assigned
mechanics.

81. Maintenance of Signal Equipment
Each unit maintains and repairs its signal equip-

ment within the limits of its maintenance facilities,
available parts, authorized tools and test equipment,
and the capabilities of assigned mechanics. Mainte-
nance performed by * * * replacement of parts.
When the equipment becomes inoperative, or an in-
spection reveals it may fail to operate because of
excessive wear of some part or parts, it is turned in
to the radio mechanics, for repair. Unserviceable
items that * * * repaired and returned.

TAGO 715C 5
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84. Radio Communication

a. Radio is a principal * * * skill of the opera-
tors. Figures 26 and 26.1 show typical radio nets
in which the regimental communication platoon
operates.

b. Radio equipment issued * * * ground installa-
tions only. The principal characteristics of radio
sets currently issued within the regiment are shown
in table I.

B _ TAGO 715C
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COUNTERFIRE PLATOONI

I ·R PLATOON
I R PLATOON INFANTRY RECIMRNT AIRBORNE INFANTRY REGIMENT

F 1- A*. l-i

FiPgure 26.1 (Added). Counterfire and I d R platoon radio
nets for infantry regiment.

Figure 27. Rescinded.

Table I. (Added). Principal characteristics of radios found
within the infantry regiment.
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On figure 29 change SCR-300* to read AN/PRC-

10 and SCR-619* to read AN/GRC-7. Delete strip:
*(OR ITS EQUIVALENT)

* * * * *

91. Oral Communication Orders
* * * * *

c. Instructions to each * * * of the following:
(1) Instructions to the signal message super-

visor concerning the location * * * routes
to them.

(2) Instructions to the chief radio operator
concerning the location * * * and visual
means.

(3) Instructions to the wire foremen concern-
ing * * * a line-route map.

* * * * *

93. Communication Training
a. Communication training is * * * and radio

telegraph operators. Certain specialists, such as
communication officers, communication chiefs super-
visors, and radio mechanics, should receive their
training at service schools.

* * * * *

116. Night Operations
Night combat requires * * * and radio stations.

Messengers, drivers, and wiremen are oriented as to
routes. To avoid making * * * usewiredispensers.

TAGO 715C 11
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120. Operations in Snow and Extreme Cold
Combat in snow * * * sleds or toboggans. Wire-

men and messengers are trained to use skis and snow-
shoes. It usually is * * * for heavy equipment.

APPENDIX IV

INFANTRY BATTALION AND REGIMENTAL
MESSAGE CENTERS

3. Personnel
The message center is composed of three functional

groups. They are the operational group composed
of the signal message supervisor and his assistant,
a senior signal message clerk; the code group com-
posed of the code clerks; and the messenger group
composed of the messengers. Each of the * * *
FM 24-17.

7. Message Center Log
This log is * * * in figure 59.

b. The right half * * * with the unit SOP. The
signal message supervisor makes a periodic check
with all agencies of communication of units with
which it is connected to insure that the log is current.
Unit SOP usually * * * with other units.

12 TAGO 715C
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8. Message Center Log Operation During Echelonment

a When the command * * * the new site. The
signal message supervisor decides that 10 numbers
will be more than sufficient for the message traffic at
the old command post site.

* * * *

10. Message Envelope
The message envelope * * * by the messenger.

With this information, the signal message super-
visor or communication officer can check against de-
lay time in the delivery of messages. In addition,
the * * * time of receipt. The signal message
supervisor enters the time a messenger is dispatched
and the time he returns. The messenger enters * * *

the unit SOP to the unit SOP.

14. Coordination of Means of Communication
* * * * *

b. (Superseded) The signal message supervisor
coordinates the use of the various means of commu-
nication by selecting the most suitable and rapid
means available for the transmission of any message.
See FM 24-5 for further instructions.

15. Processing and Servicing Messages
a. Processing. When a message is handed to the

message center for transmission, the signal message
supervisor or clerk processes it. Processing consists
of * * * exceed 2 minutes.

TAGO 715C 13
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b. Sericing. When the signal message super-
visor receives a receipt or notification of transmission
for a message transmitted by an electrical means,
pigeon, or airplane pick-up, he enters the time of
receipt and his initials on the face of the duplicate
copy of the message and encircles both entries. Mes-
sages carried by * * * or delivery list.

18. Preparation of Skeleton Copy
When only one copy of a message is given to the

message center for transmission, the signal message
supervisor or clerk prepares a "skeleton copy" for
use in the live and dead file. This is done * * *
face of the message.

21. Incoming Message by Scheduled Messenger
The incoming scheduled * * * they are receipted.

The signal message supervisor delivers the mes-
sages to the addressee (sergeant major or repre-
sentative of the addressee).

24. Outgoing Clear Text by Radio
After processing the * * * and services it. The

signal message supervisor or clerk enters on the
face of the message the time of receipt (as given to
him by the radio operator), the supervisor's or
clerk's initials, and encircles the entry. The dupli-
cate is then placed in the dead file.

14 TAGO 715C
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26. Outgoing Encrypted Text by Radio
After processing the * * * time of receipt. The

signal message supervisor takes the duplicate copy
of the original message from the live file, services it,
and places it in the dead file. The code clerk does
not service messages in his code clerk's file.

27. Incoming Encrypted Text by Radio
When receiving a * * * the sergeant major. If

the unit SOP prescribes it, the code clerk may get a
receipt on a second carbon copy of the clear text
when he delivers it to the addressee, giving it to the
signal message supervisor or clerk to hold for a
period of time. The code clerk does not place in his
clerk's file copies of messages he decrypts.

28. Airplane Pick-Up
After processing and * * receipt or pick-up.

The signal message supervisor removes the dupli-
cate from the live file, services it, and places it in the
dead file. See FM 24-5 for detailed instructions.

[AG 322 (3 Jul 53)]
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WARNING NOTICES

Authority for release of this document to a foreign
government must be secured from the Assistant Chief
of Staff, G-2, Department of the Army.

When this document is released to a foreign govern-
ment, it is released subject to the following conditions:
This information is furnished with the understanding...
that it will not be released to another nation without->
specific approval of the United States of America, De-
partment of the Army; that it will not be used for other
than military purposes; that individual or corporation
rights originating in the information whether patented
or not will be respected; and that the information will
be afforded substantially the same degree of security
as afforded by the United States of America, Department
of the Army.

This document contains information affecting the
national defense of the United States within the meaning
of the Espionage Laws, Title 18, U. S. C., sections 793
and 794. The transmission or the revelation of its
contents in any manner to an unauthorized person is
prohibited by law.
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FM 7-25

C3
FIELD MANUAL

HEADQUARTERS COMPANY, INFANTRY
REGIMENT

CHANGES1 DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
No. 3 J WASHINGTON 25, D. C., 15 December 1952

FM 7-25, 21 August 1950, is changed as follows:

APPENDIX IV

INFANTRY BATTALION AND REGIMENTAL
MESSAGE CENTERS

(Superseded)

Section I. GENERAL

i. PROCEDURE

The following procedure is applicable to message
centers of infantry regiments and battalions. Any
similar procedure which emphasizes speed, simplic-
ity, and accuracy is acceptable.

2. RESPONSIBILITIES

'a. A message center receipts, encrypts, decrypts.
routes, and delivers all official messages, with the fol-
lowing exceptions:

(1) Messages sent by military or U. S. postal
services.

TAGO 1953C-Dec. 200482°-52-1



(2) Local messages-those originating and de-
livered within the command post.

(3) Messages transmitted by originator directly
to addressee.

(4) Incoming messages delivered by special
messenger directly to the addressee or his
representative.

b. Additional responsibilities of the message
center are to keep a situation map and official time-

(1) Situation map. The locations of command
posts with which the unit maintains com-
munication are shown on this map. Routes
to the various command posts, as much of
the tactical situation as necessary, condi-
tions of the routes, mined areas, areas under
enemy observation and artillery fire, and
existing field wire lines are also placed on
this map. All of this information is used
to brief messengers.

(2) Official time. The message center keeps the
official time for the headquarters. The mes-
sage center should have an accurate time-
piece and should obtain the official time from
the next higher headquarters at least twice
daily. When working as a separate combat
team, the radio and visual section may syn-
chronize with standard time signals which
are broadcast on certain frequencies
throughout the day. Time broadcasts give
the correct time to the nearest second.

2 TAGO 1953C
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Section II. ORGANIZATION

3. PERSONNEL

The message center is composed of three functional
groups. They are the operational group composed
of the chief and his assistant, a clerk; the code group
composed of the code clerks; and the messenger group
composed of the messengers. Each of the three
groups may be divided into increments to provide
echelonment of the section when the command post
moves and to provide shifts for around-the-clock
operation of the message center; see FM 24-5 and
FM 24-17.

4. EQUIPMENT

The items considered essential to a message center
are paper and pencil, a timepiece, necessary codes, a
complete SOI, and an M-209 conveter. Auxiliary
items are message center logs, route delivery lists,
message envelopes, and field message books.

5. LOCATION

a. Message centers are established at the head-
quarters of each command down to and including
battalion. Signs are posted to show the location of
the message center and, when no signs are posted
because of the tactical situation, guides are placed
at the entrance to the command post. On the march,
the message center is at the head of the main body.
When the battalion is the advance guard, the message
center section of the battalion marches at the head

TAGO 1958C3
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of the reserve element. During the march, message
center vehicles may be marked by panels (as pre-
scribed by the SOI) to identify the message center
to friendly planes. For further instructions on the
operation of a message center during a tactical
situation, see paragraphs 97 and 98 and FM 24-5.

b. The command post locations and the installa-
tion for message centers should provide-

(1) Protection and concealment from enemy
and weather.

(2) Facilities for lightproofing at night.
(3) Accommodations for personnel and equip-

ment.
(4) Convenience to staff, roads, and trails.
(5) Proximity to electrical agencies of com-

munication.
c. The operation of a message center is continuous

in a tactical situation whether at a command post or
on the march.

Section III. RECORDS AND FILES

6. MAINTENANCE OF RECORDS AND FILES

The battalion or regimental message center main-
tains temporary records and files as follows: the
message center log, the live and dead files, and the
code clerk's file. Additional records may be kept,
depending on the unit SOP.

a. Message Center Log. The log is an informal
record of serviceability of the electrical communi-
cation means. It contains a list of numbers to be

4 _ _. .~-MW TAGO 1953C
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assigned to outgoing messages. It may also provide
columns for the entry of the means of communication
selected for each message and for remarks relating
to the message.

b. Live File. This is a file of the duplicate or
skeleton (par. 18) copies of outgoing messages for
which a receipt or notification of transmission has
not been received. These copies may be filed in large
envelopes, cigar boxes, or any suitable container. As
soon as a message has been receipted, the duplicate
copy is placed in the dead file.

c. Dead File. This file contains the duplicate
copies of all outgoing messages for which a receipt or
notification of transmission has been received. The
S1 disposes of the material from the dead file
periodically.

d. Code Clerk's File. This file contains the origi-
nal clear text copy of outgoing encrypted messages,
code or cipher, and the original copies of all incoming
encrypted messages handled by the code clerk. Ma-
terial in this file is disposed of as directed by the unit
communication officer.

7. MESSAGE CENTER LOG

This log is not a standard form but is prepared
by the using unit to fulfill its particular needs and
may be varied as demanded by the situation and
conditions. An example of a log is shown in figure
59.

TAGO 1953C 5 li m
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the loigure 59. Regimenta meidnightge c0001 is enter log.

a. The left half of the log is the record of service-
ability of electrical means of communication. Listed
in the extreme left hand column are the units with
which direct communication is maintained. In the
next columns are entered the times at which com-
munication becomes effective and ineffective. Since
the log is opened at midnight, 0001 is entered for each
unit in the "IN" (effective) or "OUT" (ineffective)
columns for both radio (RAD) and wire (TP).
This log is checked periodically by the communica-
tion chief and communication officer.
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b. The right half of the log has a column of con-

secutive numbers used in assigning message center
numbers to outgoing messages. When a number is
assigned to a message, one diagonal line is drawn
through that number. When a receipt or notifica-
tion of transmission has been received for that mes-
sage, an opposing diagonal line is drawn through the
number. This indicates that the message has been
receipted. Each successive outgoing message re-
ceived at the message center is assigned the next
unused number. In the "MEANS" column to the
right, the means of communication selected for that
message is entered. Information relating to the mes-
sage that may serve to identify that message at a
later time is entered in the "REMARKS" column.
The log is picked up by the communication officer
daily and is disposed of in accordance with the unit
SOP. The message center chief makes a periodic
check with all agencies of communication of units
with which it is connected to insure that the log is
current. Unit SOP usually prescribes that these
agencies immediately notify the message center when
communication is lost or reestablished with other
units.

8. MESSAGE CENTER LOG OPERATION DURING
ECHELONMENT

a. When the command post moves in echelon, the
echelon remaining at the old command post site re-
tains the log being used and retains a specified num-
ber of message center numbers to be assigned to out-
going messages until the new command post opens

TAGO 1953C _ww 7
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Experience will indicate the amount of numbers to be
retained. When the new command post opens at the
new location, the message center there assigns num-
bers from the new block; for example, 15 numbers
have been used up to the time the forward echelon
moves out for the new site. The chief decides that
10 numbers will be more than sufficient for the mes-
sage traffic at the old command post site.

b. When the forward echelon opens the new com-
mand post, it assigns numbers starting with 26. If
the numbers allotted the old message center are all
used before the new command post opens, letters of
the alphabet may be used in sequence, or a combina-
tion of letters and numbers may be used (such as 25A,
·25B, etc.). If any of the numbers are unused at the
old command post site, they should be marked off
the log and a notation made on the log indicating
that they were not used.

9. ROUTE DELIVERY LIST

The route delivery list is a Signal Corps form.
It is normally used by a messenger who has several
messages to deliver. The message center number or
other means of identification is entered in the first
column of the delivery list. Numbers of several
messages being delivered to one addressee may be
entered on one line. The time of dispatch (time of
departure of the messenger) is entered in the blank
space at the upper left of the route delivery list.
Each addressee receipts for the messages received by
entering his name in full in the middle column and

8 _S TAGO 1953C
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entering the time of receipt in the right column.
When the delivery list is returned to the message
center, the time of return is entered in the blank space
on its upper right corner. The duplicate copies of
the messages may then be attached to the delivery list:
and all placed in the dead file or the list may be dis--
posed of in accordance with the unit SOP. The
messenger's name may be entered at the upper right
of the delivery list for reference.

10. MESSAGE ENVELOPE

The message envelope is another Signal Corps
form. Like the delivery list, it is used as a receipt
form. Both the route delivery list and the message
envelope give a record of departure, time of receipt
by the addressee, and time of return by the messenger.
With this information, the message center chief or
communication officer can check against delay time
in the delivery of messages. In addition, the forms
themselves serve as receipts. The addressee or his
representative enters his signature on the RE-
CEIVED line and, on the same line on the right,
enters the time of receipt. The message center chief
enters the time a messenger is dispatched and the
time he returns. The messenger enters his name or
initials on the face of the form for possible future
reference. When the receipted envelope is returned,
the duplicate of the message is placed in the envelope
and the envelope is placed in the dead file or is dis-
posed of according to the unit SOP.

TAGO 1953_ 200482'--52 9
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11. DISPOSITION OF RECORDS

The code clerk's file is periodically turned over to
the communication officer. He examines it and then
normally destroys all material in it. The same action
is taken with the radio operator's file. The dead file
is periodically turned over to the S1 or sergeant
major who periodically disposes of the material in it.
Normally the dead file is not retained at message
center longer than 24 hours. The writers of mes-
sages normally give the sergeant major an informa-
tion copy of all messages given to message center
for transmission; and they should give him a resume
of all telephone conversations for entry in the unit
journal. The dead file gives the sergeant major a
check to insure that all messages sent through the
message center are entered in the journal.

Section IV. OPERATION

12. SECURITY REGULATIONS

a. Message center personnel must know when and
how to authenticate messages and must know when to
encrypt them. They must observe the correct proce-
dures and security precautions in encrypting. Even
a minor error in the encrypting process may provide
the enemy cryptanalyst or code expert with the in-
formation necessary to break the code.

b. The following is a list (in order of security
preference) of means of transmission for a message.

(1) Messenger.
(2) Wire.

10 TAGO 1953C
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(3) Visual.
(4) ,Sound.
(5) Radio.

o. See paragraph 92 for further discussion of com-
munication security.

13. SELECTION OF MEANS OF COMMUNICATION

The following considerations govern the selection
of means of communication:

a. Messages to go only a short distance are nor-
mally sent by messenger.

b. Maps, documents, photographs, and similar
messages are sent by messenger unless equipment for
facsimile is available.

c. Short messages going a comparatively long dis-
tance are normally sent by electrical means.

d. Whenever possible, a means other than tele-
phone is used in order that the wire lines may be
kept open for direct communication by the com-
mander and his staff.

e. Long messages are normally sent by messenger.
f. Messages sent by radio are subject to intercep-

tion by the enemy and must be encrypted unless
authorized to be transmitted in the clear.

g. Routine reports are normally transmitted by
means other than radio.

h. If the importance and the situation warrant, a
message may be sent by two or more means of
communication.

i. The degree of precedence assigned the message
influences the decision as to which means to employ.

TAGO 1953C 11
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j. The relative speed of transmission of the various

means of communication should be studied and a
standard for comparison established to assist in de-
termining the most rapid means to employ for each
message. See FM 24-5 and FM 24-17 for further
instructions.

14. COORDINATION OF MEANS OF COMMUNICA-
TION

a. The message center distributes outgoing mes-
sage traffic among the various means (messenger,
wire, radio, visual, and sound) to obtain the most
efficiency and speed in handling and delivering
message traffic.

b. The message center chief coordinates the use of
the various means of communication by selecting the
most suitable and rapid means available for the
transmission of any message. See FM 24-5 for
further instructions.

15. PROCESSING AND SERVICING MESSAGES

a. Processing. When a message is handed to the
message center for transmission, the message center
chief or clerk processes it. Processing consists of
making entries across the top of the message form
(Time Filed, Message Center No., and How Sent).
Upon receiving the original and duplicate of the
message, the clerk enters, in the "Time Filed" space
on both copies, the time that he is handed the message.
He then selects the next unused message center num-
ber from the message center log and enters this in the
"MSG CEN NO" space in the center of the form on

12 TAGO 1953C
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both copies. He determines the best means of trans-
mittal after checking his log, and enters his decision
in the "How Sent" space. Time involved in process-
ing and dispatching messages, exclusive of encrypt-
ing, should not exceed 2 minutes.

b. Servicing. When the message center chief re-
ceives a receipt or notification of transmission for a
message transmitted by an electrical means, pigeon,
or airplane pick-up, he enters the time of receipt
and his initials on the face of the duplicate copy of
the message and encircles both entries. Messages
carried by messenger need not be serviced since the
signature and time of receipt are on the envelope or
delivery list.

16. FLOW OF MESSAGE TRAFFIC

Delay of delivery is constantly checked. All mes-
sages except those to be encrypted or those to go by
scheduled messenger must stay in the message center
no longer than a few minutes. Unpreventable delays
are reported to the originators of such messages.

17. RELAY MESSAGES

a. In handling relay messages it is assumed that
messages received in cryptographic form will be re-
transmitted without decrypting; however, if the ad-
dressee does not have the system in which the message
was encrypted, the proper security steps must be
observed if the message is to be retransmitted by elec-
trical means. In addition the originator should be
informed so that subsequent messages will be placed
in the proper system.

TAGO 1953C 13
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b. In some cases, messages may be relayed by the

agency receiving the message without being referred
to the message center. However, if the message is
received by one agency and forwarded to the ad-
dressee by means of another agency, the message may
be given to the message center. The message center
may process both copies received from the operator,
assigning the message a number from the message
center log. The entry of the word RELAY may be
made in lieu of a message center number in the proc-
essing. By using a message center number, a positive
check is assured on the receipt of the message by the
addressee. The duplicate copy of a numbered relay
message is handled in the same manner as that of
other outgoing messages; the time of receipt by the
addressee should be given to the station of origin.

18. PREPARATION OF SKELETON COPY

When only one copy of a message is given to the
message center for transmission, the message center
chief or clerk prepares a "skeleton copy" for use in
the live and dead file. This is done by copying on a
message form all entries from the original except the
body of the message. Only a few of the first key
words from the message text are copied; if there is an
accompanying overlay, the word "overlay" is entered
instead of text. The signature of the writer of the
message is printed on the skeleton copy. The word
SKELETON is placed on the face of the message.
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19. USE OF MESSENGERS

Scheduled messengers operate on a fixed time and
route schedule between a command and its subordi-
nate units; they deliver to message centers. Special
messengers are dispatched only when immediate de-
livery of the message is urgent; they deliver directly
to the addressee or his representative. A representa-
tive may be authorized to receive messages for an
addressee. In the regimental or battalion command
post, the unit sergeant major is authorized to receive
incoming messages for the commanding officer. See
paragraph 85 for discussion on double messengers.

Section V. ROUTING OF MESSAGES

20. OUTGOING MESSAGE BY SCHEDULED MESSENGER

The message, in duplicate (original and one carbon
copy), is given to the message center where the mes-
sage is processed. The duplicate is placed in the live
file and the original is sent to the distant unit message
center where the outgoing messenger obtain a receipt
(message envelope). Upon return of the receipt, the
duplicate copy of the message is placed in the en-
velope and the envelope is placed in the dead file.

21. INCOMING MESSAGE BY SCHEDULED MESSENGER

The incoming scheduled messenger delivers the
messages to the message center where they are re-
ceipted. The message center chief delivers the
messages to the addressee (sergeant major or repre-
sentative of the addressee).

TAGO 1953C 15
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22. OUTGOING MESSAGE BY SPECIAL MESSENGER

After processing the original and duplicate, the
duplicate is placed in the live file and the original is
sent by messenger to the addressee. There the mes-
senger obtains a receipt. The messenger may go by
way of the distant message center when entering the
command post to learn where to find the addressee.
He may return by way of the distant message center
to pick up messages for his own unit. Upon return
of the receipted envelope, the duplicate copy is taken
from the live file, inserted into the envelope, and
filed in the dead file.

23. INCOMING MESSAGE BY SPECIAL MESSENGER

The incoming special messenger delivers the mes-
sage to the addressee or his representative and obtains
a receipt. He may stop at the message center for
information and directions.

Section VI. MESSAGES SENT BY RADIO, AIRPLANE,
AND PIGEON

24. OUTGOING CLEAR TEXT BY RADIO

After processing the original and duplicate, the
duplicate is placed in the live file and the original
is sent directly to the radio section. The message is
transmitted to the distant unit. Upon receiving the
receipt from the distant station, the radio operator
services the original copy of the message and places
it in his radio operator's file. The radio operator
notifies message center of the time of receipt. Upon
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receiving this information, the message center chief
removes the duplicate copy from the live file and
services it. The message center chief or clerk enters
on the face of the message the time of receipt (as
given to him by the radio operator), the chief or
clerk's initials, and encircles the entry. The du-
plicate is then placed in the dead file.

25. INCOMING CLEAR TEXT BY RADIO

The local radio operator receives the message and,
using the message book, makes three copies. He then
services the message and places one copy in his radio
operator's file, and delivers the original and the other
copy to the sergeant major.

26. OUTGOING ENCRYPTED TEXT BY RADIO

After processing the original and duplicate, the
duplicate is placed in the live file and the original is
given to the code clerk for encrypting. The code
clerk prepares an original only of the enciphered
text and destroys his work sheets. He places the
original clear text in his code clerk's file and delivers
the single encrypted message to the radio operator.
The radio operator transmits the message and serv-
ices it upon receipt. The radio operator then places
the encrypted text in his radio operator's file and
notifies the message center of the time of receipt.
The message center chief takes the duplicate copy of
the original message from the live file, services it, and
places it in the dead file. The code clerk does not
service messages in his code clerk's file.

TAGO 1953c 17
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27. INCOMING ENCRYPTED TEXT BY RADIO

When receiving a message, the radio operator
makes an original and two carbon copies. (He will
not know it is an encrypted message until after he
has started filling the message form). When re-
ceipting for the message, he services the message
form, places one carbon copy of the encrypted text
in his radio operator's file, and delivers the original
and other carbon copy to the code clerk. The code
clerk decrypts the message (preparing one, two, or
three copies in accordance with the unit SOP), de-
stroys his work sheets and the carbon copy of the
encrypted text, and places the original encrypted
text (received from the radio operator) in his code
clerk's file. The code clerk then delivers the clear
text to the sergeant major. If the unit SOP pre-
scribes it, the code clerk may get a receipt on a second
carbon copy of the clear text when he delivers it to
the addressee, giving it to the message center chief or
clerk to hold for a period of time. The code clerk
does not place in his clerk's file copies of messages
he decrypts.

28. AIRPLANE PICK-UP

After processing and filing the duplicate message
in the live file, the original is sent to the radio section,
which operates the panel and pick-up grounds.
After the message has been picked up by the airplane,
and the pilot indicates by prearranged signal that
he has the message in the cabin, the time of signal
by the plane is noted and given to message center.
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This is the time of receipt or pick-up. The message
center chief removes the duplicate from the live file,
services it, and places it in the dead file. See FM
24-5 for detailed instructions.

29. AIRPLANE DROP

The message is dropped from the airplane in a
cannister with a long streamer attached. The can-
nister is usually dropped at the panel grounds where
it is picked up by personnel of the radio section and
taken unopened directly to the addressee or sergeant
major. The cannister is later returned by scheduled
messenger to the headquarters of origin. See FM
24-5 for detailed instructions.

30. OUTGOING CODED TEXT BY PIGEON

After processing the original and duplicate of a
clear text message and filing the duplicate in the live
file, the original is given to the code clerk who pre-
pares two coded text copies-an original and a
duplicate. The original clear text copy is filed in
the code clerk's file and the two encrypted text copies
are given to the person who is handling the pigeons.
The first pigeon released carries the original of the
encrypted text message. The second pigeon released
carries the original of a second message and the dup-
licate of the first encrypted message sent by pigeon.
The third pigeon carries the original of a third mes-
sage and the duplicate of the second message, and
so on. This improves the chance of the delivery of
messages in case the previously released pigeon does
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not arrive at its loft. If the pigeons are "doubled
tossed," that is, if two pigeons are released together,
one pigeon carries the original and the other pigeon
the duplicate.

[AG 322 (17 Nov 52) ]
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FM 7-25
C2

FIELD MANUAL

HEADQUARTERS COMPANY, INFANTRY
REGIMENT

CHANGES~ DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

No. 2 J WASHINGTON 25, D. C., 25 September 1952

FM 7-25, 21 August 1950, is changed as follows:

135. OBSERVER AND RECONNAISSANCE
REPORTS

* * * * *

c. (Superseded) The final written report should
be made by the patrol leader or the interrogation
officer, depending upon the situation and the time
available. Patrol reports, accompanied by an over-
lay or sketch, are prepared in the following form:

PATROL REPORT

,RED-3 13 July 1952
DESIGNATION OF PATROL DATE

TO: CO 14th Inf Regt

MAPS: FRANCE anlI BELGIUM, 1:500,000,

CALAIS. Sheet 38.

A SIZE AND COMPOSITION OF PATROL: 5 FM.
B TASK: Proceed to railroad bridge at 749615 and de-

termine if area is mined, condition of bridge,
and if bridge is wired for explosives.

C TIME OF DEPARTURE: 130930 July.

AGO ,1012C-Sept. 20041.-Ii52 .
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D TIME OF RETURN: 132114 July.
E ROUTES (OUT AND BACK): Followed south bank of

railroad to objective
,and returned via

;- Ridge 110.
F TERRAIN: (Description of the terrain-dry, swampy,

jungle, thickly wooded, high brush,
rocky; deepness of ravines and draws;
type, size and strength of bridges, and
their ability to carry armored and wheeled
vehicles.)

Generally hilly, area near bridge cut by
deep ravines 4 to 15 feet deep, no water.
Railroad OK, clear except for road block
50 yards E of bridge. Bridge made of
steel and appeared to be in good condi-
tion. Through binoculars numerous wires
could be seen running along sides of
bridge. Bridge believed to be prepared
for demolition. Believe bridge could be
used by vehicles, but might need planking.

G ENEMY: (Strength, disposition, condition of defenses,
equipment, weapons, attitude, morale, exact
location, movement, and any shift in dis-
position. Time activity was observed;
grid reference where activity occurred.)

8 En seen in positions near E end of bridge;
at least 4 En on other side. One AT gun
and one MG in position near bridge on W
side covering road block. En moved about
freely and position seemed to be dis-
organized.
(1) Time activity was observed 1310 to

1500
(2) Grid reference where activity occurred

749615

2 a AGO- 1012C
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H ANY MAP CORRECTIONS: None.
J MISCELLANEOUS INFOR- Passed farm buildings at

MATION: 738612 which appeared
to be vacant.

K RESULTS OF ENCOUNTERS (Enemy prisoners and
WITH ENEMY: disposition; identifi-

cations; enemy casu-
alties; captured
documents and
equipment.) None.

L CONDITION OF PATROL, INCLUDING DISPOSI-
TION OF ANY DEAD OR WOUNDED: No casu-
alties.

MI CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM- (Including to what
MENDATIONS: extent the task was

accomplished and
recommendations
as to patrol equip-
ment and tactics.)

Patrol too large-
same task could
have been accom-
plished with 3 men
with less chance of
being detected.

/s/C. R. STRONG, Sgt., Co A, 14th Inf
Signature, grade/rank and organization/unit of patrol leader

N ADDITIONAL REMARKS BY Patrol leader states
INTERROGATOR: that road block con-

sisted of two fairly
large boulders on
railroad tracks.
Patrol report veri-
fies activity previ-
ously reported by
air OP on 121300
Jul.

/s/R. B. JONES, 1st Lt, 14th Inf 132300 Jul,
Signature, grade/rank and organization/unit of interrogator Time

AGO 1012C - 3
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Note. All entries in this report may be in long-
hand.
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FM 7-25
C

FIELD MANUAL

HEADQUARTERS COMPANY, INFANTRY
REGIMENT

CHANGES DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

No. 1 WASHINGTON 25, D. C., 22 Octobei 1951

FM 7-25, 21 August 1950, is changed as follows:

4. DUTIES OF COMPANY HEADQUARTERS PERSON-
NEL

b. The company executive * * * of the com-
pany. He is also the regimental chemical defense
officer. His duties include-

(5) (Superseded) Advising the regimental
commander in the offensive and defensive
aspects of chemical, biological, and radio-
logical warfare. For a detailed discussion
of his duties as regimental chemical defense
officer see FM 7-40.

37. RECORDS AND REPORTS

b. Observers and other persons submit shelling re-
ports (SHELREP) and mortar reports (MORT-
REP) to the counterfire information center. (See
FM 6-130 for a detailed discussion of shelling re-
AGO 128C--0ct. 950976--51 1



ports.) Each shelling report or mortar report in-
dicates its original source, the time of origin, and the
location of the originator; the direction to the enemy
weapon or its exact location, if known; the location
of the shelling; the time and duration of the shelling;
the number and type of weapons; and the number
and type of shells. Each report also * * * left
blank (fig. 6).

c. All shelling reports, mortar reports, and sound
locating reports are consolidated on the counterfire
information form and passed to the artillery through
the artillery liaison officer (fig. 7). They also are
* * * as described above.

* * * * *

e. (Added) Information about enemy bombing is
reported without delay to the appropriate headquar-
ters or center which can evaluate or act upon the in-
formation. This information is reported in the same
form as are shelling reports (fig. 6). Bombing re-.
ports (BOMREP) provide valuable information to
the intelligence sections of higher headquarters, both
air and ground. They can be used to prepare enemy
air order of battle studies and situation maps. After
collation and analysis, they may indicate enemy air
capabilities and intent as well as new developments,
tactics, and doctrine.

f. (Added) The report form shown in figure 6 is
printed on the inside cover of field message books.
(Field message books that do not have the form can

2 . AGO 1286
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(Each report will be preceded by one of the following code words:
(1) SHEIREP, (2) IORTREP, or (3) BONREP.)

ABLE - DANGER BLUE OP 0614

(From - unit, use current call sign or code name)

BAKER - 80369718

(Position of observer - map reference preferred
(code if map reference is used))

CHARLIE - PIN POINT FLASH 6300

(Grid or magnetic (state which) bearing or azimuth
of flash or sound or groove of shell (state which)
in mils or degrees (state which) (omit for aircraft))

DOG - 0605

(Time shelling began)

EASY - 0608

(Time shelling ended)

FOX - 80389721

(Area shelled, mortared, or bombed (clear map
reference preferred))

GEORGE - 2 DiUMY

(Number and nature of guns, mortars, or aircraft.)

HOW - REGISTRATION

(Nature of fire (registration, bombardment,
harassment, etc.) (Omit for aircraft))

maT - 2 SMOKE 9 HOWI EASY

(Number and type of shells, bombs, etc.)

JIG - 5 SEC.

(Time of flash to bang (omit for aircraft+)

ING - 3 CASUALTIES

(Damage)

Figure 6. (Supersedmbnintting hostile shell-

ing and bombing reports.
AGO 12SC, 3
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be modified by printing this form on a piece of
gummed paper and pasting it to the book cover.)

[AG 322 (8 Oct 51)]
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This manual supersedes FM 7-25, 7 October 1942, includ-
ing C 1, 14 January 1944

CHAPTER 1

GENERAL

Section I. MISSION AND ORGANIZATION

1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE. This manual is a guide to
the training and tactical employment of the head-
quarters company, infantry and airborne infantry
regiments. For references, see appendix I.

2. MISSION. The headquarters company provides
counterfire information, communication, intelli-
gence, reconnaissance, and trained antitank mine
personnel for the regiment. It provides security
for the regimental command post, and administra-
tive support for the command post personnel.

3. ORGANIZATION. a. The headquarters company,
infantry regiment, consists of a company head-
quarters, a regimental headquarters section, a
counterfire platoon, a communication platoon, an
intelligence and reconnaissance platoon, an anti-
tank mine platoon, and a security platoon. These
units work under the supervision of the regi-
mental staff and the headquarters company com-
mander (fig. 1).

b. The headquarters company, airborne infan-
try regiment, organization is similar to the head-

RESTRICTED 1
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quarters company, infantry regiment. However,
it does not have a security platoon (fig. 2).

REGTL LADMINISTRATION HO

EMPLOYMENT

----- --- - ------,

COMPANY REAGDTLE R ANTITANK

HO SECTION PLATOON PLATOON PLAOON PLATOON

H1X SQUADi P HOiSUA H AD

Figure 2. Functional chart, headquarters company,
airborne infantry regiment.

4. DUTIES OF COMPANY HEADQUARTERS PERSON-
NEL. a. The headquarters company commander
commands his company. He is also the regimental
headquarters commandant.

(1) By his character and skill he gives posi-
tive leadership to his company and main-
tains its discipline, welfare, and content-
ment. He actively supervises its train-
ing, its administration, and the pro-
curement and maintenance of its equip-
ment. He makes full use of the company's
chain of command. In assigning duties
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to his unit leaders, he considers their in-
dividual capabilities and personalities.
To build his company elements into effi-
cient and coordinated teams, he develops
a high degree of initiative and personal
responsibility in all his leaders.

(2) He continually estimates the situation,
having in mind all practicable courses of
action. He starts action on any matter
pertaining to his company. He follows
this action through by vigorously exe-
cuting the simplest effective course to
accomplish his mission.

(3) He uses all means at his command and
requests additional means whenever they
can be well used to accomplish his mis-
sion. Without awaiting orders he makes
appropriate coordination with any other
unit or agency.

(4) In the battle area he uses liaison, per-
sonal reconnaissance, and the men avail-
able to him to maintain the security of
the regimental command post and to pre-
pare for future operations. He assigns
definite missions to his subordinate lead-
ers. He keeps himself informed on their
actions and gives them assistance when
they need it. He goes where he can best
control and coordinate his company's ac-
tions.

(5) He, alone, is responsible to his regimen-
tal commander for all that his company



does or fails to do. He is responsible for
the administration, supply, and disci-
pline of all men and units attached to his
company. For his duties as regimental
headquarters commandant, see FM 7-40.

b. The company executive is second in command
of the company. He is also the regimental gas of-
ficer. His duties include-

(1) Acting as assistant headquarters com-
mandant.

(2) Making decisions in the company com-
mander's absence.

(3) Helping the company commander to keep
informed of company strength, morale,
training, disposition, equipment, ad-
ministration, and supply.

(4) Helping to prepare standing operating
procedures (SOP).

(5) Advising the regimental commander in
the use of chemicals and the defense
against enemy chemicals. As regimental
gas officer, he keeps the regimental com-
mander informed as to the existence of
biological and radiological hazards and
the defense against them. He is assisted
in his duties as regimental gas officer
by selected gas noncommissioned officers
in the headquarters company and other
regimental units, according to FM 21-40.
As gas officer, he has the following spe-
cific duties:
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(a) He supervises gas defense training
(coordinated with the S-3).

(b) He makes recommendations concern-
ing the supply of chemical items and
equipment for offensive and defensive
action.

(c) He supervises the use of decontam-
inating agents.

,(d) He supervises the gas reconnaissance
of routes and areas before their use
by troops.

(e) He makes recommendations for the
employment of chemicals and equip-
ment.

(f) He works with the S-2 to get infor-
mation on types, characteristics, and
methods of employment of enemy
chemical agents and equipment.

(g) He is assisted in performing his radio-
logical defense duties by a minimum of
one regularly appointed radiological
defense monitor, who performs instru-
ment surveys and obtains radiologi-
cal data in areas contaminated, or sus-
pected of being contaminated, with
radioactive materials. Radiological de-
fense monitors perform this duty in
addition to their primary duty assign-
ments.

c. The unit administrator is a warrant officer.
He assists the company commander in handling
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the administrative details within the company. His
duties include supervising preparation of the
morning report, sick report, duty roster, records.
and reports on the operation, maintenance and!
supply of company motor vehicles, and other ad-
ministrative and supply records.

d. The first sergeant is the principal enlisted as-
sistant to the company commander. He helps the
company commander in commanding the company
enlisted men. He is selected especially for his
leadership ability, loyalty, personality, dependa-
bility, administrative knowledge, accuracy, and
thoroughness. By means of his close observation
and judgment of the men, he knows their personal
characteristics. He makes recommendations to the
company commander concerning their welfare.
Under the supervision of the unit administrator,
he performs administrative duties, including the
preparation of company records and reports.

e. The mess steward, the assistant mess stew-
ard, the cooks, and the food service apprentices:
receive, prepare, and distribute rations. They ope-
rate the regimental headquarters and headquart-
ers company kitchen. The mess steward, under
the company mess officer's supervision, maintains
and prepares the mess records and reports, and
supervises the preparation and serving of food.
He arranges for rations to be provided and de-
livered to the company's detached units. His duties
also include-

(1) Training mess personnel.
(2) Assisting headquarters company com-
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mander by drawing, preparing, and dis-
tributing class I supplies (food and
water).

(3) Preparing and delivering meals to the
regimental headquarters and headquart-
ers company.

(4) Arranging with other unit messes to
feed detached elements of headquarters
company, when necessary.

(5) Feeding any men of other units who may
be working with headquarters company.

f. The supply sergeant receives, stores, main-
tains, issues, and turns in supplies and equipment
for the company. Under the company supply offi-
cer's supervision, he prepares and maintains or-
ganizational and individual supply records. He
supervises the company armorers.

g. The company clerk assists the first sergeant
in his administrative duties.

h. The motor sergeant is responsible to the
company commander for the organizational main-
tenance and operation of the motor vehicles as-
signed to the company. His duties include-

(1) Conducting driver training.

(2) Supervising maintenance.

(3) Preparing and maintaining records and
reports on the operation, maintenance,
and supply of motor vehicles in the com-
pany. For detail of vehicle maintenance.
see FM 7-30.
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(4) Supervising the loading and movement
of transportation assigned to company
headquarters.

i. The automotive mechanics operate under the
supervision of the motor sergeant. They supervise
driver maintenance and perform organizational
maintenance.

j. The company armorers operate under the
supply sergeant's supervision. They make repairs
on small arms and other company equipment, ex-
cept motor vehicles and signal equipment. Mainte-
nance is performed according to the technical man-
ual pertaining to each item of equipment.

k. The Orderlies serve the regimental commander
and the staff. They perform housekeeping tasks
to free the commander and his staff to carry out
their own duties. They are trained to take part in
the defense of the command post.

I. The bugler sounds calls, warnings, and alerts
as ordered. He is trained as a messenger, and he
takes part in the defense of the command post.
He performs other duties as ordered by the com-
pany commander.

m. The truck drivers operate the vehicles as-
signed to the company. They perform driver main-
tenance and assist the automotive mechanics in
performing company maintenance on their vehi-
cles.

n. The filler personnel help other elements of
the company as directed by the company com-
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mander. When vacancies exist in the platoons,
company headquarters, and regimental head-
quarters section, they are assigned to fill these
vacancies.

5. REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS SECTION. This sec-
tion consists of enlisted men who work at the regi-
mental headquarters.

a. The sergeant major's duties include-
(1) Supervising the enlisted men in the regi-

mental command post.
(2) Assisting the regimental executive and

the adjutant (S-1).
(3) Helping the adjutant to supervise the

preparation and maintenance of the unit
journal.

(4) Supervising the circulation of messages
within the command post.

(5) Preparing and routing correspondence,
and submitting all outgoing correspond-
ence to the S-1 for approval and signa-
ture.

(6) Maintaining a policy file for the regional
staff.

(7) Maintaining a reminder file for the staff.
(8) Supervising the maintenance of current

files.
(9) Preparing the regimental administra-

tive bulletin for the S-1 and supervising
its distribution.

b. The intelligence sergeant assists the regi-
mental intelligence officer (S-2). His duties in-
clude-
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(1) Helping to supervise the collection of
information.

(2) Entering incoming information in the
S-2 work sheet.

(3) Posting enemy and terrain information
on the situation map.

(4) Supervising clerks and draftsmen in
preparing, reproducing, and distributing
intelligence plans and reports.

(5) Helping to disseminate intelligence.
(6) Helping with intelligence training.

c. The operations sergeant assists the regimen-
tal operations officer (S-3). His duties include-

(1) Posting friendly information on the situ-
ation map.

(2) Supervising the work of the draftsmen
and clerks in the preparation, reproduc-
tion, and distribution of reports and writ-
ten orders.

(3) Supervising the other enlisted men in
the S-3 section.

d. The headquarters clerks and the stenog-
rapher do clerical and stenographic work for the
regimental commander and his staff. One of the
clerks keeps the unit journal.

e. Troop information and education personnel
assist the regimental troop information and edu-
cation officer (assistant S-3).

f. The chaplains' assistants aid the chaplains in
their duties. They are also trained as drivers.
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g. The draftsman's duties include-
(1) Preparing plans and drawings from oral

or written instructions or sketches.
(2) Making finished drawings to scale.
(3) Assisting in keeping the situation map.
(4) Assisting in preparing orders, reports,

and overlays.

h. The topographic draftsman prepares map
substitutes from notes, aerial photographs, or
maps. He works with the draftsman.

i. The athletic instructor assists the regimental
athletic and recreation officer (assistant S-1). He
supervises and instructs classes in the funda-
mentals of competitive athletics and physical ex-
ercises. He supervises and coaches athletic teams.

i. The entertainment specialist assists the regi-
mental athletic and recreation officer. He helps to
plan, organize, and direct entertainment programs
for the regiment.

6. COUNTERFIRE PLATOON. The counterfire platoon
is the regimental agency for counterfire informa-
tion. It sound locates enemy weapons, provides
counterfire information, and also may help coun-
terfire weapons to adjust fire. The regimental S-2
supervises the platoon's use. For its organization,
training, and use, see chapter 2.

7. COMMUNICATION PLATOON. The communica-
tion platoon provides communication within the
command post, to the battalions, to the other
units of the regiment, and to attached units. The
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regimental communication officer supervises its
use. For its organization, training, and use, see
chapter 3.

8. INTELLIGENCE AND RECONNAISSANCE PLATOON.
The intelligence and reconnaissance platoon ob-
tains information by reconnaissance and observa-
tion. It maintains contact with the enemy and with
friendly reconnaissance and security units. The
regimental S-2 supervises its use. For its organi-
zation, training, and use, see chapter 4.

9. ANTITANK MINE PLATOON. The antitank mine
platoon lays mines, breaches or removes mine
fields, uses demolitions, and does other pioneering
work. It provides men to help the battalions in
mine operations. The regimental S-3 supervises
and coordinates its use with the regimental anti-
tank officer (tank company commander). For its
organization, training, and use, see chapter 5.

10. SECURITY PLATOON. The security platoon of
the infantry regiment is used to guard the regi-
mental command post. It also is trained for mili-
tary police duties. The headquarters company
commander controls its use. For its organization,
training, and use, see chapter 6. There is no secur-
ity platoon in the airborne infantry regiment.

Section II. TRAINING

11. GENERAL. a. The headquarters company train-
ing objective is to prepare all company elements
to perform their missions, and to perfect team-
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work between these elements and other units. The
training program is divided into phases. These
include basic military training, advanced indi-
vidual training, basic unit training, advanced unit
training, combined training, and joint training.
The training covered in this manual is primarily
unit training. Basic military training is generally
the same in all infantry units. Advanced indi-
vidual training is a continuous process. Unit train-
ing begins when the men in each squad and larger
unit have become proficient in basic military train-
ing and have progressed enough in advanced indi-
vidual training to learn to work together as a
team. In airborne units, parachute and glider
qualifications usually are completed during ad-
vanced individual training.

b. Basic unit training includes squad and pla-
toon training. The scope and procedure for basic
unit training are outlined in appendix II. Ad-
vanced unit training includes battalion and regi,
mental training. Combined training (combined
arms training) and joint training begin when the
regiment, as a whole, has achieved proficiency in
basic and advanced unit training. Combined train-
ing integrates the infantry training with units of
the other ground arms and usually begins before
joint training. Joint training teaches the army,
navy, and air force units to cooperate with each
other during joint operations.

c. Applicatory exercises are used during all
training phases. During basic and advanced unit
training, the applicatory exercises include com-
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mand post exercises (CPX's) and tactical field
exercises. During combined and joint training,
the applicatory exercises include CPX's and
maneuvers.

12. TRAINING RESPONSIBILTY. a. The headquarters
company commander is responsible for his com-
pany's training. He makes sure that his platoon
leaders are qualified to conduct their platoon train-
ing. The scope and allotment of training time for
each company element conform to the regimental
commander's training directives. Training of all
drivers in the operation and maintenance of their
vehicles is conducted under headquarters company
supervision. The company commander's training
duties include-

!(1) Preparing training schedules, records,
and reports.

(2) Planning, organizing, and supervising
training.

(3) Selecting officers and enlisted men to
attend regimental, division, and service
schools, and arranging for them to at-
tend.

b. Regimental staff officers give advice and as-
sistance during training of the counterfire, the
communication, the intelligence and reconnais-
sance, and the antitank mine platoons. They
supervise and conduct on-the-job training for the
men of the regimental headquarters section.

c. Each. platoon leader is responsible to the
headquarters company commander for his pla-
toon's conduct and status of training.
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13. COMPANY HEADQUARTERS. The company
executive, the first sergeant, the supply sergeant,
the mess steward, and the motor sergeant assist
the company commander in training the company
headquarters. The company commander desig-
nates company officers to help him supervise the
company supply, mess, and transportation. Dur-
ing basic and advanced unit training, the men
train on the job and take part in applicatory
exercises (sec. I, app. II).

14. REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS SECTION. During
basic and advanced unit training the staff groups
in the regimental headquarters section train on
the job. Each regimental staff officer is respon-
sible for on-the-job training of the men in his sec-
tion. He arranges for his section to participate in
general training and appropriate applicatory
exercises with the headquarters company (sec. I,
app. II).

15. COUNTERFIRE PLATOON. The regimental S-2
gives advice and assistance on training in the
counterfire platoon. The platoon leader recom-
mends to the headquarters company commander
the use of training time for his platoon, and con-
ducts training for his platoon (sec. II, app. II).

16. COMMUNICATION PLATOON. The regimental
communication officer gives advice and assistance
on training in this platoon. The communication
platoon leader makes recommendations to the
company commander for the use of training time
for his platoon, and conducts training in his pla-
toon (sec. I, app. II).
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17. INTELLIGENCE AND RECONNAISSANCE PLA-
TOON. The regimental S-2 gives advice and as-
sistance on training in the intelligence and recon-
naissance platoon. The intelligence and reconnais-
sance platoon leader recommends to the company
commander the use of training time for his pla-
toon, and conducts training in his platoon (sez.
III, app. II).

18. ANTITANK MINE PLATOON. The regimental S-3
gives advice and assistance on training in the anti-
tank mine platoon. The antitank mine platoon
leader recommends to the company commander
the use of training time for his platoon, and con-
ducts training in his platoon (sec. IV, app. II).

19. SECURITY PLATOON. The security platoon
leader recommends to the company commander the
use of training time for his platoon. Security pla-
toon training includes both security training and
military police training. The headquarters com-
pany commander arranges with the regimental
S-3 for police training with other regimental units
and the division military police company (sec. V,
app. II).

Section III. SUPPLY, MAINTENANCE, AND
EVACUATION

20. GENERAL. The headquarters company com-
mander supervises the mess, supply, and mainte-
nance of the company. His officers and the admin-
istrative enlisted men of the company headquar-
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ters assist him in these duties. The company aid
man and the regimental medical company provide
medical services.

21. HEADQUARTERS AND HEADQUARTERS COM-
PANY MESS. The mess steward is responsible to
the headquarters company commander for the
operation of the headquarters company mess.
When the kitchen operates from the regimental
train bivouac, he works under the service com-
pany commander's direct supervision.

22. COMPANY SUPPLY. a. The headquarters com-
pany commander, assisted by his officers, the war-
rant officer (unit administrator) and the supply
sergeant, keeps himself informed of the company's
supply status of clothing and equipment. He re-
quests replacement items from the regimental S-4.
When practicable the worn or damaged items to
be replaced are sent with these requests. The sup-
ply sergeant draws and delivers replacement items
to the platoons or the men for whom they are re-
quested. For signal supply, see paragraph 80.

b. The company supply sergeant is the head-
quarters company commander's principal assis-
tant in procuring and distributing all company
supplies except rations, water, motor parts, fuel,
and lubricants. He operates in the company area
or with the regimental trains, and is assisted by
the company armorers.

23. AMMUNITION SUPPLY. The headquarters com-
pany commander controls the amount of ammuni-



tion carried in the company, according to the situ-
ation and directives from higher commanders. The
supply sergeant issues small arms ammunition
to the company elements and replenishes the basic
load of ammunition. When necessary, the platoons
draw additional grenades, mines, pyrotechnics,
and explosives from the ammunition supply points
with their own transportation.

24. TRANSPORTATION AND AUTOMOTIVE MAINTE-
NANCE. a. The motor sergeant is the principal
transportation assistant to the headquarters com-
pany commander. He assists in the operation, con-
trol, and supply of company transportation, the
training and operation of drivers and mechanics,
and motor vehicle maintenance.

b. Transportation is provided in the headquar-
ters company for all company equipment except
the mess equipment, which is carried on transpor-
tation assigned to the service company. The com-
pany motor sergeant is responsible to the head-
quarters company commander for maintaining the
supply of gasoline and lubricants. A reserve of
class III supplies is carried on the company main-
tenance truck. Reserve containers for gasoline are
obtained by taking some of the 5-gallon drums
from other vehicles. Normally, one truck goes to
the regimental class III supply point with empty
drums. These drums are refilled, and a resupply of
lubricants is drawn at the same time. Company
drivers normally refill their vehicles from these
drums, and they obtain a resupply of lubricants
at the company maintenance truck. Individual
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vehicles going to the rear also may be resupplied
at any class III supply point.

c. Automotive maintenance of headquarters
company vehicles is supervised by the company
motor sergeant. The drivers perform driver main-
tenance on their vehicles. In addition to class III
supplies, the company maintenance truck carries
tools and spare parts. Company automotive
mechanics normally perform organizational main-
tenance near the maintenance truck in the motor
park. Vehicles that cannot be repaired by com-
pany mechanics are evacuated to the regimental
truck maintenance section which is usually with
the regimental trains.

25. EVACUATION OF CASUALTIES. a. Casualties re-
quiring medical attention are given emergency
medical treatment by the company aid man. When
a medical officer is needed, a casualty is evacuated
to the regimental collecting station. Evacuation is
by litter, unit vehicles, or ambulances of the medi-
cal company collecting platoon. Within a battalion
area, the nearest medical installation handles the
headquarters company personnel.

b. The headquarters company aid man belongs
to the regimental medical company. However, he
accompanies the headquarters company in the field
at all times. His duties include-

(1) Administering emergency medical treat-
ment.

(2) Informing the sick and walking wounded
of the collecting station's location and
the route to it.
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(3) Placing seriously wounded men in de-
filaded locations along a route where the
collecting platoon can find them.

(4) Tagging the dead and marking their lo-
cation when practicable.

(5) Notifying the collecting station of the
headquarters company location, antici-
pated moves, and the location and num-
ber of casualties in his area.

26. RECOVERY AND SALVAGE. The company com-
mander and all his leaders are responsible for
battlefield recovery of equipment and materiel
abandoned by friendly troops or captured from
the enemy. Mat6riel that cannot be collected is re-
ported to the regimental S-4. The report includes
type, quantity, and location. New types of enemy
mat6riel are reported to the regimental S-2. Items
which cannot be moved, and which are believed to
be important are guarded until they can be turned
over to competent technical specialists. Company
salvage is received and evacuated by the company
supply sergeant through normal supply channels
on vehicles going to the rear.
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CHAPTER 2

COUNTERFIRE PLATOON

Section I. GENERAL

27. ORGANIZATION. The counterfire platoon con-
sists of a platoon headquarters and three counter-
fire squads.

a. The platoon headquarters consists of a pla-
toon leader, a platoon sergeant, and a radio re-
pairman.

b. Each counterfire squad consists of a squad
leader (chief operator), an assistant squad leader
(operator), two computers, and two plotters. The
squad is divided, for sound locating operations,
into two teams. The chief operator, one computer,
and one plotter are in one team. The operator, one
computer, and one plotter are in the other team.

28. DUTIES OF PERSONNEL. a. Platoon headquarters.
(1) The platoon leader is also the regimental

counterfire information officer. As pla-
toon leader he is responsible to the head-
quarters company commander for the ad-
ministration, discipline, welfare, and
conduct of training and operations in the
counterfire platoon. As a regimental spe-
cial staff officer he is responsible to the
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regimental commander (through the
S-2) for the planning and coordination
of counterfire information training and
functioning in the regiment. He operates
the regimental counterfire information
center under the supervision of the regi-
mental S-2.

(2) The platoon sergeant assists the platoon
leader in controlling the platoon and co-
ordinating counterfire information oper-
ations. He replaces the platoon leader
during his absence. He helps the platoon
leader collect and record counterfire in-
formation.

(3) The radio repairman operates in the
regimental command post area. His
duties include-

(a) Assisting the platoon leader and the
platoon sergeant.

(b) Maintaining the sound-locating equip-
ment and other items of signal equip-
ment with the maintenance equip-
ment provided.

(c) Establishing and operating a battery
charging point and an equipment re-
pair place at a location selected by the
counterfire platoon leader.

(d) Carrying extra batteries and the spare
parts chest when truck transportation
is not used.

(e) Collecting discharged batteries from
the squads, charging them, and return-
ing them to the squads.
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(f) Making periodic inspections of all
spare parts, supplies, and accessories.

(g) Preparing requisitions for parts and
equipment.

(h) Assisting the counterfire information
officer at the counterfire information
center.

b. Counterfire squad.
(1) The squad leader is responsible to the

platoon leader for training, discipline,
operations and equipment of the squad.
His duties also include-

(a) Acting as operator in the control team
and as chief operator for the squad.

(b) Seeing that accurate data is reported
promptly to the counterfire informa-
tion center as sound locating reports.

(c) Acting as a radiotelephone operator
when necessary.

(2) The assistant squad leader is the second
in command of the squad. His duties in-
clude-

(a) Acting as operator of the other team.
(b) Seeing that accurate data is reported

properly to the computer of the con-
trol team.

(c) Acting as a radiotelephone operator,
when necessary.

(3) Each computer's duties include-
(a) Assisting the squad leader or the as-

sistant squad leader in transporting, in-
stalling, and surveying the equipment.
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(b) Computing the azimuth to the targets,
using data obtained from the recorder.

(c) Recording data on the data sheet.
(d) Acting as a radiotelephone operator.
(e) The computer at one team gives data

to the computer at the control team.
The computer at the control team gives
the data from both teams to the con-
trol team plotter.

(4) Each plotter's duties include-
(a) Assisting the squad leader or the as-

sistant squad leader in transporting,
installing, and surveying the equip-
ment.

(b) Plotting the data from both teams,
and reporting it to the counterfire in-
formation center when his team is the
control team.

(c) Acting as a radiotelephone operator
or as a driver.

29. ARMAMENT, EQUIPMENT, MAINTENANCE, AND
SUPPLY. All personnel of the counterfire platoon
are armed with carbines. Each squad has a truck
and trailer. Each squad has a sound locating set
consisting of two microphone arrays of three
microphones connected by an electrical cable to a
recorder, sound powered telephone sets, compu-
ters, aiming circles, plotting boards, power unit
(battery), and portable pack radiotelephones.
Maintenance equipment for the sound locating sets
is in the counterfire platoon headquarters. The
platoon headquarters maintains the sound locating
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equipment for the counterfire squads. The com-
pany headquarters maintains all other organiza-
tional equipment and individual weapons, and it
usually performs all resupply. However, when a
counterfire squad is located nearer to the supply
facilities of another unit for an extended period,
the counterfire platoon leader may arrange for
items which are expended continuously, such as
ammunition, rations, water, fuel, and clothing to
be supplied by the appropriate battalion or sepa-
rate company of the regiment. See FM 7-30.

30. COUNTERFIRE, COUNTERMORTAR, AND COUN-
TERBATTERY. a. Infantry counterfire operations in-
clude all measures initiated by the infantry to at-
tack, by fire, enemy close support weapons. These
include countermortar activities (FM 6-130) as
well as activities against other enemy close sup-
port weapons, including direct fire weapons. In-
fantry counterfire operations and artillery coun-
termortar activities are coordinated by the in-
fantry regimental S-3 and the artillery liaison
officer.

b. Division countermortar activities include all
infantry and artillery countermortar activities
within the division. Artillery countermortar acti-
vities are measures taken by the artillery to at-
tack, by fire, enemy mortars and rocket launchers.
Over-all coordination of division countermortar
activities is the responsibility of the division artil-
lery commander. Thus, the artillery commander
coordinates countermortar activities of the artil-
lery plus those infantry counterfire operations
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that are directed against enemy mortars and
rocket launchers (indirect fire weapons). He does
not coordinate other infantry counterfire opera-
tions against enemy direct fire weapons. However,
the infantry may request artillery fire to neu-
tralize enemy direct fire weapons (FM 6-130).

c. Artillery counterbattery operations differ
from countermortar and counterfire operations by
being directed against enemy artillery, exclusively.

31. REGIMENTAL COUNTERFIRE INFORMATION. a.
Counterfire information includes all information
which contributes to the accurate location of enemy
close support weapons. It is the basis for effective
counterfire operations.

b. The regimental S-2 supervises the collection,
evaluation, and dissemination of counterfire infor-
mation. This information is assembled and evalu-
ated by the regimental counterfire information of-
ficer at the regimental counterfire information cen-
ter. The counterfire platoon leader is the regi-
mental counterfire information officer.

c. The regimental counterfire information offi-
cer is responsible for notifying the S-3 promptly
whenever counterfire information indicates the
location of a counterfire target. Based upon infor-
mation from the counterfire chart, he also may
recommend to S-3 the most appropriate counter-
fire weapon for each counterfire target. He deals
directly with the S-3, and keeps the S-2 informed.
The S-3 uses this information to employ the most
appropriate fires against each counterfire target.

d. The regimental counterfire information cen-
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ter consists of the counterfire information officer;
his means of communication with the counterfire
squads, the battalions, and the heavy mortar com-
pany; the counterfire information form; the shell-
ing report overlay; the suspect overlay; the coun-
terfire chart; and the two enlisted men of the coun-
terfire platoon headquarters, whenever they are
not employed elsewhere.

32. REGIMENTAL COUNTERFIRE OPEATIONS. a. The
counterfire platoon furnishes information to help
supporting weapons gain fire superiority over the
enemy's close support weapons.

b. The effectiveness of counterfire operations
depends upon the speed and flexibility with which
the most appropriate counterfire weapon is select-
ed to engage each counterfire target. Speed and
flexibility depend on obtaining information in the
counterfire center. Information of the number,
type, and disposition of enemy weapons must be
timely, accurate, and complete to be of value in
regimental counterfire operations.

c. All three squads of the counterfire platoon
conduct sound locating operations under regi-
mental control. The squads furnish information
direct to the regimental counterfire information
center. This is the normal method and usually
assures the greatest flexibility and effectiveness
of regimental counterfire operations. This method
is used whenever the counterfire squads can fur-
nish adequate, accurate, and timely information
and maintain communication with the regimental
counterfire information center. (For normal
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counterfire information center wire and radio
circuits, see figs. 3 and 4.)

CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL
TEAM TEAM TEAM

BN CF B N CF
NCO V III NCO

MORT

FDC BN CF
NCO

CFO

ARTY LN O

ARTY

LEGEND

O SOUND-POWERED TELEPHONE

O BATTERY TELEPHONE

-O SIMPLEXED CIRCUIT

SOUND-LOCATING TEAM

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of normal counterfire
information wire circuits.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of normal counterfire
information radio circuits.
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d. Operations may be. decentralized when fre-
quent displacement is necessary, when it is im-
possible to survey counterfire squad locations,
or when inadequate communication prevents
sound locating operations from being conducted
effectively under regimental control. When con-
trol is decentralized, one or more counterfire
squads may be attached to each front line bat-
talion, to the heavy mortar company, or to the
heavy mortar platoons. Situations that dictate
decentralized sound locating operations also may
make it necessary for one or more counterfire
squads to report counterfire information directly,
either to a fire direction center or to selected
counterfire weapons. This relationship between
the counterfire squads and the counterfire weapons
is classified either as close association or immedi-
ate association. The techniques used when counter-
fire squads operate in close association or im-
mediate association with counterfire weapons are
covered in detail in section II of this chapter.
When a counterfire squad is in immediate asso-
ciation or in close association with only one
counterfire weapon unit, it may be attached to
that unit.

33. BATTALION COUNTERFIRE INFORMATION AND
OPERATIONS. a. Each battalion staff processes
counterfire information by a procedure similar to
that used in the regimental staff. Each battalion
counterfire noncommissioned officer operates a
counterfire information center under the super-
vision of the battalion S-2. He also assists the
battalion S-3 in counterfire and countermortar
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matters. Whenever possible, he passes all counter-
fire information to the regimental counterfire in-
formation center.

b. When counterfire operations are decentra-
lized to battalions, the battalion counterfire non-
commissioned officer furnishes timely counterfire
information to the battalion S-3, makes recom-
mendations concerning the employment of coun-
terfire weapons to the battalion S-3, and passes
information to the regimental counterfire infor-
mation center. Each battalion counterfire noncom-
missioned officer may keep a counterfire chart,
overlays, and a counterfire information form.

34. COUNTERFIRE INFORMATION AGENCIES. All
men in infantry units are trained to report coun-
terfire information. Each battalion, the heavy
mortar company, the counterfire squads, the in-
telligence and reconnaissance platoon, and other
regimental units report all counterfire information
as they get it. The direct-support artillery, co-
operating tactical aircraft, photo-interpretation
specialists and prisoner of war interrogation
teams also give counterfire information to the in-
fantry regiment when they have it.

a. Each battalion has a counterfire noncommis-
sioned officer. He collects counterfire information
from the companies of the battalion, the battalion
observation posts, and the battalion artillery liai-
son officer. He reports it to the regimental counter-
fire information center.

b. The heavy mortar company reports counter-
fire information direct to the regimental counter-
fire information center.
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c. Counterfire squads report counterfire infor-
mation in the form of sound locating data to the
counterfire information center by the fastest means
of communication available.

d. The intelligence and reconnaissance platoon
obtains information of enemy weapons by obser-
vation and reconnaissance. This information is re-
ported to the regimental S-2 or to the counterfire
information center.

e. Other regimental units report counterfire in-
formation to the counterfire information center
by the best means available.

f. The artillery liaison officer with regimental
headquarters gives the counterfire information
center any counterfire information he has.

g. Reconnaissance reports from air observers
which contain information of enemy weapons are
relayed to the counterfire information center by
the regimental S-2.

h. Photo-interpretation specialists locate enemy
weapons by means of aerial photographs. The
regimental S-2 relays this information to the
counterfire information center.

i. Prisoner of war interrogation specialists pass
any counterfire information obtained from prison-
ers of war and civilians to the counterfire infor-
mation center or to the regimental S-2.

35. INFANTRY COUNTERFIRE WEAPONS. a. Any in-
fantry weapon that can destroy or neutralize
enemy close support weapons by firing on them
may be an infantry counterfire weapon. Infantry
counterfire weapons usually fire counterfire mis-
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sions against unobserved enemy weapons. Mortars
can deliver accurate, indirect fire against enemy
weapons in concealed defiladed positions. The
4.2-inch mortar of the heavy mortar company is
the principal counterfire weapon of the infantry
regiment.

b. Counterfire missions include precision fire,
area fire, and adjustment. Precision fire missions
and' some area fire missions require accurate tar-
get data. Other area fire missions and adjustment
may be executed with target data that is not ac-
curate, such as data obtained by a counterfire
squad that has not been surveyed. When helping
an infantry counterfire weapon to adjust fire, a
counterfire squad furnishes approximate target
data initially, then senses the difference between
the target and the shell burst locations, and re-
ports these sensings to the counterfire weapon.

c. The infantry counterfire weapons can use,
and the counterfire squads can furnish, accurate
target data for precision fire only when their own
positions are surveyed. When these surveys are
not practicable, the counterfire squads may assist
infantry counterfire weapons to engage unob-
served targets by the rapid method of fire adjust-
ment. This method of adjusting fire is used when
the counterfire squads are in close association with
selected counterfire weapons. The rapid method of
fire adjustment is covered in paragraph 46.

d. Artillery is also a counterfire weapon. Al-
though artillery counterfire missions normally are
requested by the infantry regimental S-3 through
the artillery liaison officer, they also may be re-
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quested by front line units through the artillery
forward observers or the artillery liaison officers
with the battalions.

36. THE COUNTERFIRE INFORMATION PLAN. a. The
regimental counterfire information officer makes a
counterfire information plan. Based upon his plan,
he makes recomnfendations to the regimental S-2
for the use of the agencies of counterfire informa-
tion and to the S-3 for the employment of coun-
terfire weapons. He may use a form such as the
one suggested in figure 5 for this plan.

b. The counterfire information officer lists the
location and the use of all counterfire information
agencies. He anticipates whether the counterfire
squads will be able to operate under regimental
control. He determines what counterfire weapons
may be used during each operation, and he knows
the area of responsibility and the location of the
base survey point of each regimental counterfire
weapon. He knows when each agency of counter-
fire information goes into operation and the time
each counterfire weapon occupies its firing posi-
tion. He prescribes the time and frequency of
minimum routine reports for all counterfire in-
formation agencies.

37. RECORDS AND REPORTS. a. The regimental
counterfire information officer keeps a counterfire
information form, a shelling report overlay, a sus-
pect overlay, and a counterfire chart at the regi-
mental counterfire information center. The coun-
terfire chart is an accurate map or map substitute
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of the counterfire operations area. It usually has
a scale of 1:25,000 or larger, and is gridded. The
shelling report overlay and the suspect overlay
are registered to the counterfire chart.

b. Observers and other persons submit shelling
reports to the counterfire information center. (See
FM 6-130 for a detailed discussion of shelling re-
ports.) Each shelling report indicates its original
source, the time of origin and the location of the
originator; the direction and estimated distance
to the enemy weapon or its exact location, if
known; the location of the shelling; the time and
duration of the shelling; the number and type of
the weapons; and the number and type of shells.
Each report also contains a tactical description of
the shelling, such as registration firing, reconnais-
sance by fire, neutralization, interdiction, concen-
trations, and barrage fires; the effect or damage;
the elapsed time between muzzle flash (if ob-
served) and muzzle report; and any other informa-
tion obtained. Each lettered item in the shelling
report corresponds to a lettered column in the
counterfire information form. These reports may
be fragmentary. When the information for any
item and column cannot be determined, the letter
for this item is omitted from the shelling report
and the corresponding space in the counterfire in-
formation form is left blank (fig. 6).

c. All shelling reports and sound locating re-
ports are consolidated on the counterfire informa-
tion form and passed to the artillery through the
artillery liaison officer (fig. 7). They also are
plotted on the shelling report overlay. When one
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SHELLING REPORT NO. 1

ABLE - DANGER BLUE OP 0614
(Original source and time of origin)

BAKER - 80369718
(Location of reporting agency)

CHARLIE - PIN POINT FLASH 6300
(Method used and estimated distance to
enemy weapon)

DOG - FLASH BANG 1850
(Method used and estimated distance to
enemy weapon)

EASY - 80389721
(Location of shelling)

FOX - 0605
(Time shelling ended)

HOW - 2 MIKE
(Number and type of enemy weapons)

ITEM - 2 SMOKE 9 HOW EASY
(Number and type of shells)

JIG - INTERDICTION
(Type of fire)

KING - 3 CASUALTIES
(Damage) (not sent by radio in the clear)

LOVE - 5; AREA SHELLED IS ON AN IMPOR-
TANT ROUTE
(Flash-bang seconds; or remarks)

Figure 6. A method of submitting shelling reports.

or more reports substantiate the location of enemy
weapons, these locations are transferred to the
suspect overlay. As each suspect location is con-
firmed by additional shelling reports or other
means, it becomes a counterfire target and is
transferred to the counterfire chart. This chart
furnishes information which the counterfire in-
formation officer gives to the S-3, reports to
higher headquarters, and disseminates, without
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delay, to all other agencies concerned. In addition
to shelling reports and sound locating reports, all
other counterfire information also is recorded as
described above.

d. When the regimental counterfire information
officer receives information on the effect of coun-
terfire missions he reports this to the regimental
S-3. He reports all counterfire information con-
cerning enemy strength, disposition, and tactics
to the regimental S-2. He reports significant coun-
terfire information and results to the regimental
S-1 for entry in the unit journal. He keeps the
artillery liaison officer informed of regimental
counterfire information and operations.

38. TRAINING. a. As the regimental counterfire
information officer, the counterfire platoon leader
recommends to the regimental S-2 the scope and
conduct of regimental training in counterfire in-
formation' The counterfire information officer
makes a counterfire estimate of the situation at
the beginning of each applicatory exercise, and he
coordinates the counterfire information training
of regimental units during these exercises. He
assists.the battalion commanders, the commander
of the heavy mortar company, and commanders
of other regimental units in counterfire informa-
tion training. This training includes recognizing,
evaluating, recording, and reporting counterfire
information. The regimental counterfire informa-
tion officer maintains close contact with each bat-
talion counterfire noncommissioned officer. As
counterfire platoon leader he trains his platoon.
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For a guide, during basic unit training, see section
II, appendix II.

b. The scope of basic military training is com-
mon among all infantry units. Advanced indi-
vidual training prepares each member of the
counterfire platoon to perform his functions as a
member of a team.

c. During basic unit training, the counterfire
platoon conducts squad and platoon training. Dur-
ing advanced unit training, arrangements are
made for the counterfire platoon to train with the
heavy mortar company and with the battalions
until they are proficient in operating together
(fig. 8); then, the platoon takes part in regi-
mental training.

d. During combined and joint training, counter-
fire information is coordinated with the artillery
through the artillery liaison officer. Information is
exchanged between the regimental counterfire in-
formation center and the artillery. The collection
of counterfire information is planned so that in-
formation is simulated, collected, evaluated, re-
ported, and disseminated until all agencies are
familiar with their roles in counterfire informa-
tion collecting and counterfire operations.

e. Enemy weapons may be used or simulated so
that counterfire squads and other agencies of
counterfire information get realistic practice in
collecting counterfire information. Targets may be
represented by explosives, which the counterfire
squads practice locating and reporting. They also
train in close and immediate association with the
mortars of the rifle companies, the heavy weapons
companies, and the heavy mortar company.
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Section II. TECHNIQUE

39. TECHNIQUE AND THEORY OF SOUND LOCATING
EQUIPMENT. a. Sound locating is one means of get-
ting accurate counterfire information. For a dia-
gram of the sound locating equipment of one
team, see figure 9. The sound locating equipment
is accurate and is made for normal use in the
field. However, carelessness and rough handling
reduce its accuracy and shorten its operational
life. Accuracy also is decreased by human error.
Accurate results come from a knowledge of equip-
ment capabilities, care and maintenance of equip-
ment, selection of good operating locations, train-
ing, and practice. Much of the technique of survey-
ing and sound locating requires a knowledge of
measuring and plotting magnetic azimuths on a
map or map substitute. For this reason, the men
of the counterfire squads are trained in map read-
ing and surveying before they learn sound locat-
ing technique.

b. Sound locating is finding the location of a
sound source. There are two methods-one method
uses two sound locating teams while the other
uses only one sound locating team. When only one
team is used, it computes one azimuth by sound
direction finding, and it computes distance by
sound ranging. When two teams are used, each
team computes an azimuth to the sound source
by sound direction finding. Both azimuths are then
plotted, and their intersection is the location of
the sound source. Sound direction finding and
sound ranging are described in c and d below.
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CONTROL BATTERY
BUTTON k S HEADSET

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the sound locating
equipment of one team.

c. Sound direction finding is computing the
magnetic azimuth from a point to the source of a
sound. Sound waves travel in all directions away
from their source, like the waves caused by a stone
dropped into a pond. This sound is received by all
three microphones of the team, and transmitted
to the recorder. It does not reach all three micro-
phones at the same instant, so it usually is re-
corded as three sounds on a moving magnetic steel
tape. The time differences between the sounds re-
corded on the tape are used by the computer to
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determine the magnetic azimuth from the number
3 microphone to the sound source. Since sound
direction finding from one team gives only the
magnetic azimuth and not the distance to the
sound source, to locate the sound it is also neces-
sary to find either the magnetic azimuth from an-
other location or the distance to the sound source
by some other means (fig. 10).

SOUND
SOURCE

MAGNETIC

MAGNETIC NORTH

NORTH

~ _MAGNETIC AZIMUTH
/ FROM LEFT TEAM

MAGNETIC AZIMUTH
FROM RIGHT TEAM

LEFTTEAm
LEFT ~TIO

TEAM

LOCATION LENGTH AND MAGNETIC

AZIMUTH ARE KNOWN)

Figure 10. Sound direction finding from two or more teams.

d. Sound ranging is finding the distance from a
point to the source of a sound. A sound is received
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by a telephone located at the sound source, trans-
mitted almost instantaneously by electricity to the
recorder, and recorded on the recorder's moving
tape. The same sound takes longer to travel by air
to the team location, is received by the number 3
microphone and recorded on the moving tape. The
time difference between the sound recorded by the
telephone and the sound recorded by the number
3 microphone is used to compute the distance

SOUND
SOURCE 4g TELEPHONE HANDSET

NORTH

| N/l / DISTANCE IS COMPUTED FROM THE
TIME-DISTANCE BETWEEN THE

TELEPHONE AND NUMBER 3
to tu/x I MICROPHONE RECORDINGS

MAGNETIC AZIMUTH IS COMPUTED
FROM THE TIME-DISTANCES BETWEEN
THE TEAM MICROPHONE RECORDINGS

RIGHT
TEAM

LEFT LOCATION
TEAM
LOCATION

Figure 11. Sound direction finding and ranging from
one team.
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from the number 3 microphone to the sound
source. This method is not used to measure the
distance to an enemy weapon, an area under
enemy control, or to any other location where a
field telephone wire line cannot be laid. This meth-
od may be used to measure the length of the base
line, the distance to a counterfire weapon position,
or the distance to a reference point that is not
under enemy control and can be reached by tele-
phone wire line (fig. 11).

40. SELECTING SOUND LOCATING POSITIONS. a. The
counterfire platoon leader normally selects the
team locations for all three counterfire squads.
When he cannot select their exact locations, he
indicates the approximate locations to each squad
leader on a map or map substitute. Each squad
leader then reports the location of each team to
the platoon leader after his squad has surveyed
or estimated its position.

b. The team positions are as near to the enemy
as tactically possible. High, open, even ground is
the best location for the microphones (fig. 12).
Locations within dense woods or near high hills
are avoided because vegetation and irregularities
in the ground absorb or reflect sound waves, and
cause echoes. Concealment and defilade nearby
give the men of the team protection from enemy
observation and fire.

c. The base line is a surveyed or estimated line
from the number 3 microphone of one team to the
number 3 microphone of the other team. The mag-
netic azimuth of the base line is measured from
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Figure 12. Good sound locating positions are on high, open,
even ground with nearby concealment and defilade for the

team and recorder.

the control team, or computed from the back azi-
muth from the other team.

d. Normal sound locating range to enemy close
support weapons usually is not over about 2,000
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yards. The best length for the base line is ap-
proximately one-third the distance to targets at
normal sound locating range, or about 700 yards.
A shorter base line causes significant errors when
magnetic azimuths are used to plot the location
of counterfire targets.

e. When both recorders are controlled by the
operator at the control team a base line longer
than 740 yards will have dead spaces near and be-
yond each end. These dead spaces are areas where
enemy weapons cannot be sound located. They are
caused by sound waves from the flanks being re-
corded and erased at the recorder nearer the
sound source, before they arrive at the more
distant recorder. Sound recordings remain on the
moving tape only two seconds before they are
erased to clear the tape for new sounds, unless
the erasing head is made inoperative. Since sound
travels by air at a speed of about 370 yards per
second under average temperature and humidity
conditions, at sea level, if the chief operator could
stop the recorders the instant a sound passes over
the microphone array of the more distant team
from the sound source, the base line could be 740
yards long without dead spaces. A counterfire
squad with a narrow sector of responsibility
toward the front can have its base line longer than
740 yards, and the resulting dead spaces can be
covered by the sectors of the other squads.

41. INSTALLING SOUND LOCATING EQUIPMENT. a.
Each team installs a microphone array of three
microphones connected by electrical cable to a
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recorder. The team on the right, when facing
toward the enemy, is the right team and usually
is the control team. The other team is the left
team. The control team normally has a field tele-
phone wire line either to the regimental counter-
fire information center or to the nearest switch-
board in the regimental wire system. When a
counterfire squad is in immediate or close associa-
tion with a counterfire weapon, the control team
usually has a field telephone wire line to the coun-
terfire weapon position or fire direction center.
The other team installs a field wire line from its
recorder to the recorder at the control team. This
line permits both recorders to be stopped by re-
mote control at the control team, and it permits
the two teams to communicate with each other by
telephone. The two teams also have radiotelephone
communication with each other and with the regi-
mental counterfire information center or counter-
fire weapon.

b. Each member of each team has assigned
tasks in installing the sound locating equipment.
Most of the same activities are performed by cor-
responding men of both teams. The following list
is a summary of the detailed functions of each
member of the squad when installing sound locat-
ing equipment.

(1) The squad leader's duties include-
(a) Leading the squad to its position.
(b) Selecting the locations for both teams.
(c) Supervising the installation of equip-

ment by both teams.
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(d) As chief operator, selecting the exact
location for the right (control) team.

(e) Carrying the recorder and one acces-
sory chest for the right team.

(f) Indicating the exact location of the
number 3 microphone of his team to
the computer.

(g) Locating the number 1 microphone to
the left front and the number 2 micro-
phone to the right front of the num-
ber 3 microphone.

(h) Tightening the cable connecting the
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Figure 13. The operator measures the azimuth of the 8-1
line by compass or aiming circle.
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microphones, and staking the micro-
phones into the ground.

(i) Connecting the battery to the recorder,
and turning on the power.

(j) Measuring the magnetic azimuth of
the line from microphone number 3
to microphone number 1, by compass
or aiming circle, and telling the com-
puter (fig. 13).

(k) Connecting the cable from the micro-
phones to the recorder.

(1) Checking the microphones, the remote
control operation, the sound power
telephone, and the portable pack radio-
telephone.

(m) Contacting the operator at the left
team when the equipment is installed.

(2) The assistant squad leader's duties at
the left team are similar to the squad
leader's functions at the right team.

(3) Each computer's duties include-
(a) Carrying one sound powered tele-

phone, and one bag containing the
microphones and cables of the team.

(b) Arranging the microphones to zero
the counters on the recorder.

(c) Laying out the cable from microphone
number 3.

(d) Laying out the microphone array on
the ground in its approximate posi-
tion.

(e) Staking the number 3 microphone in
the ground at the spot indicated by the
operator.
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(f) Assisting the operator to install micro
phones number 1 and number 2, and
to tighten the cable.

(g) Recording the magnetic azimuth of
the 3-1 line and the location of micro-
phone number 3.

(h) Placing covers on the microphones.

(i) Setting the magnetic azimuth of the
3-1 line on the computer.

(j) Helping the plotter dig a shelter for
and emplace the recorder.

(4) Each plotter's duties include-

(a) Carrying two battery boxes and one
aiming circle and placing them near
the recorder.

(b) Installing a wire line for communica-
tion to the counterfire information
center or counterfire weapon. (The
control team plotter lays a field tele-
phone wire. line either to the regi-
mental counterfire information center,
the nearest switchboard, or to a coun-
terfire weapon. When a counterfire
squad is in close or immediate associa-
tion with a counterfire weapon, he
paces and records the distance to the
weapon position. The other team plot-
ter installs a field wire line from his
team to the recorder at the control
team. He leaves enough slack to reach
the number 3 microphone at his team.
He paces the distance between teams
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so the length of the base line can be
estimated. )

(c) Digging a shelter for and emplacing
the recorder.

c. A standing operating procedure for install-
ing the sound locating equipment is developed
during advanced individual training. For a sample
SOP, see appendix III.

42. ORIENTING THE COUNTERFIRE SQUAD POSITION.
a. Each counterfire squad orients its position as
soon as its sound locating equipment is installed.
This includes finding the location, length, and
direction of the base line. There are two methods
of orienting the counterfire squad position. The
most rapid method is by inspecting a map or map
substitute and estimating the team locations on
the ground. The most accurate method is by sur-
veying the number 3 microphone locations on the
ground.

b. Inspection and estimation is used only when
it is impossible for the counterfire squad to make
a survey. In this method; the counterfire squad
plots the approximate location of each team and
the base line on a map or map substitute. It
measures the length of the plotted base line by
using the scale of the map or map substitute. It
measures the magnetic azimuth of the plotted base
line with a protractor. A counterfire squad that
is oriented by inspection and estimation only can-
not furnish accurate target data for counterfire
weapons. It can assist counterfire weapons in the
rapid method of fire adjustment.
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c. Surveying is used as soon as the situation
permits a counterfire squad to make a survey. A
counterfire squad that is oriented by surveying can
furnish accurate target data for any counterfire
weapons whose locations also are surveyed. The
counterfire squads are equipped to survey by vis-
ual methods and by sound locating methods. To
survey by visual methods each team locates its
position by resection (fig. 14). When making a
sound survey they use either sound direction find-
ing and resection or sound direction finding and
sound ranging. Survey also is possible by a com-
bination of visual direction finding and sound

IDENTIFIABLE ON MAP
AND GROUND FROM

BOTH TEAMS

BACK AZIMUTHS
INTERSECT / /

AT LEFT TEAM !\ I

' i \\X1

N/ IDENTIFIABLE ON MAP AND
I/ GROUND FROM RIGHT TEAM

BACK AZIMUTHS INTERSECT
AT RIGHT TEAM

Ki _i IDENTIFIABLE ON MAP AND
GROUND FROM LEFT TEAM

Figure 14. Resection method of surveying the base line.
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locating methods. Counterfire squads are not
equipped to make a survey by running a traverse,
because they do not have conventional equipment
for measuring distance on the ground.

d. Each counterfire squad normally surveys its
own position and reports the exact location of the
control team to the counterfire information center.
It normally is not responsible for surveying coun-
terfire weapon positions. However, when the coun-
terfire squads are in close association with counter-
fire weapons, each squad may survey one or more
counterfire weapon positions. A counterfire squad
may survey a counterfire weapon position either
by sound direction finding from two teams, or by
sound direction finding and sound ranging from
one team. When a counterfire squad is in immedi-
ate association with a counterfire weapon it is not
necessary to survey.

43. SURVEYING THE BASE LINE BY SOUND LOCAT-
ING. a. General. When a counterfire squad cannot
survey the base line completely by visual resec-
tion, it surveys by sound locating or by a com-
bination of visual direction finding and sound
ranging. First the squad finds the length and
magnetic azimuth of the base line, and it then
determines the distance and magnetic azimuth to
a reference point.

(1) Length and magnetic azimuth of the base
line. The remote control wire line is dis-
connected from the recorder and con-
nected to a telephone handset at the
number three microphone of one team.
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A weapon is fired close to the telephone
handset, and the sound of the shot is
transmitted by wire to the recorder at
the surveying team. The same sound
after traveling through the air is re-
ceived again a moment later, by the
microphones at the surveying team. The
time differences between the recorded
sounds are measured on the recorder and
used to compute the length and azimuth
of the base line (par. 39c). The telephone
handset is disconnected, and the remote
control wire line is reattached to the
recorder. When one team has measured
the length and magnetic azimuth of the
base line, the other team may check the
results in a similar manner.

(2) Location of the base line. After the
length and magnetic azimuth of the base
line are measured, the squad finds the
location of one team with respect to a
reference point on the ground. If the
reference point is not visible from either
team, the distance and magnetic azimuth
to the reference point are measured by
sound locating. If both teams participate
in this part of the survey, each team
finds the magnetic azimuth to the sound
of a shot originating at the reference
point. If only one team participates in
this part of the survey, it uses sound
direction finding and sound ranging to
find the magnetic azimuth and the dis-
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tance to the sound of a shot originating
at the reference point. Both teams may
have to be used to measure the magnetic
azimuth to a distant reference point
(sound direction finding) when a tele-
phone wire line cannot be laid to it. When
a reference point is near one team, only
the nearest team measures the magnetic
azimuth and the distance to the refer-
ence point (sound direction finding and
sound ranging) (fig. 15).

b. Duties of squad members.

(1) The squad leader supervises sound lo-
cating by both teams in his squad and
conducts the sound locating at the con-
trol team. During the survey of the base
line he sets the control on the recorder
at the control team; gives the command
for the other team to fire a weapon;
stops the recorder; checks the record-
ing; sets the recorder controls for man-
ual operation; makes measurements on
the recorder; and decides when the sur-
vey is completed at the control team.
He tells the assistant squad leader when
to commence the survey at the other
team. The squad leader reports the exact
location of the control team to the pla-
toon leader.

(2) The assistant squad leader conducts the
survey at the other team location. His
functions at his team are similar to the
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A DISTANT REFERENCE POINT

INTERSECTION OF
MAGNETIC AZIMUTHS

REFERENCE POINT
AND SOUND SOURCE

MAGNETIC AZIMUTHS
FROM BOTH TEAMS

RIGHT TEAM
LEFT TEAM

A NEARBY REFERENCE POINT

TELEPHONE HANDSET

REFERENCE POINT
AND SOUND SOURCE

DISTANCE AND MAGNETIC
AZIMUTH FROM ONE TEAM

RIGHT TEAM
LEFT TEAM

Figure 15. Surveying by sound locating an unobserved
reference point.
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functions of the squad leader at the
control team.

(3) Each computer uses either the sound-
powered telephone or the radiotelephone
to tell the plotter at the other team when
to fire. He records the survey measure-
ments on the survey data sheet (fig. 16).
He computes and records the distance
and magnetic azimuth to the other team.
The computer at the control team re-
ceives data from the. other team, and
tells the squad leader (chief operator)
the results of the survey. He averages
the results of the survey, records the base
line data on the data sheet, and gives it
to the plotter.

(4) Each plotter furnishes security for his
own team position. He observes the
microphones and cables, and prevents
any interference with the survey. He
fires shots for the other team. He dis-
connects the field wire line from the re-
corder and attaches the sound-powered
telephone handset to the end of this line.
He goes to number three microphone
with his individual weapon and with the
handset attached to the end of the line.
He reports to the computer when he is
ready, and he fires a weapon on the
order of the computer at the other team.
When the other team has completed its
survey of the base line, the plotter re-
attaches his end of the field wire line to
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the recorder of his team. When his team
completes its survey, he plots the length
and orientation of the base line on grid
paper.

(5) A standing operating procedure for the
self-survey of the base line (survey made
with the use of sound-locating equip-
ment) is developed during advanced
individual training. For a sample stand-
ing operating procedure, see appendix
III.

44. SURVEYING A COUNTERFIRE WEAPON BY SOUND
LOCATING. a. When it is necessary for a counter-
fire squad to survey a counterfire weapon position
or its base survey point location, the survey may
be made by sound locating. Sound locating is used
only when the survey cannot be made by visual
resection. A counterfire squad locates a counterfire
weapon position or base survey point by either
sound direction finding from both teams, or sound
direction finding and sound ranging from one
team. When a survey is made from only one team,
it usually is made by the team nearer to the
counterfire weapon.

b. A standing operating procedure for survey-
ing a counterfire weapon is developed during ad-
vanced individual training. Duties of personnel
are similar to those outlined in paragraph 43. For
a sample SOP, see appendix III.
45. SOUND LOCATING A COUNTERFIRE TARGET. a.
After each counterfire squad installs its equip.
ment and surveys or estimates its location each
team keeps the power turned on and its equipment
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in operation continuously. Every sound that
reaches either team location is received by all
three microphones, and recorded on the moving
magnetic steel tape in the recorder. If the re-
corder is not stopped within two seconds after a
sound is recorded, that sound is erased automati-
cally to clear the tape for new sounds. When the
squad leader (chief operator) at the control team
hears what he believes to be an enemy weapon,
he uses the remote control switch to stop the re-
corders of both teams. He reads the time dif-
ferences between the sounds recorded at his team
and tells the computer. The assistant squad leader
(operator) reads the time differences between
the sounds recorded at his team, and tells the
computer. Each computer determines the magnetic
azimuth from his team location to the sound
source. The computer at the control team gets
the magnetic azimuth at the other team by tele-
phone or radiotelephone from the other computer,
and records this data on the data sheet (fig. 17).
He gives the data sheet to the plotter at the con-
trol team. The plotter plots the location of the
enemy weapon, and tells the squad leader the
result of the plot. The squad leader or the com-
puter reports the location of the enemy weapon
to the counterfire information center. This report
includes the estimated number and type of wea-
pons and the exact location of the enemy weapon
position. When a counterfire squad is operating
with a battalion, the counterfire squad leader or
the computer reports the location of each enemy
weapon to the battalion command post. When the
counterfire squads are in close or immediate as-
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sociation with counterfire weapons, the squad
leader or the computer reports the location of the
enemy weapon to the appropriate counterfire wea-
pon crew or fire direction center.

b. A standing operating procedure for sound
locating a target is developed during advanced in-
dividual training. For a sample SOP, see appendix
III.

46. THE RAPID METHOD OF FIRE ADJUSTMENT. a. A
counterfire squad uses the rapid method of fire
adjustment when the situation prevents counter-
fire weapons from having or using accurate target
data on unobserved counterfire targets. This tech-
nique also may be used in engaging unobserved
counterfire targets before surveys can be made.
In this method the counterfire squad is oriented
by inspection and estimation. It sound locates an
enemy weapon firing and a counterfire weapon
shell burst, and senses the difference between
these two sound source locations.

b. As soon as the sound locating equipment is
installed, the counterfire squad estimates the lo-
cation of each team by inspecting a map or map
substitute, and then plots the base line. It esti-
mates the counterfire weapon position by sound
locating on a shot fired from the weapon position
or base survey point, or by inspecting the map or
map substitute. The counterfire squad tells the
counterfire weapon crew or fire direction center
the control team location with respect to the
counterfire weapon or base survey point. They
then are ready to adjust the fire of the counterfire
weapon on unobserved counterfire targets.
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c. When the counterfire squad leader hears an
enemy weapon firing, the counterfire squad sound
locates the apparent weapon position. It reports to
the counterfire weapon crew or fire direction cen-
ter the range and magnetic azimuth from the
control team to the apparent target location. The
counterfire weapon crew or fire direction center
computes the firing data to the apparent enemy
weapon location, using normal observed fire pro-
cedure. When the counterfire weapon crew is not
equipped to compute this data the counterfire
squad plots the counterfire weapon firing data, and
tells the counterfire weapon crew. Figure 18 illus-
trates this technique when the counterfire squad
plots the firing data from the counterfire weapon
position to the apparent target location. For nor-
mal observed fire procedure, see FM 23-92.
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MAGNETIC NORTH 2.
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LENGTH 775 YARDS \ LINE

AZIMUTH 5140 MIL S

COUITERFIPRE4 v COUNTERFIRE
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STEP I. THE COUNTERFIRE SOUAD ORIENTS ITS POSITION ON THE GROUND
BY INSPECTING A MAP AND ESTIMATING THE LENGTH AND MAG-
NETIC AZIMUTH OF THE BASE' LINE. AND THE DISTANCE AND MAG-
NETIC AZIMUTH FROM THE NEAREST END OF THE BASE LINE TO
EACH COUNTERFIRE WEAPON.

STEP 2. THE PLOTTER AT THE CONTROL TEAM PLOTS THE BASE LINE AND
COUNTERFIRE WEAPON POSITION ON A CLEAN SHEET OF PAPER.
USING A CONVENIENT SCALE SUCH AS I INCH 200 YARDS. AND
DRAWS A ZERO AZIMUTH LINE N (MAGNETIC NORTH) FROM EACH
END OF THE BASE LINE AND EACH COUNTERFIRE WEAPON POSITION.

STEP 3. THE COUNTERFIRE SQUAD LOCATES AN ENEMY WEAPON. THE PLOT-
TER AT THE CONTROL TEAM PLOTS THE APPARENT TARGET LOCA-
TION THE CHIE

F
OPERATOR GIVES THE APPARENT TARGET DATA

I1150 YARDS RANGE. 340 MILS AZIMUTHI TO THE COUNTERFIRE WEAPON
CREW OR FIRE DIRECTION CENTER

STEP 4. THE COUNTERFIRE WEAPON FIRES A ROUND. THE COUNTERFIRE SQUAD
LOCATES AND PLOTS THE APPARENT SHELL BURST LOCATION. THE
CHIEF OPERATOR GIVES THE APPARENT RANGE IIODO YARDS) AND
MAGNETIC AZIMUTH 1240 MILS) OF THE SHELL BURST TO THE COUN.
TERFIRE WEAPON CREW OR FIRE DIRECTION CENTER.

STEP 5. THE COUNTERFIRE WEAPON CREW OR FIRE DIRECTION CENTER MAkESTHE NECESSARY ADJUSTMENT BASED UPON THE DIFFERENCE BE.
TWEEN THE APPARENT TARGET LOCATION AND THE APPARENT SHELL
BURST LOCATION. USING THE ADJUSTED TARGET DATA THE COUNTER-
FIRE WEAPON FIRES FOR EFFECT.

STEP 6. THE COUNTERFIRE SOUAD LOCATES AND COMPARES THE APPARENT
LOCATION OF THE NEXT SHELL BURST WITH THE APPARENT TARGET
LOCATION. WHEN THE APPARENT SHELL BURST AND TARGET LOCA-
TIONS COINCIDE ON THE COUNTERFIRE SQUAD PLOT. THE COUN-
TERFIRE WEAPON IS ON THE TARGET

DURINGTHIS ADJUSTMENT THE ACTUAL TARGET AND SHELL BURST
LOCATION ARE NOT KNOWN. THIS IS BECAUSE THE BASE LINE IS
NOT SURVEYED. THE APPARENT TARGET AND FIRST SHELL BURST
LOCATIONS MAY NOT COINCIDE BECAUSE THE COUNTERFIRE WEAPON
POSITION IS NOT SURVEYED WHEN THE APPARENT SHELL BURST IS
ADJUSTED TO COINCIDE W TH THE APPARENT TARGET LOCATION.
ALL ERRORS DUE TO NOT SURVEYING ARE CANCELLED. AND THE
ACTUAL SHELL BURST LOCATION IS ON THE TARGET

Figure 18A. Rapid method of fire adjustment.
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TARGET
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TARGET

APPARENT SHELL LOCATION
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3
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Figure 18B. Rapid method of fire adjustment.
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d. Surprise fire, for effect, also can be delivered
when using the rapid method of fire adjustment.
This is done by first adjusting the counterfire
weapon onto an auxiliary target and then shifting
to the apparent target location (fig. 19).

__ AUXILAR -"-OACTUAL TARGET LOCATION
TVACTUAL AUXILIARY

TARGET LOCATION

ACTUAL APPARENTAPPARENT

BURST I AUXILIARY TARGET TARGET LOCATION
APPARENT ' LOCATION
SHELL
BURST

BASE \ \ | LINE

LEFT TEAM RIGHT TEAM

COUNTERFIRE
WEAPON

Figure 19. Surprise fire by the rapid method of fire
adjustment.
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47. CLOSE AND IMMEDIATE ASSOCIATION WITO
COUNTERFIRE WEAPONS. a. When the communica-
tion necessary for normal counterfire operations
through the regimental counterfire information.
center or through a battalion does not exist, a;
counterfire squad may be used in either close as-
sociation, or in immediate association with
selected counterfire weapons. In both of these
methods, the counterfire squads report counter-
fire information to counterfire weapons without
communicating with the regimental counterfire
information center or with a battalion. In both
methods each counterfire squad normally operates
with only one counterfire weapon or battery at a
time.

b. Close association with a counterfire weapon
is used when centralized control is not practicable.
Because centralized operations through the regi-
mental counterfire information center are more
flexible and give better coverage of the regimental
area of responsibility, close association with coun-
terfire weapons is terminated as soon as the nor-
mal method is possible. When the counterfire
weapon and the counterfire squad are in close
association, each counterfire squad position is
selected and occupied in the same manner as in
normal operations. When the sound locating
equipment is installed,. each squad lays a field
telephone wire line to the counterfire weapon
position or fire direction center instead of to the
regimental counterfire information center (figs.
20 and 21). To save time, each squad may use
existing wire circuits through a nearby switch-
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board, or establish radio communication with
the counterfire weapon. As soon as possible after
installing the equipment, the counterfire squad
surveys the base line and reports the exact loca-
tion of the control team into the counterfire weapon
crew or fire direction center. When the counter-
fire squad and counterfire weapon are using an
accurate map or map substitute with a scale of
1:25,000 or larger, the counterfire squad reports
counterfire information by any convenient coor-
dinates. When an accurate map or map substitute
is not available, the counterfire squad reports
counterfire information by polar coordinates-
normally, with respect to its own position. How-
ever, it may report the polar coordinates with
respect to the counterfire weapon, base weapon,
or base survey point location when the counterfire
weapon is not using normal observed fire pro-
cedure. If the counterfire squad and the counter-
fire weapon are not surveyed, they use the rapid
method of fire adjustment.
In close association, the exact location of each
counterfire target is not substantiated and veri-
fied by other counterfire information collecting
agencies through the regimental counterfire in-
formation center. Therefore, this method usually
requires that area fire, such as a mortar section
or platoon concentration, be used against each
counterfire target. The 4.2-inch mortar of the
heavy mortar company is the most effective in-
fantry weapon in close association with a counter-
fire squad.

c. Immediate association with a counterfire
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MORTARFIRE
DIRECTION CENTER

Figu re 20. A counterfire squad in close association with a
counterfire weapon.
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Figure 21. Schematic communication diagram for
close association.
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weapon is a method of using a counterfire squad
and a counterfire weapon as a team to engage
counterfire targets with the least possible delay.
It is used only when the need for speed is more
important than good counterfire weapon or coun-
terfire squad positions. In this method, the coun-
terfire weapon position is in the immediate vi-
cinity of the control team location. For precision
fire, the counterfire weapon or base weapon is not
more than 15 yards from the number 3 micro-
phone of the control team. For area fire, this dis-
tance may be slightly greater. In this method, the
only means of communication between the coun-
terfire squad and the counterfire weapon are by
voice and by hand and arm signals. This method
has the disadvantage of limiting counterfire wea-
pon positions to areas where the terrain is suit-
able for sound locating. Such terrain seldom is
favorable for indirect fire weapons, such as the
heavy mortar. Therefore, during immediate asso-
ciation with the heavy mortars, sound locating
squad and mortar platoon leaders coordinate their
selection of positions to obtain the best possible
protection for the mortars, while providing ade-
quate sound locating positions for the counterfire
squads. This usually requires that both the mor-
tars and the sound locating squads move fre-
quently to protect the mortars. When a rapidly
moving situation slows down enough for a coun-
terfire squad to establish communication and make
surveys, immediate association is terminated.
Thereafter, the squad either operates through the
regimental counterfire information center, is at-
tached to a battalion, or operates in close associa-
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tion. In immediate association, the counterfire
squad surveys the base line, when practicable,
but does not survey the counterfire weapon posi-
tion. The counterfire weapon or base weapon posi-
tion and its base aiming stake are on a line with
the 3-1 line of the control team (fig. 22). The
counterfire squad computes the distance to the
target from the number 3 microphone of the con-
trol team. It computes the angle to the target
with respect to the 3-1 line of the control team
rather than the magnetic azimuth to the target.
The squad leader gives the target distance and
the target angle to the counterfire weapon crew
or fire direction center as range and deflection
from the base aiming stake. When the counterfire
weapon or base weapon is 25 yards or more from
the number 3 microphone of the control team, an
experienced weapon crew or fire direction center
may modify this data slightly to obtain firing
data which will cover the target. When time is
not available to survey the base line, the rapid
method of fire adjustment is used.

48. SOUND LOCATING WITH THREE TEAMS. a. A
third sound locating team sometimes is attached
to a counterfire squad for more dependable sound
locating data. In this way, two of the counterfire
squads may become counterfire sections of three
teams each. The counterfire platoon leader desig-
nates the squad that is to be split, and attaches one
team of this squad to each of the other two squads.
The squad leader of the split squad temporarily
becomes a team operator, and the other two squad
leaders become section leaders.
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Figsure 22. Im7ediate method of association.
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b. During installation of three teams the middle
team is used as the control team, and the re-
corder of the control team is connected to the
recorders of both of the other teams. When sound
locating a counterfire target, the control team
plots three instead of two magnetic azimuths to
the counterfire target. If all three magnetic azi-
muths intersect at the same point, this point is
the location of the target (fig. 23). If each pair of

ONE INTERSECTION COUNTERFIRE TARGET LOCATION

OTHER: SE TTACHEDI
TEAM I TEAM

CONTROL

TEAM

Figure 23. The three-team sound locating section (plotting

one intersection).
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magnetic azimuths intersects at different points,
the target is in the triangle formed by the three
intersections (fig. 24).

THREE INTERSECTIONS COUNTERFIRE TARGET

OTHER ATTACHED
TEAM REMOTE CNTROL TEAM'

RE LNTRL CONTROL REMO LIN

U'r LINE rEAM /E LIE

Figure 24. The three-team sound locating section (plotting
three intersections).

c. This arrangement may be used from time to
time without destroying the integrity of the
counterfire squads, when the three squads are ap-
proximately abreast and not more than a few
hundred yards apart. When this arrangement is
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anticipated, a field wire line is laid from -each
flank squad to the nearest team of the middle
squad. During normal operations these extra
remote control lines are not connected. During
sound locating with three teams each team of the
middle squad disconnects its own squad remote
control wire line, and plugs the remote control
wire line from the appropriate flank squad into
its recorder. The three squads become two sec-
tions. Each team reports its data to the control
team of the section in which it is operating (fig.
25).

ONE INTERSECTION THREE INTERSECTIONS

LEFT SOUAC TEUPORMRY RASE NORMUL TEMPORARy RASE RIGrHT SQUAD
MACE LINE -LINE - B SE LINE - LINE

MIDDLE SOUDA

REMOTE CONTROL WInE UN[ REMOTE CONTROL WIRE LINE

CONTROL CONTROL

Figure 25. Three squads sound locating as two temporary
three-team sections.

Section III. TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT

49. GENERAL. a. The mission of the counterfire
platoon is to locate enemy close support weapons
and report this information promptly so it can be
used by counterfire weapons. The type of tactical
operation determines the way the counterfire
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squads are used. Squads seldom are attached to
other units. The counterfire platoon leader keeps
the squads informed of the tactical situation to
help them distinguish between enemy and friendly
weapons.

b. In operations such as an approach march, a
pursuit, early phases of a withdrawal, a delaying
action, or a retirement, and early in an airborne
operation, the counterfire squads may not be able
to maintain communication with the regimental
counterfire information center or to survey their
positions. When centralized control is not practi-
cable, the counterfire squads may be attached to
battalions or to counterfire weapon units for use
in close or immediate associaiton with selected
counterfire weapons.

c.' The regimental counterfire information of-
ficer makes a counterfire information plan.
Sources of counterfire information include maps,
aerial photographs, shelling reports, sound lo-
cating reports, captured documents, the interro-
gation of prisoners of war, and reconnaissance
and observer reports. He anticipates when
friendly counterfire weapons will reach positions
that are in range of enemy close support weapons.
He plans to have the counterfire squads reach
their positions in time to survey, sound locate,
and report timely counterfire information. He
notifies the regimental S-3 as he receives de-
pendable counterfire information. In his counter-
fire information plan he may divide the regi-
mental area into two or three sub-areas for
counterfire information. Each sub-area is made
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the sector of responsibility of a counterfire squad
or a three-team counterfire section. These sub-
areas are based upon sound locating capabilities,
and need not necessarily correspond to battalion
areas or zones.

d. While regimental plans and orders are being
prepared for each operation, the counterfire in-
formation officer makes preparations to collect
and evaluate counterfire information at the regi-
mental counterfire information center. He makes
a counterfire chart of the area of operations. He
plots the location of each source of counterfire
information and each counterfire weapon as soon
as he knows them. He decides how and where to
use the counterfire squads. He tells them the
situation and the regimental plan of operations.
He coordinates regimental counterfire information
plans with the battalion counterfire noncommis-
sioned officers.

50. MOVEMENT TO CONTACT. During route column
the counterfire platoon moves with the regimental
headquarters company. During tactical column the
counterfire platoon may move with the head-
quarters company if the regiment moves on one
route. Counterfire squads may be attached to bat-
talions in order to begin sound locating operations
more promptly. During the approach march a
counterfire squad may accompany each leading
battalion or a selected counterfire weapon for the
same reason. Counterfire squads may be used in
close or immediate association with counterfire
weapons which are moving too fast to establish
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communication with the regimental counterfire
center.

51. ATTACK. a. During the preparation for a coor-
dinated attack and during the attack itself sound
locating operations attempt to locate all enemy
weapons which can interfere with the regimental
mission. These operations begin as early as pos-
sible and are intensified to find all enemy weapons
which might interfere with the success of our at-
tack. Enemy weapons observed or sound located
are reported, recorded by the counterfire informa-
tion officer, verified by the counterfire squads, and
destroyed or neutralized by counterfire weapons.
To obtain surprise, counterfire information which
is collected, examined, and distributed to counter-
fire weapons sometimes is not used to fire counter-
fire missions until just before the attack.

b. The counterfire information officer plans, in
advance, how he will use the sources of counter-
fire information. During the period of intensive
collection of counterfire information before the
attack, the counterfire squads operate through the
regimental counterfire information center. After
the attack is launched the counterfire squads may
operate in close association with selected counter-
fire weapons. Counterfire squad positions are sur-
veyed before the attack. After the first displace-
ment, their positions are estimated initially, and
surveyed as soon as the tactical situation permits.
The rapid method of fire adjustment is used before
the counterfire squads are able to survey their
positions.
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52. REORGANIZATION. The counterfire platoon
reorganizes, whenever necessary, such as when
the regiment reaches an objective or is stopped.
Preparations are made to continue the attack or
to defend. The counterfire platoon leader deter-
mines the needs of his platoon, assists squad lead-
ers to replace necessary equipment and personnel,
and continues to plan how to collect counterfire
information. The counterfire squads reestablish
communication with the regimental counterfire in-
formation center, if it has been interrupted, and
complete their surveys. They continue to collect
counterfire information and report it to the coun-
terfire information center.

53. PURSUIT. The counterfire information plan
changes rapidly during a pursuit. The use of
counterfire squads may be reduced by the lack
of time to install and survey, and because de-
creased enemy resistance may result in fewer
counterfire targets. The counterfire squads may
not be able to maintain communication with the
regimental counterfire information center, but
may be used in either close or immediate associa-
tion with counterfire weapons. They may not be
able to survey each position they occupy. Frequent
use is made of the rapid method of fire adjust-
ment. If the pursuit is slowed by enemy delaying
action, the counterfire squads survey and establish
communication with the regimental counterfire
information center as soon as possible.

54. DEFENSE. a. Counterfire information collecting
operations are deliberate in a sustained defense.
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The counterfire estimate of the situation con-
siders all available counterfire weapons and in-
formation sources. Other regimental staff officers
give any counterfire information they receive to
the counterfire information center promptly. The
regimental counterfire information officer cooper-
ates closely with the artillery liaison officer in
exchanging counterfire information with the artil-
lery.

b. In defense, the counterfire squads are de-
ployed across the regimental sector well forward
in the front line battalion defense areas. Each
squad surveys its position, establishes communi-
cation with the regimental counterfire informa-
tion center, and normally operates under central-
ized control. Infantry counterfire weapons also
survey their positions so they can fire counter-
fire missions from map data. Tanks of the regi-
mental tank company are prepared to engage
enemy direct fire weapons at long ranges when
surprise will not be lost by doing so. When the
counterfire platoon leader anticipates that a squad
will operate in close association with a counterfire
weapon located near the counterfire squad; the
squad may survey nearby counterfire weapon posi-
tions in advance. Direct support artillery may re-
quest counterfire information direct from the coun-
terfire squads through an artillery forward ob-
server. This may be desirable when a forward
observer cannot observe an enemy weapon and is
located near a counterfire squad position. In such
a situation, the regimental counterfire informa-
tion officer may have a counterfire squad sound
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survey an artillery battery that is within sound
locating range.

55. WITHDRAWALS. a. When the regiment executes
a withdrawal, the counterfire platoon normally
accompanies the main body. However, one or more
counterfire squads may stay on the old position
as long as friendly counterfire weapons can be
used.

b. A counterfire information plan is made be-
fore the withdrawal begins. When each counter-
fire squad arrives at the new position its loca-
tion is surveyed in readiness for the approach of
enemy weapons. Since sound locating methods do
not depend on visual observation, the counterfire
squads are used alike in both night withdrawal
and daylight withdrawal. New positions to be oc-
cupied by the counterfire squads during a night
withdrawal are surveyed during daylight, when
possible.

56. DELAYING ACTION. When delaying action is
accomplished by defense on one position the coun-
terfire platoon operates in the same manner as in
a sustained defense. Counterfire weapons engage
enemy weapons at greater ranges than during
a sustained defense. When time permits, the coun-
terfire squads establish communication with the
counterfire information center and survey their
positions. If the delaying position is to be held
for only a short time, close association with coun-
terfire weapons and the rapid method of fire ad-
justment may be used. In a delaying action on
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successive positions the counterfirei platoon is
used in the same way as in a withdrawal. The use
of the counterfire platoon in offensive delaying
action is similar to its employment in any other
attack. Whenever possible, the counterfire squads
survey, and establish communication with the
regimental counterfire information center.

57. RETIREMENT. During the initial phase of a re-
tirement, the counterfire platoon operates in the
same way as in a withdrawal. After contact with
the enemy has been broken, the counterfire pla-
toon operates as in any tactical movement (par.
50).

58. RELIEF IN CONTACT. The counterfire informa-
tion officer of the relieving regiment visits the
counterfire information center of the unit to be
relieved, and makes a reconnaissance of the coun-
terfire squad locations. His actions before and dur-
ing the relief include-

a. Arranging to take over the counterfire chart
and overlays.

b. Making an estimate of the situation and a
counterfire information plan.

c. Knowing the communication system used by
the counterfire squads, the counterfire information
center, and the counterfire weapons being re-
lieved.

d. Informing the regimental S-2 of the results
of his reconnaissance and his conference with the
counterfire information officer of the regiment be-
ing relieved.
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e. Reporting to the headquarters company
commander, and making recommendations for the
relief.

f. Informing all counterfire information sources
of their part in collecting counterfire information.

g. Issuing instructions to the counterfire squad
leaders.

h. Arranging for each squad leader to recon-
noiter the route to his squad position.

i. Leading the platoon to the squad release
point, or arranging for each squad to accompany
the battalion in whose area it is to be located.

i. Receiving reports from each squad leader,
and reporting to the S-2 and the headquarters
company commander when the relief is completed.

k. Notifying the counterfire information officer
of the unit being relieved when his counterfire
squads are ready to function, and when he is ready
to take over the counterfire information center.

59. AIRBORNE OPERATIONS. When information of
enemy weapon locations can be obtained during
the reconnaissance phase, counterfire information
collection begins before arrival in the landing
area. Counterfire squads usually land with the
regimental reserve. After landing, counterfire in-
formation collecting is resumed as soon as pos-
sible. If the enemy reaction forces the regiment
to defend, pending an airborne buildup in the land-
ing area, counterfire operations are intensified.
In addition to weapons used against ground
troops, counterfire squads locate and report enemy
antiaircraft weapons which can interfere with
later parachute and air-landing echelons.
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60. ANTIAIRBORNE DEFENSE. The counterfire pla-
toon takes part in antiairborne defense. During the
planning phase the platoon leader studies all prob-
able landing areas and drop zones. He makes a
counterfire information plan, which considers all
information sources for sustained defense, delay-
ing action, and counteroffensive.

61. SPECIAL OPERATIONS-ATTACK OF A FORTIFIED
LOCALITY. In the attack of a fortified locality
counterfire information is divided into two phases
-information collected before the attack and in-
formation collected during the attack. The coun-
terfire information plan is elaborate, thorough,
and flexible. Counterfire information includes the
location of all enemy weapons within the zone of
advance. Collection of this information starts be-
fore the attack. It covers as much of the fortified
locality as the range of counterfire information
sources permits. Aerial reconnaissance augments
ground information. When the attack starts, coun-
terfire weapons are massed against all known
enemy weapons. As troops move forward, fire is
lifted from each successive target and advanced
deeper into the fortified locality. Counterfire
squads report counterfire information to the regi-
mental counterfire information center. They also
may assist counterfire weapons by the rapid meth-
od of fire adjustment. To keep up with the attack,
and maintain continuous operation while covering
the regimental zone, they may displace forward by
echelon.

62. SPECIAL OPERATIONS-OPERATIONS AT RIVER
LINES. Operations at river lines require the coun-
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terfire squads to be used well forward. They
normally operate as close as possible to the near
bank. In an attack of a river line, counterfire
squads are installed early along the near bank.
Enemy weapons which may interfere with the
crossing are located. Because troops are vulner-
able to the grazing and flanking fires of enemy
machine guns and direct fire weapons, while cross-
ing, more attention is given to locating these weap-
ons than in other operations. After a bridgehead
is established, counterfire squads locate more dis-
tant enemy weapons whose fire threatens the
bridgehead. Sound-locating operations in the de-
fense of a river line are similar to any other de-
fense. The counterfire squads may be located on
or forward of the far bank until friendly security
echelons are driven in.

63. SPECIAL OPERATIONS - NIGHT OPERATIONS.
Night combat increases the difficulty of surveying
counterfire squads and counterfire weapons. Sur-
vey at night usually is done by sound locating.
When the positions of the counterfire squads and
the counterfire weapons are surveyed, sound-lo-
cating operations are as effective at night as in
daylight.

64. SPECIAL OPERATIONS-OPERATIONS IN BUILT-UP
AREAS. Combat in towns may limit the effec-
tiveness of sound-locating equipment. Sound
waves are deflected by buildings. The counterfire
squads are located well forward and use visual
observation, when possible. Flat topped buildings
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may provide good positions for sound-locating
equipment.

65. SPECIAL OPERATIONS-OPERATIONS IN WOODS.
Combat in woods limits the use of sound-locating
methods, similarly to combat in towns. In addi-
tion, visual methods of obtaining counterfire in-
formation are limited by poor observation. Recon-
naissance patrols provide counterfire information.
Combat patrols may be used against enemy wea-
pons which cannot be located accurately enough
for counterfire weapons to destroy or neutralize
them. In situations where sound-locating equip-
ment is not effective in woods, sound-locating
squads may be assigned other missions such as
locating enemy weapons by observation.

66. SPECIAL OPERATIONS-MOUNTAIN OPERATIONS.
The extensive use of enemy indirect fire weapons
in mountains requires the extensive use of friend-
ly counterfire information sources. Counterfire
squad positions in mountains usually are located
at or near the topographical crests.

67. SPECIAL OPERATIONS -OPERATIONS IN SNOW
AND EXTREME COLD. Combat in snow and extreme
cold is characterized by the adverse effect of tem-
perature and weather upon sound-locating equip-
ment. However, sound travels farther in dry, cold
air except during storms and high wind. Sound-
locating equipment may not function in subzero
temperatures unless special precautions are taken
in its care and maintenance.
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68. SPECIAL OPERATIONS-OPERATIONS IN DEFILES.
Combat in defiles is similar to any other operation
on a narrow front.

69. SPECIAL OPERATIONS - JUNGLE OPERATIONS.
Jungle operations are similar to operations in
woods. Observation and sound locating are limited
by dense vegetation. Mobility of equipment also is
limited in jungles. When located near the enemy,
the counterfire squads are vulnerable to enemy
patrols. Therefore, use is made of the proximity
of other units to insure security of the counterfire
squads. Special precautions are taken to protect
sound-locating equipment from fungus and other
damage due to heat and dampness.

70. SPECIAL OPERATIONS - DESERT OPERATIONS.
Desert operations usually have the best natural
conditions for sound locating. Other sources of
counterfire information also are benefitted by
long-range observation. The counterfire squads are
installed near the top of hills or dunes, away from
obstructions. The lack of moisture is good for
equipment. Precautions are taken to protect equip-
ment from the abrasive action of dust and sand.

71. SPECIAL OPERATIONS - AMPHIBIOUS OPERA-
TIONS. a. In amphibious operations the counterfire
squads are used in the same manner as in any
other offensive operation. During the planning
phase, the counterfire information officer collects
information of enemy weapons in the objective
area. This is secured from aerial reconnaissance,
photo reconnaissance, naval reconnaissance, coast
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watcher reports, and advance ground patroling in
the objective area. Special measures are taken be-
fore embarkation to protect equipment from mois-
ture and salt water during the voyage and land-
ing. Counterfire information is processed through
naval gunfire liaison parties and tactical air con-
control parties until ground communication and
counterfire information agencies are established
ashore.

b. Embarkation usually is organized to permit
the counterfire squads to land with elements of
the regimental heavy mortar company. After de-
barkation the counterfire squads operate in imme-
diate or close association with the heavy mortar
platoons until the establishment of communication
with battalion and regimental headquarters per-
mits sound-locating operations to be centralized
under regimental control.
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CHAPTER 3

COMMUNICATION PLATOON

Section I. GENERAL

72. RESPONSIBILITY FOR COMMUNICATION. a. The
regimental commander is responsible for the in-
stallation, operation, and maintenance of the regi-
mental communication system and for its efficient
functioning as a part of the division system. Each
commander exercises technical and tactical super-
vision over the communication systems of all units
of his command. Technical supervision standard-
izes the technical installation, operation, and
maintenance of the system. Tactical supervision
insures that the communication system is estab-
lished and maintained to meet operational require-
ments. The communication system for any opera-
tion is based upon the tactical plan and current
orders pertaining to communication. When the
available means of communication are used cor-
rectly, the communication system permits efficient
exercise of command. It is used for controlling
units and fire power, transmitting orders and in-
formation, coordinating action, regulating sup-
plies, and maintaining contact with higher, ad-
jacent, and supporting units. The failure of a
means of communication does not relieve a com-
mander of his communication responsibilities.
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b. The establishment and maintenance of com-
munication between units is governed by the fol-
lowing general rules:

(1) The higher unit is responsible for estab-
lishing and maintaining communication
with the lower (including attached) unit.

(2) A unit supporting another unit by fire
is responsible for establishing and main-
taining communication with the sup-
ported unit. A unit supporting another
unit other than by fire contacts the sup-
ported unit and coordinates communica-
tion.

(3) Lateral communication between adjacent
units is established and maintained as
directed by the next higher common com-
mander. In the absence of specific in-
structions, the unit commander on the
left is responsible for establishing and
maintaining communication with the unit
on his right.

c. Although one unit is specifically charged with
establishing and maintaining communication with
another unit, it is only through the joint effort
of all concerned that communication is assured. If
communication is lost, all affected units seek its
immediate re-establishment.

73. MISSION AND ORGANIZATION OF COMMUNICA-
TION PLATOON. a. The regimental communication
platoon installs, operates, and maintains all com-
munication facilities for the regimental headquart-
ers. It also establishes and maintains communica-
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tion down to, but not within battalions, separate
companies, and attached units. It provides con-
tinuous effective communication by the most ap-
propriate means.

b. During operations the communication pla-
toon normally is organized into a platoon head-
quarters and three sections. Each section is organ-
ized into teams. Varying tactical conditions de-
termine the number and size of teams.

(1) The platoon headquarters consists of the
platoon leader, the communication chief
(communication sergeant), and a truck
driver.

(2) The message center section consists of
the message center chief, a message cen-
ter clerk, code clerks, and foot and motor
messengers.

(3) The wire section consists of the wire
chief, a wire team chief, field linemen,
switchboard operators, and truck driv-
ers.

(4) The radio and visual section consists of
the radio chief, radio operators, radio re-
pairmen, and truck drivers.

74. DUTIES OF PLATOON HEADQUARTERS PERSON-
NEL. a. The platoon leader commands the commu-
nication platoon and assists the regimental com-
munication officer. His duties include-

(1) Training and controlling his platoon.
(2) Supervising the installation, operation,

and maintenance of the signal equipment
issued to his platoon.
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(3) Supervising the movement of communi-
cation installations when the command
post displaces.

(4) Assisting the communication officer and
replacing him during his absence.

(5) Seeing that the communication officer's
instructions are carried out in the com-
munication platoon.

b. The communication chief (communication
sergeant) is the principal enlisted assistant to the
platoon leader. His duties include-

(1) Assisting the platoon leader in super-
vising the installation, operation, and
maintenance of the signal equipment is-
sued to the platoon.

(2) Coordinating the work between sections.
(3) Selecting locations for communication

installations, when necessary.
(4) Supervising ground-to-air communica-

tion.
(5) Seeing that records are correctly kept.
(6) Organizing the advance echelon for dis-

placement of the command post.
(7) Seeing that the vehicles are maintained

and dispatched correctly.
(8) Keeping the platoon leader informed of

the status of communication, equipment,
and transportation.

c. The truck driver's duties include-
(1) Operating and maintaining the vehicle

to which he is assigned according to TM's
21-300, 21-305, and 37-2810.

(2) Performing communication duties as di-
rected.
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75. DUTIES OF MESSAGE CENTER SECTION PERSON-
NEL. a. The message center chief is responsible to
the platoon leader for the discipline, training, and
operation of his section. His duties include-

(1) Selecting the exact locations for the mes-
sage center and messenger station and
establishing message, center facilities.

(2) Processing outgoing messages and select-
ing the method of transmission for each
message.

(3) Operating and maintaining message cen-
ter equipment.

(4) Checking the flow of message traffic and
reporting to the originator when a mes-
sage cannot be delivered within a short
time.

(5) Maintaining current information on the
effectiveness of each means of communi-
cation.

(6) Supervising cryptography.
(7) Signing for messages delivered by sched-

uled messenger.
(8) Posting message center signs or guides.
(9) Supervising messenger communication.

(10) Maintaining a supply of message center
forms.

(11) Preparing records and reports as direct-
ed.

(12) Maintaining a record of the locations of
command posts of units with which the
regiment maintains communication and
the best routes to them.

(13) Keeping the official time.
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b. The message center clerk's duties include-
(1) Assisting the message center chief.
(2) Supervising one of the message center

teams during displacement of the com-
mand post.

(3) Receiving, recording, and distributing
incoming and outgoing messages and
publications.

c. Code clerks' duties include-
(1) Encrypting and decrypting messages,

using authorized codes and ciphers.
(2) Maintaining a code clerk's file.
(3) Processing encrypted messages, to in-

clude inserting the call signs when the
messages are to be transmitted by an
electrical means.

(4) Performing other communication duties
as directed.

d. Messengers are selected for their courage,
endurance, and self-reliance. Their duties include-

(1) Carrying oral or written messages dur-
ing daylight or darkness under all con-
ditions of terrain, weather, and enemy
activity.

(2) Performing other communication duties
as directed.

(3) Driving and performing required motor
maintenance in the case of motor mes-
sengers. For further information on mes-
sengers, see FM 21-75.

76. DUTIES OF WIRE SECTION PERSONNEL. a. The
wire chief is responsible to the platoon leader for



the discipline, training, and operation of his sec-
tion. His duties include-

(1) Selecting the exact locations for wire
installations.

(2) Supervising the installation, operation,
and maintenance of the wire system.

(3) Selecting routes for wire lines.
(4) Preparing line route maps, circuit dia-

grams, and traffic diagrams.
(5) Seeing that the wire section personnel

use prescribed technique in performing
their duties.

(6) Keeping records.
(7) Keeping the message center chief and

the platoon leader informed on the status
of wire communication.

b. The wire team chief's duties include-
(1) Assisting the wire chief.
(2) Organizing the field linemen into teams

for laying and maintaining local and
trunk wire lines.

(3) Selecting wire routes and preparing line
route maps and circuit diagrams.

(4) Supervising the installation and mainte-
nance of wire circuits.

(5) Seeing that the wire lines are laid so
as to minimize damage from traffic and
enemy fire.

(6) Seeing that the field linemen use pre-
scribed technique in the installation and
maintenance of the wire system.

(7) Keeping the wire chief informed of the
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status of wire supply and the service-
ability of wire circuits.

Field lineman's duties include-

(1) Installing, testing, and maintaining wire
circuits, switchboards, and telephones.

(2) Climbing poles; tagging, testing, and
splicing field wire.

(3) Laying wire lines so that damage from
traffic and enemy fire is minimized.

(4) Locating and correcting trouble in wire
lines.

(5) Recovering, inspecting, and servicing
field wire (time permitting).

(6) Operating switchboards, when neces-
sary.

(7) Reading maps, line route maps, over-
lays, aerial photographs, and circuit and
traffic diagrams.

(8) Performing other communication duties
as directed.

(9) Using prescribed technique in perform-
ing their duties.

d. Switchboard operators' duties include-
(1) Installing, operating, and maintaining

switchboards.
(2) Preparing and maintaining traffic dia-

grams.
(3) Routing traffic and re-routing calls when

normal circuits fail.
(4) Using prescribed procedure in answer-

ing and placing calls.
(5) Supervising traffic to insure satisfactory

service to the user.
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(6) Knowing their unit organization and
the names of the commanders and staff
officers.

(7) Being alert and courteous at all times.
(8) Performing other communication duties

as directed.

e. For the truck drivers' duties, see paragraph
74c.

77. DUTIES OF RADIO AND VISUAL SECTION PER-
SONNEL. a. The radio chief is responsible to the
platoon leader for the discipline, training, and
operation of his section. His duties include-

(1) Selecting the exact locations for radio
and visual installations.

(2) Supervising the installation, operation,
and maintenance of radio equipment.

(3) Seeing that visual signaling equipment
is prepared for use.

(4) Preparing operating schedules for radio
operators.

(5) Making sure that radio sets are operated
according to prescribed procedure and
current communication orders.

(6) Supervising the maintenance of commu-
nication security, including the use of
authorized codes, ciphers, and authenti-
cation systems.

(7) Keeping records.
(8) Keeping the message center chief and

the platoon leader informed of the status
of radio communication.
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b. Radio operators' duties include-
(1) Installing, operating, and maintaining

radio sets and associated equipment.
(2) Using prescribed radio procedure and

operating technique.
(3) Using authorized codes and ciphers to

encrypt and decrypt messages.
(4) Observing communication security regu-

lations and using authorized authentica-
tion systems.

(5) Transmitting and receiving radiotele-
graph and radiotelephone signals, print-
ing pencil copy at prescribed speeds.

(6) Servicing messages, maintaining a sta-
tion log, and disposing of messages as
directed.

(7) Familiarizing themselves with the selec-
tion of radio sites and the characteristics
and tactical use of their radio sets.

(8) Transmitting and receiving visual sig-
nals in accordance with the plan for their
use.

(9) Keeping the radio chief informed of the
status of radio communication.

c. Radio repairmen's duties include-
(1) Inspecting, testing, and repairing radio

sets and associated equipment and other
electrical equipment issued to the com-
pany.

(2) Locating and correcting defects by re-
placing parts, repairing defective parts,
or making substitutes when replacement
parts are not available.
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(3) Maintaining records of maintenance and
modifications performed on each major
item of signal equipment.

(4) Maintaining the authorized level of parts
for maintenance and keeping the radio

.chief and the platoon leader informed of
the status of parts supply.

(5) Notifying the radio chief and the pla-
toon leader promptly when any item of
signal equipment requires repair beyond
the capabilities or facilities of assigned
repairmen.

(6) Striving to improve their ability to re-
pair currently issued equipment and
keeping abreast of new developments in
radio and repair technique.

d. For truck drivers' duties, see paragraph 74c.

78. DUTIES OF COMMUNICATION OFFICER. As a
member of the commander's special staff, the com-
munication officer's duties include-

a. Advising the commander and staff on com-
munication matters and the command post loca-
tion.

b. Submitting recommendations relative to pro-
curement and replacement of communication per-
sonnel.

c. Assisting in preparing training directives
pertaining to communication, and supervising the
technical training of all communication personnel
and others designated by the commander.

d. Determining the requirements for signal
equipment and supplies, and collaborating with
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the supply officer in their procurement and distri-
bution.

e. Supervising the care, maintenance, and re-
pair of signal equipment.

f. Securing current signal operation instruc-
tions (SOI) and standing signal instructions
(SSI) from higher headquarters and distributing
complete copies to appropriate units.

g. Preparing and distributing extracts of SOI
and SSI.

h. Preparing, for the commander's approval,
orders, codes, and SOP needed for the technical
and tactical control of the communication system.

i. Making plans and recommendations for es-
tablishing a flexible and coordinated communica-
tion system within the regiment arid between the
regiment and other units.

i. Submitting recommendations for paragraph
5 of the regimental operation orders, including the
initial and subsequent command post locations.

k. Assisting in selecting the exact location for
the regimental command post, and selecting loca-
tions for communication installations within the
command post.

I. Supervising the installation, operation, and
maintenance of communication facilities through-
out the regiment.

m. Coordinating communication with higher,
adjacent, supporting, and attached units.

n. Preparing plans for displacement or exten-
sion of the existing communication system.
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o. Supervising the maintenance of communica-
tion security, including the use of authorized
codes, ciphers, and authentication systems.

p. Keeping the communication platoon leader
informed of the situation.

79. STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES AFFECTING COMMUNI-
CATION. a. The adjutant's (S-1) responsibilities
include-

(1) Selecting the exact location for the regi-
mental command post and deciding upon
the interior arrangement of the com-
mand post (coordinates with the com-
munication officer).

(2) Selecting locations for the commander,
the staff, and other command post instal-
lations exclusive of communication in-
stallations.

(3) Directing the placing of signs or guides
to indicate the location of the command
post (may be done by the headquarters
commandant).

(4) Supervising the over-all movement of the
command post.

(5) Seeing that a summary of each message
(including those not sent through the
message center) is entered in the unit
journal.

b. The intelligence officer's (S-2) responsibili-
ties include-

(1) Informing the communication officer of
special security measures.
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(2) Arranging for communication with ob-
servation posts and other intelligence
elements.

(3) Supervising the collection of informa-
tion of signal intelligence value.

(4) Collaborating with the communication
officer in preparing codes so that they are
adequate for intelligence purposes.

(5) Procuring maps for communication
units.

c. The operations and training officer's (S-3)
responsibilities include-

(1) Coordinating communication for tactical
operations with the communication offi-
cer.

(2) Giving timely information to the com-
munication officer relative to contem-
plated operations and movement of the
command post.

(3) Incorporating the communication offi-
cer's recommendations for paragraph 5
in operation orders prepared for the
commander's approval.

(4) Collaborating with the communication
officer in preparing codes for the opera-
tions.

d. The supply officer's (S-4) responsibilities
include-

(1) Procuring and distributing signal equip-
ment and supplies (coordinates with the
communication officer).

(2) Evacuating salvage and captured signal
equipment.
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(3) Seeing that the communication vehicles
have the necessary road priority.

(4) Arranging for communication with sup-
ply installations.

e. As headquarters commandant, the head-
quarters company commander's responsibilities
include-

(1) Planning and organizing the security of
the command post.

(2) Supervising the movement of command
post impedimenta.

(3) Maintaining order and enforcing traffic
and camouflage discipline in the com-
mand post area.

80. SIGNAL SUPPLY. Authorized items of signal
equipment are prescribed in tables of organization
and equipment. Additional equipment may be au-
thorized by higher commanders. Initial supply
and resupply are made through normal supply
channels. Informal requests for replacement of
signal equipment and supplies are submitted
through normal supply channels. The regimental
S-4 consolidates these requests and requisitions
the equipment and supplies. The communication
officer assists in preparing these requests and
requisitions. Supplies are picked up under the
regimental S-4's supervision at the division signal
supply point, or other designated place, and re-
turned to the regimental area. The S-4 makes the
distribution to the units. The division signal com-
pany maintains a limited amount of signal equip-
ment and supplies at the division signal supply
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point for immediate issue. The availability of sup-
plies and estimated needs are coordinated by the
communication officer and the division signal offi-
cer. Unserviceable signal equipment is replaced by
exchange for serviceable items from the reserve
stock at the division signal company. In an emer-
gency, the communication officer may obtain sig-
nal supplies directly from a signal supply point.

81. MAINTENANCE OF SIGNAL EQUIPMENT. Each
unit maintains and repairs its signal equipment
within the limits of its maintenance facilities,
available parts, authorized tools and test equip-
ment, and the capabilities of assigned repairmen.
Maintenance performed by using personnel in-
cludes protecting the equipment from weather
and rough usage, cleaning and drying it, tighten-
ing screws, and making minor repairs and re-
placement of parts. When the equipment becomes
inoperative, or an inspection reveals it may fail
to operate because of excessive wear of some part
or parts, it is turned in to the radio repairmen for
repair. Unserviceable items that cannot be re-
paired within the regiment are sent to the division
signal company for exchange, repair, or salvage.
Repaired items are returned to the units. Utility
equipment within the regiment can be used as re-
placements for unserviceable items until they are
repaired and returned.

82. MEANS OF COMMUNICATION. a. Signal commu-
nication includes all means of conveying informa-
tion of any kind from one person or place to an-
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other except by personal conversation and mail.
In this manual, the term signal communication, is
abbreviated to communication except where mis-
understanding might result.

b. The means of communication available to the
regiment are wire, radio, messenger, visual, and
sound. The composition of the means in each unit
is limited by the men, equipment, and transporta-
tion provided by the tables of organization and
equipment and the unit or higher commander. The
various means of communication have different
capabilities and limitations. They are used so that
they supplement each other, and entire depen-
dence is not placed upon any one means. The reli-
ability of communication systems is greatly in-
creased by the use of all practical means. The
means used most in a given situation is the one
that provides the maximum reliability, flexibility,
secrecy, and speed with a minimum of effort and
material.

83. WIRE COMMUNICATION. a. Wire is a principal
means of communication and includes the use of
field wire, wire-laying and recovery equipment,
battery-operated and sound-powered telephones,
switchboards, teletype equipment, and associated
equipment. Except for the transmission of mes-
sages such as maps and documents, wire is the
most effective means of communication. It affords
person-to-person conversation with break-in oper-
ation (capability of interrupting the conversa-
tion). Wire is more secure than radio communi-
cation; however, security is never assured when
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transmitting in the clear. The decision to estab-
lish wire communication depends upon the need
for it and the available time to install and use it.
The supply of wire on hand, the expected resup-
ply, and the future needs also are considered. Wire
communication can be used in most terrain and
situations. Tables of organization and equipment
provide the units with the equipment to install
and maintain their wire communication systems.
Figure 28 shows a typical wire system installed by
the regimental communication platoon during de-
fensive operations.

b. Using battery-operated telephones the maxi-
mum operating range of field wire circuits is ap-
proximately 18 miles; the dependable range is ap-
proximately 10 miles. Using sound-powered tele-
phones reduces the range to approximately 4
miles. The range of wire communication varies,
depending principally upon the weather and the
condition of the wire. Wet weather, poor splices,
and damaged insulation reduce the range appre-
ciably. The wire operating range can be increased
by using electrical repeaters or amplifying tele-
phones. Cable is used to increase the telephone
range and the available number of circuits, but it
is issued to the division signal company and
higher echelons only.

c. It takes longer to install wire communica-
tion than any other means. The time for installa-
tion depends mainly upon the length of the line
and the method of laying it (vehicle or man-pack).
Wire lines can be laid by men on foot at about 11/2
miles per hour and by vehicle at 3 to 5 miles per
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hour. In estimating the required time, it also is
necessary to consider the number of available
men, their training, the terrain, routes, weather,
and visibility. Wire lines usually are laid by wire
teams. The size of the team changes with the fac-
tors mentioned previously. The teams usually con-
sist of three to five men, exclusive of men needed
to carry extra wire when transportation is not
available. One man can lay a wire line by using
a wire dispenser or light reel. Besides the normal
methods of installation, wire can be laid from
dispensers attached to light aircraft or cast a
short distance over an obstacle (such as a stream)
by attaching it to a rifle grenade or rocket fired
from a launcher.

d. Wire lines are laid off roads with 15 to 20
percent slack. Wire is placed overhead in com-
mand posts or other areas where it is imprac-
ticable to bury it or leave it lying on the ground.
In crossing roads wire is buried, placed overhead,
or run under bridges and culverts. Areas are
avoided where wire is likely to be damaged by
traffic or enemy fire. Part of a wire team lays the
wire and the remainder of the team polices it
(throws it off the road, makes road crossings,
splices, etc.). The laying of a line is not delayed
for policing it.

e. Switchboards are used to increase the flexi-
bility of wire systems and to reduce the number of
wire lines needed. The single-line capacity of
switchboards varies; by using party lines the ca-
pacity can be increased. Sound-powered telephones
without ringing devices connected to switchboards
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require another sound-powered telephone at the
switchboard to detect calls.-

f. The number of telephone messages that can
be transmitted simultaneously over a wire system
is limited. Calls are kept brief, and the telephone
is reserved for occasions when there is a need for
discussion, speed, and relative secrecy. During
critical periods, the use of the telephone may be
restricted to designated personnel, except for
emergency calls. Telephones are not used for
long reports or orders when another means can be
used effectively. To reduce the time the telephone
is in use and to facilitate entry in the unit journal,
messages are written or notes are prepared before
a conversation begins.

g. When the volume of traffic warrants its use
and the tables of organization and equipment or
higher commanders provide the equipment, tele-
type service is established. Teletype operators re-
quire far less training and ability than radiotele-
graph operators. Teletypewriters provide both
headquarters with a written record of messages
exchanged. They can be used on wire or radio
circuits of sufficiently high quality to carry tele-
typewriter signals.

84. RADIO COMMUNICATION. a. Radio is a princi-
pal means of communication. Enough radios are
provided to make radio communication available
to all commanders, including platoon leaders. Ad-
ditional radios are provided for command posts,
fire control, and other uses. All radio sets issued
within the regiment are capable of voice opera-
tion. This affords person-to-person communica-
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tion between ground stations and between ground
stations and aircraft. Radio communication is less
vulnerable to enemy fire than wire, but it is sub-
ject to interference from static, jamming, and
other radio stations. Its reliability is limited by
the skill of the operators. Figure 26 shows typical
radio nets in which the regimental communication
platoon operates.

b. Radio equipment issued to the regiment in-
cludes portable, vehicular, and general use radio
sets. Portable sets can be carried andsoperated by
one man. Since vehicular sets get their power from
vehicular storage batteries, their use is limited to
situations and terrain where vehicles can be used.
General use sets are provided where versatility is
required. All of them can be operated from vehi-
cular installations or removed for dismounted
operation. Some of them can be removed from the
vehicles and used as portable sets, while others
are operated from stationary ground installations
only. The principal characteristics of radio sets
currently issued within the regiment are shown
in figure 27.

c. The tactical use of a radio set depends upon
its characteristics. To be capable of operating to-
gether, radio sets must have a common or over-
lapping frequency range, transmit and receive the
same type of signal, and be located within their
operating ranges. The operating range given in
technical manuals pertaining to an individual
radio set is for average conditions; the range ob-
tained may be more or less, depending upon the
operator's skill, weather, terrain, interference, and
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the location from which the set is operated. Power
lines and steel structures located close to operating
sites reduce operating ranges. The greatest ranges
are obtained between sites affording line-of-sight
operation.

d. Radio is the least secure means of communi-
cation. It must be assumed that interception takes
place every time a transmitter is placed in opera-
tion; therefore, communication security is a con-
stant consideration when using radios. The enemy
obtains information merely by knowing that radios
are operating. He analyzes the number of radios
in operation, the volume of traffic, or the location
of sets which is particularly valuable intelligence.
The use of radio may be restricted or prohibited
for security reasons. Two important measures for
defense against enemy radio intelligence are radio
silence and cryptography. Normally, messages are
encrypted before being sent by radio. The decision
to silence radios or to send messages in the clear
is made after all the factors have been carefully
considered. For example, radios are not silenced
when the need for radio communication outweighs
the value of the information that the enemy might
gain. Radios usually are not silenced within units
in contact with the enemy. A message is sent in
the clear when prompt action is called for and the
urgency of sending the message in the clear out-
weighs the value of the information to the enemy.

e. Since only one station can transmit at a time,
the message-handling capacity of a radio net is
limited. The time required for a message trans-
mission to its addressee is primarily dependent
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upon whether it is sent in secret or clear text and
upon the volume of traffic of similar or higher
precedence awaiting transmission. The speed and
message-handling capacity of a radio net is in-
creased by training all operating personnel in
radio procedure, net discipline, and by training
the using personnel in message writing. Messages
usually are written before transmission.

f. The power supply is an important factor in
radio communication. Old dry batteries reduce the
range of the sets or make them inoperative; there-
fore, an adequate supply of new batteries is need-
ed for dry battery-operated sets.

g. By the use of certain types of remote control
equipment, a radio operator may be located at a
distance from the set he operates. Other remote
control units connect a radio set to a switchboard,
which makes the radio available to commanders
and staff officers through their telephones. For
further details on remote control equipment and
the interconnection of radio and wire systems, see
TM 11-488.

85. MESSENGER COMMUNICATION. a. Messenger
communication is available to all units. Most units
are authorized messengers by tables of organiza-
tion and equipment; other units train men to act
as messengers, in addition to their primary duties.
Messenger communication is the most secure of
the means. It is flexible and reliable. Messenger
service has some limitations. It is slow, vulnerable
to enemy action in forward areas, and does not
permit conversation between the originator and the
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addressee. It is the only means available within
the regiment for transmitting messages such as
maps and documents. Messengers are used when
security is required and the time of delivery by
messenger is less than that required for transmis-
sion by other means, including cryptography. Mes-
sengers are the best means for transmitting long
messages over short distances. They may travel
by foot, motor vehicle, or aircraft. In the combat
zone, a vehicle driver in addition to the messen-
ger usually is provided for a vehicle used for mes-
senger service. All commanders assist messengers
in expediting the delivery of messages. The effi-
ciency of messenger service is limited by the selec-
tion and training of the messengers.

b. Double messengers are used when the mis-
sion involves great personal risk. They keep with-
in sight of each other, but far enough apart to
avoid simultaneous ambush or exposure to the
same shell or burst of fire. Very important mes-
sages may be sent over two different routes either
by single or double messengers. Messengers are
briefed on their route, rate of travel, and the loca-
tion of the delivery points. They are told if an
answer is expected. If a messenger loses his way
or cannot locate the destination of a message, he
reports to the nearest command post and requests
assistance. When practicable, a daylight recon-
naissance is made of the routes that are to be
traveled at night. Oral messages are kept short
and simple. They are not used when time and
security permit their being written. Messengers
memorize oral messages.
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c. When required by the urgency of the mes-
sage, special messengers are used. When locations
are fixed and the amount of traffic warrants a fixed
schedule, a scheduled messenger service is estab-
lished. Messenger relay posts may be established
when messages are carried frequently between the
same points or units and, by reason of distance,
difficulties of terrain, or hostile activity, other
messenger service is ineffective.

d. Homing pigeons are an emergency method
of transmitting messages from front to rear. The
division signal company may issue pigeons in con-
tainers to the regimental communication platoon.
In emergencies, pigeons may be dropped to iso-
lated units. They should not be kept away from
their loft more than 48 hours.

86. VISUAL COMMUNICATION. a. The use of visual
signals is a supplementary means of communica-
tion and is available to all units. Visual signals are
transmitted by flags, lights, pyrotechnics, panels,
arm-and-hand signals, and other prearranged
visual means, such as aircraft maneuvers. They
are suitable for transmitting prearranged mes-
sages rapidly over short distances when their use
is not prohibited for security reasons. The enemy
may use similar signals for deception and confu-
sion. Visual signals are easily misunderstood.
They cannot be used during poor visibility or
when line-of-sight locations are not available.

b. Flags are issued to the tank company. They
are used as prescribed in FM 7-35. Other units
may improvise flags. Messages can be sent with
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flags by using prearranged, semaphore, or Inter-
national Morse code.

c. Lights for communication purposes only are
not issued. They may be used to send prearranged
messages such as identifying units as friendly.
The meanings are given in the SOI, or prescribed

.by the commander. Messages may be transmitted
by lights, using the International Morse code.

d. Pyrotechnics, including smoke, are issued in
various colors and types. The meanings of certain
signals are given in the SOI. Signals usually are
included for identifying units as friendly, lifting
or calling for fire, marking targets, and reporting
an objective reached. To be effective, the transmis-
sion and reception of pyrotechnic signals are pre-
planned. Pyrotechnics can be used for communi-
cation within and between ground units, between
ground units and aircraft, and between ground
units on shore and ships.

e. Two general types of panels are issued for
communication with aircraft-marking and iden-
tifying panels and those for transmitting mes-
sages. Marking and identifying panels are made
in bright fluorescent colors. They can be used to
mark positions and identify units as friendly.
Black and white panel sets for transmitting mes-
sages are issued for use on light and dark back-
grounds, respectively. They are used to transmit
brief messages or to identify a particular unit.
This is done by using the combined panel system
and panel recognition code, which is included in
the SOI.

f. Infrared devices are used for signaling and
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as landing and assembly aids. In amphibious oper-
ations, they are used as landing aids. Airborne
units use them as assembly aids.

87. SOUND COMMUNICATION. Sound is a supple-
mentary means of communication and is available
to all units. Sound signals are transmitted by
whistles, bugles, horns, gongs, klaxons, weapons,
and other noise-making devices. They are used
chiefly to attract attention, transmit prearranged
messages, and spread alarms when their use is
not prohibited for security reasons. They are kept
simple to prevent misunderstanding. They are a
rapid means of communication over short dis-
tances. Their range and reliability are greatly
reduced by battle noise. Sound signals and their
means are prescribed in the SOI or are assigned
by commanders or by patrol leaders. Three long
blasts of a whistle, horn, siren, or klaxon repeated
several times or three equally-spaced shots or short
bursts of fire normally are used to warn of an air
or mechanized attack. Rapid and continuous per-
cussion sounds made with the standard gas alarm
or improvised devices (iron rails and empty shell
cases) normally are used to warn of gas attack.

88. SIGNAL OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS (SOI) AND
STANDING SIGNAL INSTRUCTIONS (SSI). a. The sig-
nal operation instructions (SOI) are a type of
combat order issued for the technical control and
coordination of communication within a command.
They include items covering codes and ciphers,
radio call signs and frequencies, telephone direc-
tory, and visual and sound signals. Current items
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are listed in the index to SOI. The division SOI
are prepared by the division signal officer and
distributed to lower units. The regiment receives
enough copies of the division SOI for distribution
of appropriate extracts to the battalions and the
heavy mortar company (support company in the
airborne infantry regiment). Other regimental
units are issued extracts prepared by the com-
munication officers.

b. Standing signal instructions (SSI) may be
issued in a separate publication or as a section of
the SOI. SSI include items of operational data not
subject to frequent change and instructions for the
use of the SOI. They are prepared by the division
signal officer and distributed to lower units. The
regiment receives one copy of the SSI with each
copy of the SOI and one copy for each unit re-
ceiving extracts of the SOI.

89. STANDING OPERATING PROCEDURE. An SOP is
a set of instructions prescribing the manner in
which routine jobs are done within a particular
unit in the absence of instructions to the contrary.
In the regiment the communication SOP is based
on and conforms to the division SOP. The com-
munication officer prepares the SOP for his com-
mander's approval. Periodic revision of the unit
SOP is necessary for its effectiveness and con-
formance with the next higher unit's SOP. An
SOP is particularly applicable to the communica-
tion platoon because many of its operations are
the same regardless of the type of tactical opera-
tion. The platoon is not bound to its SOP to the
extent that flexibility and individual initiative are
destroyed.
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90. PARAGRAPH FIVE OF AN OPERATION ORDER. a.
Paragraph 5 of an operation order contains orders
and instructions relative to communication and
command posts. The communication officer pre-
pares it for his commander's approval. For staff
coordination, see paragraph 76. The contents of
paragraph 5 vary with the command's size, the
SOP, and the situation. As a minimum, it con-
tains the location of the issuing unit's first com-
mand post or the place to which messages are to
be sent. The establishment of wire and messenger
service to initial command post locations is facili-
tated in certain situations when the next higher
commander designates the locations for lower
units. This is not done when there is doubt as to
where a lower unit can establish its command post.

b. Paragraph 5 can be oral or written. Appli-
cable portions of the following instructions are
covered in this sequence:

(1) A reference to the signal annex or index
to the SOI in effect; restrictions, if any,
on the use of any means of communica-
tion; visual and sound signals; and other
information not contained elsewhere in
paragraph 5, such as lateral lines to be
laid.

(2) The command post location of the unit
issuing the order, the prescribed loca-
tions of the command posts of the lower
units, and the axes of signal communica-
tion. The time of opening the command,
posts also may be given. The information
relative to command posts and axis may
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be shown on an operation map or opera-
tion overlay. In this case, it is necessary
to give a reference to the operation map
or overlay only.

(3) The location and time of opening an ad-
vance message center, march-control
point, or other place to which messages
may be sent.

91. ORAL COMMUNICATION ORDERS. After his
communication plan is approved, the regimental
communication officer issues oral orders to the
regimental communication platoon leader. The in-
stallation of the communication system may be
expedited when available section chiefs also are
present. The urgency of the situation may require
the communication officer to issue orders directly
to the communication chief or the section chiefs.
In this case, the platoon leader is informed of the
situation as early as possible. The platoon leader's
oral orders to the communication chief and the
section chiefs may be supplemented by an opera-
tion map. Detailed orders for routine operations
governed by the SOP are not included. The platoon
leader's oral orders include-

a. Information of the enemy and friendly forces
as required for the efficient operation and security
of -the communication system.

b. The platoon mission.
c. Instructions to each section chief, which may

include any or all of the following:
(1) Instructions to the message center chief

concerning- the location of the message
center and messenger station; schedules
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and routes.; use of codes and ciphers;
command post location of lower, at-
tached, supporting, adjacent, and next
higher headquarters, and routes to them.

(2) Instructions to the radio chief concern-
ing the location of radio installations;
operation instructions and schedules; use
of voice radios; location of panel display,
message-drop and message pick-up
grounds; and restrictions, if any, on
using radio and visual means.

(3) Instructions to the wire chiefs concern-
ing the switchboard location; number
and location of local telephones (includ-
ing long locals such as the line to the
observation post); number and routes
of truck lines; and applicable special in-
structions (may be clarified with a cir-
cuit diagram and a line-route map).

d. Administrative details including locations of
the motor park, bivouac area, and division signal
supply point.

92. COMMUNICATION SECURITY. a. Communication
security is the protection resulting from all mea-
sures designed to prevent or delay unauthorized
persons from gaining information of military
value from communication sources. It includes
physical, cryptographic, and transmission se-
curity. Commanders see that communication se-
curity orders and regulations are understood and
observed by all men concerned with communica-
tion. Officers and enlisted men who personally
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transmit radio messages are concerned particu-
larly with security measures. The commander
establishes communication security measures by
stating general principles in the unit SOP, by an-
nouncing before an operation the extent to which
security is to be practiced in that operation, and
by making security decisions during an operation.
When prompt action is called for, he considers the
time in which the enemy can act on the informa-
tion contained in a clear-text message. He then
decides whether the urgency of sending a message
in the clear out-weighs its value to the enemy.
Messages that compromise the plans, operations,
or cryptosystems of other units are not transmit-
ted in the clear. Messages to be transmitted in the
clear by radio operators (including those sent
through message center) are marked send in clear.
They are signed by the commander of his author-
ized representative.

b. Physical security protects the signal equip-
ment and classified documents (including plain-
language copies of messages and carbons) from
capture, damage, or loss. Critical items-such as
SOI codes, and ciphers are limited in distribution.
Complete SOI are not taken forward of the front-
line battalion command posts. Before a command
post is vacated, it is inspected for messages, car-
bons, converter tapes, and copies of maps or or-
ders. Wire lines are patroled to prevent the enemy
from tapping them. When SOI, codes, or crypto-
graphic equipment are lost or captured, the facts
are reported promptly to the next higher com-
mander. Instructions are issued on how to destroy
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equipment and classified documents to prevent
their capture or use by the enemy.

c. Cryptographic security uses technically
sound cryptosystems and strict observance of in-
structions. These measures prevent or delay the
enemy from reading messages. Time spent in
encrypting gives a high return in security. The
use of cryptosystems other than those authorized
by the unit SOI compromises security. Most un-
authorized systems are susceptible to easy solu-
tion and give the user a false sense of security.
Security hazards may be minimized by being brief
and avoiding stereotyped phraseology in prepar-
ing messages (particularly at the beginning and
end of a message). Identical messages are not sent
in both clear and secret text. When using clear
text, landmarks that can be associated with en-
crypted map locations are avoided as references.
When messages cannot be sent in the clear, indi-
viduals and small units that do not have cipher
devices use prearranged message and operations
codes. When using codes that are used by other
units, clear and encrypted text (except coded map
locations) are not mixed in the same message.
When authorized, a reasonable degree of security
can be obtained by using codes prepared locally,
according to the SOI, and frequently changed.

d. Transmission security limits the enemy's
ability to intercept transmissions and prevents
him from using our communication systems for
deception. A message is transmitted by the most
secure means available, consistent with its prece-
dence. Radio is particularly susceptible to inter-
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ception, position-finding, traffic analysis, and de-
ception. The radio operators are told about the
dangers of giving information to the enemy
through faulty operating procedures or techniques.
Operators and men preparing radio messages
must be aware of the enemy's ability to gain in-
formation from radio traffic. Those transmitting
clear-text messages by voice radio use prescribed
radiotelephone procedure and preplan the content
and wording of each transmission. They use pre-

-scribed authentication systems and eliminate un-
necessary transmissions. A high standard of net
discipline among operators is essential in main-
taining communication security. Training in the
correct procedure is continuous. For additional in-
formation on communication security, see AR
380-5 and JANAP 122.

93. COMMUNICATION TRAINING. a. Communica-
tion training is conducted in these phases indi-
vidual, unit ,and combined. During basic military
training and advanced individual training, the
communication personnel are trained in basic mili-
tary subjects. They also receive some specialist
training in their primary duties. (See TM's 11-
450, 12-406, and 12-427.) Each man is taught how
to fight. Specialist training is conducted best in
division and lower unit schools (particularly ap-
plicable to radiotelephone and radiotelegraph
operators). Certain specialists, such as communi-
cation officers, communication chiefs, and radio
repairmen, should receive their training at service
schools.
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b. During basic and advanced unit training,
specialist training is completed, and communica-
tion personnel are trained in the communication
technique for all types of tactical operations. Be-
fore participating in exercises involving entire
units, command post exercises are conducted with
commanders and staffs present. This develops skill
in procedures for the installation, operation, and
movement of command posts. The personnel are
trained to install, operate, and maintain commu-
nication systems in fast-moving situations, dur-
ing all conditions of weather, visibility, and ter-
rain.

c. In the combined training phase (combined
arms training) tactics and techniques of commu-
nication units working with higher, supporting,
supported, attached, and adjacent units are per-
fected. This phase includes field exercises and
maneuvers. As specialists become proficient in
their primary duties, they are rotated to learn
the communication duties of other selected key
members of their unit. For further details, see
current ATP's.

Section II. COMMAND POSTS

94. GENERAL. a. The regimental command post
is the regiment's field headquarters. When the
headquarters is divided into a forward and a rear
echelon, the forward echelon is the command post.
The command post group consists of the personnel
and equipment needed to provide immediate as-
sistance to the regimental commander. Although
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the commander frequently goes forward to ob-
serve and direct the action, he remains in commu-
nication with the command post. Contact with the
commander can always be secured at or through
the command post. All communication facilities
center at the command post. Administrative acti-
vities not required at the command post are con-
ducted at the rear echelon.

b. The command group consists of the regi-
mental commander, his staff, liaison personnel,
and the required enlisted men. It includes enough
communication personnel to install, operate, and
maintain the communication facilities.

c. The division commander or the regimental
commander designates the first location of the
regimental command post. Higher, lower, and sup-
porting units are kept informed of its location.
95. SELECTION OF LOCATIONS. When the division
commander does not designate the location of the
regimental command post, the regimental com-
munication officer, after securing staff coordina-
tion, recommends its location. His recommenda-
tion is based on the following factors, whose rela-
tive importance depends upon the situation:

a. Type of tactical operation. During movement
to contact, the command post moves by bounds
along a designated route, or it is located at a
designated place in the formation. In offensive
operations, it is located well forward to avoid early
displacement. In defensive operations, it is located
so that local enemy penetrations will not cause
displacement. In other types of tactical opera-
tions, the command post is located at the place
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from which the commander can control his regi-
ment most effectively.

b. Disposition of troops and the plan of operation.
A command post remote from its units places an
unnecessary burden on the communication system,
delays the transmission of orders and informa-
tion, and makes tactical control difficult. The loca-
tions of the higher headquarters and the unit
making the main effort also influence the com-
mand post location.

c. Signal communication requirements. Command
posts are located to facilitate signal communica-
tion. An improperly-located command post may
delay the establishment of communication at a
critical time or make maintenance of effective
communication impossible. The principal conside-
rations for the command post location with re-
spect to signal communication requirements are-

(1) Effect of distance and terrain on wire
and messenger communication.

(2) Necessity for wire routes to the front
and rear permitting the prompt estab-
lishment of wire communication.

(3) Effect of power lines, electrical stations,
hill masses, dense woods, and distance on
radio communication.

(4) Dependency on open terrain for use of
drop, pick-up, and panel messages.

(5) Necessity for line-of-sight locations,
visible only to friendly troops, for use of
visual communication.

d. Routes of communication and traffic conditions.
Since all communication facilities center at the
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command post, roads into and out of the com-
mand post and the traffic to be expected on these
roads influences the command post location. Mes-
sengers, wire teams, command vehicles, and other
vehicles constantly use the communication routes
from the command post forward to lower units
and back to higher units. The absence of suitable
communication routes causes delays and makes
tactical control difficult. When practicable, mes-
sengers and wire teams use roads.

e. Space for command post installations. The
various installations within the command post are
given enough space to operate efficiently and to
avoid unnecessary casualties from enemy action.
The minimum distance between installations out-
side of structures is 50 yards. Space is provided
for other command posts that may be located in
the vicinity and for liaison and agent personnel
from other units. An alternate command post
location in the general area may be necessary.

f. Cover, concealment, and security. In selecting
the command post location, consideration is given
to the availability of natural concealment, cover,
and defensive positions. The command post is lo-
cated at least 200 yards from any landmark or
terrain feature that is likely to attract hostile fire
or air attack. A location that cannot be seen from
main roads is preferable. For security reasons the
command post may be located with a lower unit.

g. Proximity to good observation. It is desirable
to have an observation post close to the command
post so that the commander can be close to the
action and to his assistants at the command post.
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It facilitates communication and the movement of
the command posts and observation posts.

96. DESIGNATION, MARKING, AND TIME OF OPEN-
ING. The command post location is designated near
some' convenient landmark that is easily identified
on the map and on the ground. In terrain lacking
easily recognized landmarks, the regiment often
is directed to select and report its command post
location. The exact site is selected in the general
area of the designated point. When shown on a
map, the flagstaff base is placed at the designated
location. The route leading from the designated
location to the exact command post location is
marked by signs or guides. Guides only may be
used for security reasons. When signs are used,
they are large enough to be seen and read from a
rapidly moving vehicle. When the command post
is in a town, the main roads leading into the town
are marked, beginning at the entrance to the
town. The headquarters commandant is respon-
sible for' placing signs and guides leading to the
command post. When he is not present, the S-1
assumes this duty. The message center places the
signs or guides to direct incoming messengers to
the message center. The command post is opened
at the designated time, or when no time is given,
as soon as practicable after the order is issued.

97. INTERIOR ARRANGEMENT. a. The regimental
adjutant (S-1) is responsible for the command
post's interior arrangement. He selects the loca-
tions for all activities except the communication
installations. The regimental communication offi-
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cer selects the locations for the communication
facilities. During training, an SOP for the com-
mand post arrangement is represented in sche-
matic form to show the locations of command
post installations and activities in their relation-
ship to each other (fig. 25). This SOP is used as a
guide, and modifications are made as required by
the terrain and the tactical situation.

b. The commander and his staff are situated so
that it is easy for them to hold conferences and
enter or leave the command post. The characteris-
tics of the means of communication are considered
in locating communication installations to serve
the commander and staff in the best possible
manner.

c. The message center is located at the natural
entrance to the command post so that incoming
messengers may find it easily and outgoing motor
messengers can be dispatched quickly. A mes-
senger station is selected nearby. Motor vehicles
used by messengers are located conveniently with
respect to the message center and messenger
station.

d. The radio station is located at the site that
provides the maximum efficiency in transmission
and reception. Other considerations include -
convenience to the user (especially the message
center); location of the panel display, message-
drop and message pick-up grounds; mutual inter-
ference between radio sets; and the possibility
of radios being located by enemy direction-finding
equipment. Sets used with remote control equip-
ment are located without regard to the user.
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Motor vehicles with radio sets installed usually
are parked at the radio station.

e. The panel display, message-drop and message
pick-up grounds should coincide, when practicable,
and be near the radio station whose personnel are
used for their operation. Level, open ground, free
from high weeds and brush and removed from
bodies of water, is preferable. The panel display
ground should be situated so that observers can
read displays at side angles from the vertical.
Shadows are avoided, where possible. Unobstruc-
ted approaches to the message pick-up ground are
required. This field also serves as an emergency
landing strip for light aircraft.

f. The switchboard is installed in a location con-
venient to income wire circuits and affording as
much freedom from noise and interference as pos-
sible.

g. Telephones are installed as required, accord-
ing to the priority established in the regimental
SOP. A telephone for the message center is given
a high priority. Initially, telephones are shared
by two or more officers. The executive officer uses
the regimental commander's telephone. The S-2
and S-3 share one telephone, and the S-1 and S-4
use one jointly. Additional telephones are installed
as rapidly as time permits.

h. The motor park is established in a covered
location accessible to vehicle and at a distance
from the command post. It is located so that its
detection from the air will not disclose the loca-
tion of the command post.
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98. OPERATION AND CONDUCT OF PERSONNEL. a.
The command post is organized for 24-hour oper-
ation. During less active periods, the men take
every opportunity to rest and prepare for more
active periods. Then men on duty are rotated so
that they have an opportunity to rest. Communi-
cation personnel are continuously prepared to es-
tablish new channels of communication and main-
tain existing channels. Wire lines are particularly
vulnerable to enemy fire and are repaired
promptly, when damaged. Enough means of com-
munication should be available at all times to
transmit and receive messages rapidly and effi-
ciently.

b. All incoming special messengers report first
to the message center where they are directed to
the sergeant major. He signs for the messages or
tells the messengers where and to whom they are
to be delivered. Special messengers report again
to the message center before leaving the command
post to pick up any messages for delivery to their
unit or activity. Scheduled messengers deliver
their messages to the message center; the mes-
sages are signed for and delivered to the sergeant
major by the message center personnel. He super-
vises the circulation of all incoming messages to
the proper officers and their entry in the unit
journal.

c. Outgoing written messages usually are sent
through the message center. The message center
records include a live file (duplicates or skeleton
copies of outgoing messages for which a receipt
has not yet been obtained), a dead file (duplicates
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or skeleton copies of receipted outgoing mes-
sages), and a message center log (a record of the
electrical means of communication available and
the numbers of outgoing messages). The dead file
is turned over periodically to the adjutant for
disposition. Officers who send or receive messages
that do not pass through the message center see
that a synopsis of each message is made available
without delay for entry in the unit journal. For
further information on command post operations,
see FM 7-40. For detailed message center pro-
cedure, see appendix IV.

d. Traffic in and out of the command post is
controlled. Visitors are stopped at a dismount
point and directed to walk from there. Their vehi-
cles are sent to the parking area. When possible,
the communication vehicles required in the com-
mand post travel at reduced speed and use exist-
ing roads and trails. The troops wear the pre-
scribed uniform and carry the required individual
equipment. They work as quietly as possible and
avoid unnecessary grouping. Individual and or-
ganizational equipment not in use is stored neatly
or left packed so that the command post can move
quickly. Sanitation and police are rigidly enforced.
Latrines are set up near the command post with
sufficient capacity to accommodate all personnel.
Trash is buried; a fire might disclose the loca-
tion of the command post to the enemy.

99. LOCAL SECURITY AND DEFENSE. The headquar-
ters commandant is responsible for the command
post security. Normally, the security platoon pro-
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vides local security as the headquarters com-
mandant directs. Plans are prepared for defend-
ing the command post. All command post person-
nel are prepared and trained to assist the security
platoon in defending the command post. Hasty
entrenchments may be dug to provide individual
protection and for defense of the command post.
Communication installations may be dug in to pro-
tect the equipment and permit continuous opera-
tion. The maintenance of secrecy as to the com-
mand post location is important. The use of un-
shielded lights is prohibited. Camouflage is used,
where necessary.

100. AXIS OF SIGNAL COMMUNICATION. The axis
of signal communication is the route along which
future command posts are established. When dis-
placement of the command post is anticipated, the
division commander or the regimental commander
designates the axis of signal communication. They
designate it by giving successive probable com-
mand post locations in the direction of movement
or a specific route, such as a road or stream, along
which the command post will move. In terrain
lacking easily recognized landmarks, the regi-
mental commander usually designates the axis of
signal communication. The route method-normally
is used in rapidly moving situations. The axis ex-
tends to the final objective or far enough to pro-
vide a guide for displacing the command post until
further orders can be issued. The regiment takes
advantage of any situation that permits it to use
the same axis as a lower unit. This practice saves
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wire and labor, simplifies the communication sys-
tem and expedites its establishment.

141. DISPLACEMENT. a. Displacement of the com-
'mand post is coordinated to avoid disrupting com-
munication and losing control. Before a location
is changed, the minimum communication facili-
ties required at the new command post are estab-
lished. This requires that the communication of-
ficer be notified well in advance of the estimated
time of displacement. Other units concerned are
notified of the contemplated change. When the new
command post location is not already prescribed,
the S-3 confers with the communication officer
and submits recommendations for the new loca-
tion to the commander. A quartering party, in-
cluding the S-1, the communication officer, guides,
and security and communication personnel, goes
to the new location. The communication platoon's
advance echelon may follow the quartering party.
The exact site is selected, and the locations for
the different installations are designated. Com-
munication is established, and guides and security
personnel are posted.

b. When the command post site is ready for
occupancy, the commander is notified. The com-
mand group moves to the new location according
to his instructions. Enough personnel, including
communication personnel, remain at the old com-
mand post to operate and close it. On the com-
mander's orders, the old command post is closed
and the new command post opened at the same
time. All communication personnel go to the new
command post except a guide who remains to
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direct messengers to the new location. When ra-
dios and messengers are the only available com-
munication means from the regiment to the lower
units, displacement can be made as rapidly as wire
communication with the division can be establish-
ed from the new location. When only radio and
messenger communication are used to lower units
and division, the command post can be moved
without the delay caused by laying wire lines.

Section III. TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT

102. MOVEMENT TO CONTACT. a. Communication
in route column is limited to that for transmit-
ting administrative orders. During movement by
rail, all unit communication normally is suspended.

b. During movement in tactical column, com-
munication is provided between the regimental
march command post and the division commander,
adjacent columns, reconnaissance and security ele-
ments, lower unit command posts within the col-
umn, and supply trains. Communication also is
maintained within units in the column. The prin-
cipal means of communication are radio, motor
and foot messengers, and aircraft, when avail-
able. They are supplemented by visual and sound
signals. Pigeons, when provided, may be used
from a unit to a fixed loft. When secrecy is neces-
sary, the radios are restricted or silenced. Orders
for the march cover the axis of signal communica-
tion, use of the means of communication, and com-
mand post locations. When information required
in the order is covered in the unit SOP, the order
merely refers to appropriate parts of the SOP.
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(1) Radio is an effective means for control-
ling units during a march. Command
nets may be organized to include pla-
toons. Some secrecy of movement is
achieved by using codes and by reporting
positions in reference to phase lines and
march objectives. Radio nets are organ-
ized so that the operating ranges are not
exceeded. All commanders and operators
familiarize themselves with the details
of the net organization and codes. The
radio ranges are reduced during move-
ment and when line-of-sight locations
cannot be selected. Light aircraft radios
and radios with liaison officers are help-
ful in establishing radio communication
with adjacent columns and between
units in extended columns.

(2) Messengers are used by all units during
a march. Foot messengers are used from
front to rear. Motor messengers are sent
to the front or rear, and are used be-
tween adjacent columns. Messages can
be exchanged between moving vehicles.
Light aircraft messengers facilitate com-
munication between adjacent columns, to
the distant command posts of higher
commanders, and within extended col-
umns. Before the march begins, messen-
gers are informed of the route, the for-
mation, the locations of command posts,
and special vehicular markings.

(3) Pyrotechnics are used for prearranged
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messages. These include reporting when
units reach march objectives or cross
phase lines. They also include messages
between ground units and aircraft, and
antiaircraft or antitank warnings. When
prearranged pyrotechnic messages are
to be used, lookouts are assigned areas of
responsibility in which to watch for
them.

(4) Panels are kept ready for use to identify
friendly columns, vehicles in a column,
command posts, and message-drop and
pick-up fields to friendly aircraft. Panel
teams may leave the column temporarily
to communicate with aircraft.

(5) Wire normally is not laid during a march.
However, commercial wire systems and
existing field wire circuits may be used.

(6) Command posts are located to facilitate
column control. Their locations in the
column are prescribed and announced in
orders. During motor marches, the regi-
mental command post normally travels at
the head of the regiment's main body.
The advance guard command post trav-
els at the head of the reserve. Command
posts of other units in the main body are
located at the heads of their respective
units. During foot marches, command
posts may be motorized and move by
bounds between units. A motorized com-
mand post consists only of essential com-
mand and communication vehicles. Com-
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munication vehicles include those for
messengers, panel teams, radios used
during the march, and additional radios
for emergency use. A few wire vehicles
required during or immediately after
the march also are included. Communi-
cation personnel, not required during the
march, travel in the headquarters com-
pany serial near the command group.
Communication vehicles and transported
personnel, not required to maintain com-
munication during the march, move near
the head of the regimental trains. Com-
munication personnel who cannot be
transported march with the headquar-
ters company, which is usually at the
head of the main body.

c. In the approach march, the means of com-
munication used in tactical column are continued.
Radio and messenger are the principal means of
communication. Light aircraft, when available,
and visual and sound communication are used to
supplement the principal means. Communication
security measures are continued. Prearranged
message and operations codes are used extensively
except when cleartest messages can be transmitted
without violating security restrictions. As units
assume extended formations or move across coun-
try, messenger communication becomes more dif-
ficult. Cross-country marches reduce the speed of
the messengers and make march command posts
more difficult to locate. Instructions to messengers
are more explicit. The use of wire in the approach
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march depends upon the rate of advance, the dis-
tance to be covered, future plans, the speed at
which wire can be laid and the supply of wire. Pre-
mature establishment of the wire system results
in the loss of wire and overextension of circuits.
It delays the installation of communication for the
next operation. March command posts are kept
well forward, convenient to all command elements,
and follow the best available communication
routes. Communication personnel keep abreast of
the situation, supervise the operation of the com-
munication system, and plan continuously for fu-
ture operations.

d. During halts a limited communication system
is established. During temporary halts, communi-
cation is the same as during the march. During
overnight halts and other prolonged halts, messen-
gers are used extensively. The use of radio may
be limited by security restrictions. Wire is in-
stalled, but is limited by the available wire supply
and the duration of the halt. It is desirable for the
regiment to have wire communication to lower
units during overnight halts. When a quartering
party precedes the march, communication per-
sonnel are included to establish communication in
the bivouac or assembly area. Communication, in-
cluding wire, is established to and within the out-
post. The communication system within the out-
post is similar to that used during defensive oper-
ations.

e. In the assembly area, temporary command
posts and a limited communication system are
established. The same means of communication
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are used as in prolonged halts during the march.
The communication officer is given timely in-
formation of the commander's plan for the next
operation. He must have time to make his re-
connaissance and submit recommendations for a
communication system and command post loca-
tions for the next operation. Installing the com-
munication system is easier when the first loca-
tion for the regimental command post is in the
assembly area. When the first command post is to
be forward of the assembly area, the communi-
cation platoon's advance echelon moves to com-
mand post location early, and installs the com-
munication system before the next operation.

103. ATTACK. a. As soon as the communication
officer is informed of the attack plan, he makes
a map reconnaissance and a tentative plan. When
possible, he discusses this plan with the S-3
and then makes a ground reconnaissance. He takes
wire personnel and other platoon members with
him. He submits his recommendations to the S-3
for paragraph 5 of the operation order.

b. Following the issuance of the attack order,
the communication officer complete the coordina-
tion of his plans with the S-1, the S-2 and the
S-3, the battalion communication officers, the
tank and heavy mortar companies, and the di-
rect-support artillery. He then proceeds to the
designated command post area with the S-1 to
determine its exact location and interior arrange-
ment. As soon as possible after the first command
post location has been approved, the communica-
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tion officer instructs the communication platoon
leader, and the bulk of the communication platoon
is sent forward. The platoon leader and his sec-
tion chiefs may precede the platoon to the desig-
nated command post location to receive orders
and to reconnoiter before the platoon arrives.
The remainder of the platoon continues to provide
communication in the assembly area until the
command post for the attack is occupied.

c. As long as wire can be established and main-
tained in the attack, it is the principal means of
communication. A wire construction team from
the division signal company lays trunk lines from
the division into the regimental command posts
and remains with the regiment to extend and
maintain these lines. The regiment does not break
wire communication with division without prior
notification. The field artillery battalion support-
ing the regiment lays a line to the regimental
switchboard. The communication platoon lays
one truck line to each assault battalion, one to
the heavy mortar company, and one to each at-
tached unit. Wire communication to a reserve bat-
talion normally is given a low priority. Plans
are made to lay a line when the reserve battalion
is committed. A line is laid to the tank company
when required by its location and the tactical
situation. One circuit is established to the service
company, either directly from the regimental
switchboard or from a unit switchboard in the
vicinity of the regimental field train bivouac. To
avoid duplication of effort, the 'existing division
wire system can be used. The observation post
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and certain radio remote control units are con-
nected to the switchboard. The circuit to the
observation post may be established through a
battalion switchboard. Wire lines from higher
and supporting units and to lower units may be
simplexed to provide additional circuits (FM
24-20). When time is available, local lines are
laid to the collecting station, the regimental fire
information center, and the motor park. Sound-
powered telephone equipment is provided for use
within the counterfire and security platoons. Nor-
mally, lateral lines are not laid during an attack.
Lateral communication is made through the next
higher headquarter's switchboard.

d. Maximum use is made of radio during the
attack. To attain secrecy and surprise, the use
of radio may be restricted until a prescribed time.
A further restriction on the use of radio may be
directed for maneuvering and reserve units be-
fore commitment. Radio silence is not carried
to the point of becoming a handicap rather than
a protection. When it is probable that the enemy
knows the location or anticipates the movements
of friendly units, or after contact.is made, there
is little to gain by imposing radio silence.

(1) Radio nets operated within the regiment
are flexible and may be altered as re-
quired by the situation. The number of
available frequencies varies. At times,
more than one net may operate on the
same frequency. The regiment communi-
cates with division in two different com-
mand nets, one using amplitude-modu-
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lated radio equipment and the other
using frequency-modulated voice radios.
Two regimental command nets are es-
tablished to include the battalions, the
intelligence and reconnaissance platoon,
and the heavy mortar cbmpany. The
radio sets operated in these nets are of
the same types as those used for com-
munication with the division. A com-
mand net is established between regi-
ment and the tank company, using
frequency-modulated voice radio sets. A
special purpose net may be established
including an amplitude-modulated set
at the command post, one with each
liaison officer, and one with service com-
pany at the field train bivouac area.
When the amount of traffic does not
justify a special purpose net, these sets
may operate in the regimental ampli-
tude-modulated command net. Each liai-
son officer is provided with a frequency-
modulated voice radio for communication
with the command post in a liaison net.
Operation of these sets in the regi-
mental frequency-modulated command
net may be authorized.

(2) Radio sets are available communication
with the regimental observation post
and for direct communication with light
aircraft, supporting artillery, engineers,
and the reconnaissance company. A set
also is available for operation in a warn-
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ing net when one is established. Portable
voice radios are used in the counterfire
platoon for communication within the
squads and between the squads and the
counterfire officer at the regimental fire
information center. These sets also can
be used to communicate with the sup-
ported units.

(3) When the regimental commander leaves
the command post, he takes the required
radios and operators with him. The
types of these radios are determined by
the nets in which he desires to communi-
cate.

104. REORGANIZATION. The means of communi-
cation used during the attack are continued in
operation during reorganization. The communi-
cation platoon leader determines personnel and
equipment losses and takes action to obtain re-
placements. Pending the arrival of replacements,
he reassigns duties and reallocates equipment and
supplies. He submits recommendations for im-
proving the communication system to the com-
munication officer, including necessary movements
of the command post, and keeps him informed of
the communication platoon's status.

105. PURSUIT. When the regiment is advancing to
gain contact, or encircling the enemy, the use
of the communication means is similar to the
tactical column or approach march phases of a
movement to contact. A regiment in contact with
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and maintaining direct pressure against the enemy
uses its means of communication as during the at-
tack. Pursuit requires extensive reliance upon
radio for communication. When organic radio
sets do not provide adequate operating ranges,
arrangements are made to secure vehicular sets
that are capable of operating over greater dis-
tances from the division signal company. The
importance attached to enemy interception of
radio traffic in other situations does not apply
in equal degree during a pursuit. Generally, mes-
sengers are motorized. Existing wire lines along
the pursuit routes are used when they are serv-
iceable or can be repaired promptly.

106. DEFENSE. a. The communication system for a
defense is more elaborate than for an attack. Two
or more wire lines are laid over different routes
between the command posts of the regiment and
front line battalions. Lateral lines connect the
command posts of adjacent regiments and bat-
talions. One or more wire lines are laid to the
heavy mortar company. Wire is laid to the re-
serve battalion, the tank company, the collecting
station, and the regimental observation posts.
Wire communication is established with the serv-
ice company in the same way as during the attack.
A wire construction team from the signal com-
pany lays and maintains at least two wire lines
between the division and regimental switchboards.
The direct support artillery battalion lays two
lines to the regiment over different routes. Sim-
plex and phantom circuits are used to provide
additional channels of wire communication (FM
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24-20). When required by the volume of traffic,
scheduled messenger service is established. For
security reasons, radio communication usually is
restricted until the enemy makes contact with
units in the battle position. When wire communi-
cation is available, radio transmitters are not
used. When wire communication is interrupted
or becomes inadequate, however, radio nets are
open and ready for use. The communication sys-
tem is constantly improved. All possible steps are
taken to provide uninterrupted operation of com-
munication. For the regiment's defensive wire
system, see figure 28.

b. Communication to the advanced covering
force and to the general outpost is established by
higher commanders. Communication to the com-
bat outpost is established and maintained as the
regimental commander directs. When the front
line battalions establish the outpost, each bat-
talion usually provides communication to its part
of the outpost. When possible, the communication
system within the outpost includes a wire line
from each outguard to the outpost commander.
(FM 7-24).

107. WITHDRAWALS. a. Communication during
withdrawals from action is characterized by de-
tailed planning in advance and close coordina-
tion during the withdrawal. Existing communica-
tion channels are maintained as long as available
equipment and restrictions imposed by higher
commanders permit. (FM 7-40).

b. When the regiment is forced to execute a
daylight withdrawal, the communication platoon,
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when possible, establishes, operates, and main-
tains communication facilities similar to those
required in a night withdrawal. However, a day-
light withdrawal seldom permits as much detail
planning and preparation as a night withdrawal.

c. A night withdrawal is characterized by de-
jiberate planning, detailed reconnaissance, and
extensive supervision. The communication plan is
carefully made to support the tactical plan. Dur-
ing the movement to the rear, communication is
necessary in the old position and within the new
battle position, or area in which the regiment is
assembling.

(1) Reconnaissance of the withdrawal routes
determines what existing wire circuits
can be used. Communication is provided
to assembly areas, march-control points,
and between the forward and rear posi-
tions. An early reconnaissance of the
rear position is necessary; for timely
completion of the communication system
there. Limits on the size of reconnais-
sance parties usually permit the commu-
nication platoon wire section personnel
only to reconnoiter the new position. A
daylight reconnaissance is made and cri-
tical points are marked and guides are
placed so that they can be found easily
at night.

(2) Existing communication facilities are
maintained in the old position by the
covering force. Command posts close on
order, or when taken over by the cover-
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ing force. Either the communication
platoon leader or the communication
chief (communication sergeant) remains
with the covering force. The minimum
additional communication personnel re-
main in the old position to operate the
communication system for the covering
force. When time permits, unused wire
lines are recovered or sections are re-
moved to prevent their use by the enemy.
Deceptive measures include using
dummy radio stations and simulating
normal radio activity in the old position.

(3) Messengers and available wire circuits
are the principal means of communica-
tion during a withdrawal. The staff and
liaison officers help the commander con-
trol the movement. Communication can
be provided at march-control points by
splicing telephones into existing wire
circuits, whenever possible. Radio silence
is ordered; however, the radio operators
continue to listen on assigned frequen-
cies. If the enemy discovers the with-
drawal and more control is needed, the
higher commander may direct that
radios be used.

(4) The majority of the communication
platoon move to the rear position as
early as practicable to establish commu-
nication facilities before the main body
arrives. When the defense is to be re-
sumed on the new position, a complete
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defense wire system is installed as early
as possible. Wire lines between the divi-
sion and the old position are intercepted
and connected to the regimental switch-
board at the rear position. The radios
continue to listen on assigned frequen-
cies, but they remain silent until the
regimental commander deemns operation
necessary. When the withdrawal is to be
followed by some other type of opera-
tion, minimum essential communication
is established within the regimental as-
sembly area and to the outpost until plans
are made for the next operation. Recon-
naissance and plans for communication
for the next operation are completed as
soon as possible.

108. DELAYING ACTION. In a delaying action,
emphasis is placed on speed and mobility in es-
tablishing communication. Existing wire lines
along the axis of operations are used during'move-
ment to the rear. A minimum lateral wire system
is installed on each delaying position to include
one line to each battalion and the heavy mortar
company. Wire communication is maintained be-
tween the artillery and the regiment. Visual sig-
nals and motor messengers are used. Communi-
cation to distant, detached, and motorized or
mechanized units usually is limited to radio and
messenger. Timely reconnaissance and planning
are necessary for communication on successive
delaying positions. New wire lines usually are
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not laid for communication between successive
positions.

109. RETIREMENT. Communication during a retire-
ment is similar to communication during move-
ment to contact. When the enemy attempts to
pursue vigorously, a series of delaying actions
may be necessary to assist the retiring force to
disengage. In this case, communication is main-
tained in the same way as described for a de-
laying action.

110. RELIEF IN CONTACT. Before the relief occurs,
the communication officer and key men from the
communication platoon, accompany the regimental
commander and his reconnaissance party. They
familiarize themselves with the communication
system already in operation. Arrangements are
made with the unit being relieved to leave their
equipment and wire on the position. However,
equipment requiring extensive installation is ex-
changed. During the reconnaissance, the key wire
men familiarize themselves with all wire routes.
The communication officer obtains a line-route
map, circuit diagram, traffic diagram, and radio
net diagram. He gets as much information as pos-
sible about road conditions and routes for mes-
sengers. He evaluates the conditions that affect
radio communication and the probable interrup-
tions of wire communication. When the relieving
unit's commander assumes responsibility for the
area, it takes over the communication system.
Strict secrecy measures are taken to prevent the
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enemy from discovering the relief. These measures
may include continuing to use existing call signs,
frequencies, codes, and ciphers of the unit being
relieved.

111. AIRBORNE OPERATIONS. a. Special communi-
cation problems arise during the assault phase of
an airborne operation. Because of the dispersion
of the units on landing, speed of action, and dis-
tances involved, communication is relatively diffi-
cult to establish.

b. During the assembly and reorganization of
an airborne infantry regiment after landing, radio
is the principal means of communication. It is
supplemented by messengers and other means to
a lesser degree. The installation of the wire system
is started as soon as practicable. To facilitate and
expedite the establishment of the wire system
within the airborne regiment, wire laying teams
and their equipment from the regimental com-
munication platoon may be dropped with the bat-
talions. Command radio nets usually are opened
immediately after landing to help control and to
speed the assembly. Portable radios are habitually
carried into the landing area to facilitate prompt
opening of radio nets on landing. Radio communi-
cation to the next higher commander is established
immediately after landing. Communication with
cooperating aircraft and naval forces is provided
through tactical air control parties. When an
airborne operation is near the seacoast, naval gun-
fire teams also may accompany the assault land-
ing and provide communication with naval sup-
port craft.
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c. The size, weight, and amount of equipment
landed with the parachute unit during the assault
are limited. Only equipment that may be carried
by the men or landed in equipment containers
is available at first. This equipment includes
portable voice radios and batteries, field tele-
phones, light wire, panels, and small switchboards.
Heavier radios can be broken down into their
component parts and carried by two or more men.
Larger reserves of communication supplies and
equipment are necessary to compensate for losses
during the landing. Resupply plans include equip-
ment and supplies to meet communication require-
ments.

d. Communication personnel are assigned
throughout air serials. A parachutist radio op-
erator assigned to a parachute unit commander or
staff officer jumps next to him. Communication
vehicle drivers land with their vehicles.

e. To acquaint himself with the tactical situa-
tion and to receive additional information and
orders, the communication officer assembles with
the regimental commander and staff. He makes
his plans flexible to meet any requirement of a
rapidly changing situation.

f. The communication platoon leader assembles
the communication platoon. The platoon, less
radio operators, wire teams and messengers on
special assignments, normally assembles with the
regimental headquarters company. The platoon
leader reports the status of his men and equip-
ment to the communication officer as early as
possible. He directs the implementation of the
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communication plan. He maintains contact with
the communication officer to execute promptly any
orders. The regimental command post is estab-
lished immediately after the landing. When pos-
sible, it is opened in its predetermined location,
or a guide is sent to the designated location to
direct the messengers. After the units have as-
sembled and established their command posts they
exchange messengers.

g. Reorganization is not complete until the
regiment has assembled according to plan, and
until command and fire-control communication
channels are established. After the initial air-
borne assault and the build up of troops and
equipment, communication in the airborne in-
fantry regiment is the same as any other infantry
regiment for each type of ground operation.

112. ANTIAIRBORNE DEFENSE. Because of the wide-
spread area assigned to a regiment in a defense
against enemy airborne attack, the communication
platoon has to lay extensive wire lines and pro-
vide numerous radio sets for adequate communi-
cation. Troop dispositions for antiairborne de-
fense provide for a local warning system, a local
defense force, and a mobile striking force. The
regiment establishes warning stations at the
most likely landing areas within its area of re-
sponsibility. These warning stations provide in-
formation on which the regimental commander
bases his decisions for the defense. These warn-
ing stations are connected with the regimental
command post by radio, wire, and visual com-
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munication. The communication platoon provides
the communication nets for these warning sta-
tions. Wire is buried a few inches underground
to reduce destruction by enemy airborne troops.
When available, commercial wire lines are used.
Bombing before the airborne attack may interrupt
wire communication; therefore, measures are
taken in advance to provide for restoring dam-
aged communication circuits rapidly. During the
defense, the communication personnel who are
not operating communication facilities provide a
mobile pool for maintaining wire communication.

113. SPECIAL OPERATIONS, GENERAL. a. Communi-
cation is essential during all types of special op-
erations. Applicable methods already discussed
in the paragraphs above are used as a guide in its
employment in particular types of special op-
erations. Extreme terrain and climatic conditions
impose additional problems in communication.
Most of these problems can be overcome or greatly
reduced by prior planning and special training.
Each operation requires an estimate of the com-
munication situation based on conditions to be
encountered. The communication platoon and its
equipment are used in the most effective way to
meet the needs of the commander and staff. Com-
munication sometimes may demand additional
men and special equipment to supplement the men
and equipment normally authorized. When the
use of transportation is denied or restricted,
heavier equipment may have to be replaced, and
one or more means of communication may have
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to be relied upon to a greater extent than under
more average conditions.

b. A thorough knowledge of the conditions
under which the regiment will operate is necessary
during the training period. Specialized training
to overcome problems that will be encountered
is conducted under actual or simulated conditions.
When a specialized training program cannot be
completed in the available time, emphasis is placed
upon those training activities that minimize the
problems to be encountered during the operation.
See FM 7-24.

114. ATTACK OF A FORTIFIED LOCALITY. Communi-
cation methods are generally the same as in any
coordinated attack. Special arrangements are
made for communication between tank units and
infantry. Wire lines frequently are laid down to
rifle companies. Additional radios are issued to
small units. The communication system is en-
larged to provide for additional observation posts
and task forces. The platoons assigned special
tasks may communicate directly with the bat-
talions. Communication between the regiment and
supporting artillery is more elaborate.

115. OPERATIONS AT RIVER LINES. Operations dur-
ing a river crossing require communication facili-
ties similar to those used in an attack. To avoid
an early displacement and to facilitate control,
command posts are located as close as practicable
to the river. Wire lines across the river may be
constructed in one of two ways. In the first
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method, the battalions extend lines across the
river as in normal operations. When this method
is used, however, the battalion wire sections may
require assistance from the regimental wire sec-
tion. In the second method, the regiment con-
structs lines direct from the regiment across the
river. When the crossing is made, the battalion
wire sections tie into these lines; then they extend
their lines in the normal manner. When bridges are
not available, the messenger traffic across the
river may use engineer assault boats. Other means
of communication are subject to restrictions for
security reasons. Radios usually are silenced until
the units cross the river or the attack is dis-
covered.

116. NIGHT OPERATIONS. Night combat requires
blackout facilities for message centers, switch-
boards, and radio stations. Messengers, drivers,
and linemen are oriented as to routes. To avoid
making noise during movement and to provide
continuous communication during night attacks,
the wire parties use wire dispensers.

117. OPERATIONS IN BUILT-UP AREAS. Combat in
towns requires maximum use of available com-
munication facilities. To minimize the effect of
enemy artillery and small-arms fire, command
posts normally are located in cellars or other
covered structures. Wire lines are extended from
building to building rather than by laying the
wire in the streets. Radios are affected adversely
by structural materials. Elevated antennas may
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be used. Buildings limit the use of visual means
of communication.

118. OPERATIONS IN WOODS. Combat in woods
presents no outstanding problems in temperate
climates for the installation, operation, and main-
tenance of communication systems. Dense woods,
which limit cross-country vehicular movement,
require installing wire by hand. They may reduce
the operational range of radios. They cause mes-
sengers to move slower than in open terrain.
Visual communication is difficult because of the
limited visibility.

119. MOUNTAIN OPERATIONS. a. Mountain opera-
tions limit mobility and require the use of portable
equipment. The installation, operation, and main-
tenance of communication systems frequently are
done without vehicles. Whenever roads or trails
exist, vehicles are used for installing and main-
taining wire lines and for transporting radio
sets. Wire is laid with more care than in ordinary
terrain to protect it from avalanches, rock falls,
landslides, heavy storms, and deep snows. Greater
care is taken in the handling and laying of wire.
High winds and rough treatment frequently cause
short circuits. Wire lines are tied down at regu-
lar intervals. With practice, a wire team can
climb an easy route and swing wire over an
adjacent and more difficult route. On steep slopes,
wire is tied down frequently and tagged often to
reduce interruptions of service and simplify main-
tenance. Because resupply is difficult, wire is re-
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claimed whenever possible. Light aircraft can be
used to lay wire over extremely difficult terrain.

b. Radio communication in mountainous terrain
frequently is unreliable. The line-of-sight char-
acteristic of frequency-modulated radio sets re-
quires the careful selection of locations. The use
of relay sets on the top of ridges aids high fre-
quency sets in crossing these masks. Half-wave
antennas, oriented to use directional characteris-
tics, also are practicable. Radios increase in effec-
tive range on peaks and crests. The strength of
radio signals is decreased in deep ravines. Radios
located in rock caves and rock tunnels frequently
can neither send nor receive. Moving a set a short
distance often improves its transmission and re-
ception. The extreme and rapid change in tempera-
ture in mountains makes it difficult to keep radio
sets and batteries dry and at an even tempera-
ture. Radio operators protect their sets and carry
extra batteries within their clothing during ex-
treme cold.

c. Visual signaling assumes increased impor-
tance in the mountains. Long lines of sight afford
excellent visual communication. Visual equipment
is carried more easily than other communication
equipment. It also is improvised more easily. Ob-
servation atdistances up to 4,000 yards is possible.
Visual signaling devices that can be used include
semaphore, wigwag, signal lamps, blinker lights,
heliograph devices, hand lamps, flags, flashlights,
and improvised flags. Radio operators use signal-
ing devices using the Morse code. The average
soldier can be trained to use the semaphore in five
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to six hours. When other means are uncertain or
too slow, pyrotechnics and smoke are used. Panels
can be used on slopes between ground units as well
as from ground to air.

d. Messengers require intensive training for
mountain operations. A trained messenger with
a map may lose his way even in the daylight.
Messengers are trained to depend on terrain
features for orientation. Messengers are sent over
new routes during daylight, before operating at
night. To familiarize themselves with landmarks
at night, the messengers return over the same
routes after dark. Double messengers are used
frequently because of the possibility of being am-
bushed. Pigeons and messenger dogs can be used
to carry messages to fixed locations.

120. OPERATIONS IN SNOW AND EXTREME COLD.
Combat in snow and extreme cold requires special
communication considerations. Subzero tempera-
tures, unrestricted but slow movement, and the
use of small tactical forces affect communication
in such operations. Communication personnel who
operate message centers, radio stations, and
switchboards are provided with suitable shelters.
Other communication personnel are rotated fre-
quently to prevent undue fatigue and overexposure
to cold. Messengers are provided with extra items
of warm clothing. Wire laying is difficult in cold
weather. Track-laying vehicles with high flotation
and wire-laying cargo sleds are desirable. Hand
reels or wire dispensers may be mounted on small
sleds or toboggans. Linemen and messengers are
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trained to use skis and snowshoes. It usually is
impracticable for combat troops to recover wire
in snow; extra wire is carried or resupplied by
air. The use of aircraft expedites the installation
of wire lines. Long range radio communication
frequently is unreliable. Batteries freeze, causing
the equipment to fail to function. Cold weather
batteries should be provided for battery operated
radios. Equipment may be modified by connecting
an external battery power supply cord to a bat-
tery carried within the operator's clothing. Frozen
soil does not make a good ground for an electrical
circuit. Ground poles are placed below the frost
line. Light aircraft (aviation) are used to deliver
messages and reconnoiter routes for wire lines.
Colored pyrotechnics and panels are visible over
great distances. Black signal panels are used on
fresh snow for sending short, prearranged mes-
sages. Pigeons can be used. When practicable,
communication loads are reduced by substituting
light equipment for heavy equipment.

121. OPERATIONS AT DEFILES. Combat at defiles
may require the convergence of wire lines. This
increases their vulnerability to enemy shell fire.
When the tactical situation permits, radio sta-
tions are located outside of defiles to avoid the
masking effect.

122. JUNGLE OPERATIONS. a. In jungle operations
all means of communication are adversely affected.
All equipment is moisture-proofed and fungi-
proofed before it is taken into jungle areas. Dry
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cell batteries deteriorate more rapidly than nor-
mal, even when not in use. At least twice the
normal supply of dry cell batteries for more
temperate climates is necessary in jungle opera-
tions. Plans include periodic drying out of com-
munication equipment. Boxes with lights in them
and exposure to the sun are effective means of
drying communication equipment.

b. The jungle vegetation reduces radio ranges.
Thus, the operators are given additional practice
in getting traffic through with weak signals.
Radiotelegraph is more effective than radiotele-
phone. The reduced range limits the use of small
radio sets. The operators are given special train-
ing in where to establish their sets and how to
use elevated antennas to obtain maximum range.
Special elevated antennas cause the impulses to
travel upward and outward, reducing the dampen-
ing effect of the vegetation and terrain.

c. Wire laid along trails is vulnerable to foot
and vehicle traffic. Frequent rains and constant
dampness affect the field wire range considerably.
The range can be increased by installing two
separate twisted pair wire lines as conductors for
one circuit, or by using loading coils, repeaters,
or special telephones. Because of the supply and
transportation difficulties, light assault wire and
light wire equipment are more suitable to jungle
conditions. Security is provided for wire parties.
Light aircraft are used to lay wire.

d. Foot messengers are relied upon extensively.
They frequently are sent in pairs to provide mu-
tual protection against ambush. Pigeons and mes-
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senger dogs are particularly suitable in jungle
operations. Light aircraft may be used to carry
messages. Transportation of equipment over great
distances is more difficult.

123. DESERT OPERATIONS. Desert operations re-
quire the maximum use of radio. When practic-
able, however, the premature establishment of
wire systems is avoided. The use of other means
of communication is similar to that in normal
terrain. When possible, messengers are mounted.
Camouflage nets and concealment are used ex-
tensively to deceive enemy ground and aerial ob-
servation as to the command post locations. Wide
dispersion of installations is necessary.

124. AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS. a. Amphibious
operations require continuous planning until the
operations are completed. The communication of-
ficer's orientation includes security measures for
the operation, the objective, distances from the
beach to the objective areas, the terrain, the land-
ing craft to be used, and the equipment resupply
plan. He bases his communication plan on this
information. Specialized training precedes the em-
barkation. During this phase, all ground troops
to participate in the landing are assembled. Com-
munication personnel are trained with other regi-
mental troops in using cargo nets, small landing
craft, and in waterproofing equipment. Special-
ized communication training includes communi-
cation exercises and operation aboard landing
craft and command ships. A rehearsal is con-
ducted in which the entire landing force embarks
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upon a training operation and lands on a beach
similar to the actual objective.

b. During the embarkation, a troop message
center is established on shipboard before troop
embarkation time. This message center expedites
the transmission of messages between the regi-
mental commander, lower unit commanders, other
ground force commanders, and the transport com-
munication center. Communication equipment is
loaded so that it can be unloaded easily and
quickly. The operating personnel hand carry
some items of communication equipment.

c. During the voyage, the men operating the
transports or landing craft carry on the external
or between-ship communication. Their principal
means of communication includes blinkers and
flags. They maintain radio silence until the land-
ing is started or discovered. The platoon leader
issues additional instructions pertaining to indi-
vidual duties. Final plans for the assault com-
munication system are completed during the
voyage.

d. During the landing, the communication pla-
toon operates the regimental command post afloat
and establishes the communication system ashore.
The communication platoon's first echelon lands
with the assault battalions. It establishes an ad-
vance message center and enters the regimental
radio nets. Wire communication is established
with the assault battalions, the shore party, and
the supporting units according to the communi-
cation officer's plan. The regimental commander
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decides when to open the command post ashore.
After the command post is opened ashore, mes-
sage center facilities and radio communication are
operated afloat as long as necessary.

e. When the regimental commander or his rep-
resentatives go ashore, necessary communication
personnel (including radio operators and mes-
sengers) accompany them. They use the facilities
available at the advance message center and shore
party. Radio nets are planned and coordinated in
advance to provide continuous operation between
the regimental command post afloat and ashore,
assault battalions, the shore party, supporting and
adjacent units, and division. The communication
officer anticipates personnel and equipment losses
in preparing his landing plan.

f. After the landing, the regiment operates as
in the approach march and the attack. Initially,
radio is the primary means of communication
until the wire system is installed. Wire is laid so
as to prevent the circuits from becoming unserv-
iceable because of vehicular activity in the beach-
head area. All units use messengers. The leading
assault elements use visual signals, particularly
pyrotechnics, to indicate when the objectives and
phase lines are reached and crossed. Marking pan-
els are used to identify units and to mark front
line positions to friendly aircraft. Sound signals
may be used. During the consolidation phase of
an amphibious operation, faulty or damaged
equipment is repaired or replaced, casualties are.
replaced, and wire lines are shortened and serv-
iced.
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CHAPTER 4

INTELLIGENCE AND RECONNAISSANCE
PLATOON

Section I. GENERAL

125. ORGANIZATION. The intelligence and recon-
naissance platoon consists of a platoon headquar-
ters and three reconnaissance squads.

a. The platoon headquarters consists of a pla-
toon leader, a platoon sergeant, truck drivers,
radio operators, and scout-observers.

b. Each reconnaissance squad consists of a
squad leader, an assistant squad leader, a radio
operator, truck drivers, and scout-observers.

126. DUTIES OF PERSONNEL. a. Platoon headquar-
ters.

(1) The platoon leader commands the intel-
ligence and reconnaissance platoon. He
is responsible for his platoon's adminis-
tration, training, discipline, and opera-
tion.

(2) The platoon sergeant is second in com-
mand. He assists the platoon leader in
training the platoon and in directing the
intelligence and reconnaissance opera-
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tions. He replaces the platoon leader dur-
ing his absence.

(3) Radiotelephone operators operate the
radio sets in the platoon headquarters.
They are trained to operate in the pla-
toon and the regimental command nets,
and they maintain contact with the divi-
sion reconnaissance company and other
units, when appropriate.

(4) Truck drivers operate the platoon head-
quarters transportation and perform
driver maintenance. One vehicle is
equipped with a .50 caliber machine gun
for antiaircraft and ground security.
Platoon headquarters drivers are trained
to operate this weapon. Drivers also are
trained as riflemen and scout-observers.

(5) Scout-observers of platoon headquarters
reconnoiter, patrol, and man observation
posts. They also are trained as riflemen.

b. Reconnaissance squad.
(1) The squad leader commands the squad,

and is responsible to the platoon leader
for its training, discipline, and opera-
tion.

(2) The assistant squad leader is second in
command. When part of the squad is
operating separately, he assists the squad
leader, and commands a detachment. He
replaces the squad leader during his ab-
sence.

(3) The radiotelephone operator operates the
squad radios in the platoon net, com-
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municating in a regimental net and with
the division reconnaissance company and
other units when appropriate.

(4) Truck drivers operate the squad trans-
portation and perform driver mainten-
ance. They also are trained as scout-
observers and as riflemen.

(5) Scout-observers operate under the squad
leader or the assistant squad leader on
reconnaissance patrols, either motorized
or on foot. They man the observation
posts, or accompany the patrols as
trained intelligence and reconnaissance
personnel. They also are trained as rifle-
men.

127. EQUIPMENT AND MAINTENANCE. a. Motor
transportation is adequate to motorize the platoon
completely. Each squad, with its three vehicles,
operates as a motorized patrol. Transportation
is provided in platoon headquarters so that an
additional motorized patrol can be organized.

b. Armament of the platoon includes rifles,
carbines, submachine guns, and a caliber .50 ma-
chine gun. Squad leaders, assistant squad leaders,
and scout-observers are armed with rifles. Drivers
are armed with submachine guns. The officer and
other men, except drivers, are armed with car-
bines.

c. Communication is usually by radio or mes-
senger. The platoon is equipped with radios for
communication between platoon headquarters,
squads, regimental headquarters, and other units
which have similar radios (fig. 29). The dis-
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mounted patrols and observers use the portable
sets. When possible, the platoon headquarters and
the squads use these sets instead of the long range
amplitude-modulated sets.

I&R I&R I&R >&

\ \/ / /

IREGT AM COMD NET ->RECON CO

REGT FM COMD NET LT ACFT

AN R OERTIN CHANNEL\

~/ SCR-0-- AVAILABLE CHANNEL

\ CR-619 *(OR ITS EQUIVALENT)

Figure 29. Typical radio nets of the intelligence and
reconnaissance platoon.
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d. Maintenance in the platoon is limited to the
individual care of equipment. For maintenance of
communication equipment, see chapter 3. For
maintenance of other equipment, see chapter 1 and
FM 7-30.

128. EXPLANATION OF TERMS. a. Military intelli-
gence is evaluated and interpreted information
concerning an actual or possible enemy or area of
operations (including weather and terrain), with
conclusions 'resulting from this information. It
includes estimated enemy capabilities or possible
enemy courses of action that can affect the ac-
complishment of our mission. Military intelli-
gence comprises the broad fields of strategic intel-
ligence, combat intelligence, and counterintelli-
gence. There is no rigid distinction between these
classes of intelligence. Much strategic intelligence
is also combat intelligence, and counterintelligence
is an important element of the other two classes.

b. Combat intelligence deals principally with
the situation and capabilities of the enemy armed
forces, and with the area of operations. It is pro-
duced only in wartime. It is based upon informa-
tion of the terrain, weather, location, disposition,
composition, armament, equipment, supply, move-
ment, training, discipline, and morale of the
enemy formations capable of opposing friendly
forces in a theater of operations. Its purpose is
to reduce, as far as possible, any uncertainty in
connection with the enemy and other factors which
might influence the outcome of the operations.

c. Essential Elements of Information (EEI) are
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the additional information of the enemy, of wea-
ther, and of terrain, which the commander needs
in order to make a sound decision, formulate a
plan, conduct a maneuver, or avoid surprise. In
effect, the EEI are the commander's current, high-
priority-intelligence requirements. The EEI also
may include requirements for information or in-
telligence based on requests from higher, lower,
or adjacent units. EEI for each operation are
stated in the form of questions in paragraph 3x
of operation orders, and in paragraph 2 of the
intelligence annex of operation orders. Additional
EEI may be announced separately at any time,
when required by a changing situation.

d. Information includes all observations, docu-
ments, facts, mat6riel, diagrams, maps, or reports
of any kind about either an enemy, possible or
actual, or a theater of operations.

e. Reconnaissance and observation are the
directed, organized processes of searching for in-
formation in the field. Reconnaissance usually in-
cludes movement. Observation includes searching
for information from stationary positions.

f. Battle reconnaissance is reconnaissance di-
rectly connected with tactical operations and made
before, during, and after combat. It supplies most
of the information for the production of combat
intelligence.

g. Close reconnaissance is that part of battle re-
connaissance that is conducted while the opposing
forces are in or near actual contact.

h. Reconnaissance by fire is the process of firing
upon a suspected enemy location with the purpose
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of forcing the enemy to disclose his presence or
exact location.

i. Route reconnaissance is reconnaissance along
a specific route to determine its value for military
purposes.

i. Axis of reconnaissance is a series of inter-
mediate reconnaissance points along a general
route. A commander who is assigned an axis of re-
connaissance has more flexibility of decision as
to his specific route than a commander who is as-
signed a route reconnaissance.

k. Counterintelligence consists of measures to
deny information of friendly forces to the enemy,
and neutralize enemy attempts to produce intelli-
gence. Counterintelligence activities include coun-
terpropaganda, censorship, secrecy, discipline,
concealment, deception, precautions in handling
information and documents, counterreconnais-
sance precautions in the movement of troops and
individuals, communication security, regulation
and supervision of the press, radio, and visitors.

1. Security includes all measures for protection
against observation, annoyance, interference, and
surprise by enemy air, ground or naval units, and
for maintaining freedom of action.

129. SOURCES OF INFORMATION. Information is ob-
tained from maps, aerial photographs, map sub-
stitutes, captured documents and equipment;
enemy and neutral press and radio, inhabitants,
repatriates, prisoners, deserters, air and ground
reconnaissance and observation, warning systems,
radio locating, counterfire and counterbattery op-
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erations, and from troops in contact with the
enemy. For counterfire operations, see chapter 2.

a. Individuals, squad and platoon leaders, and
company commanders study the terrain and ob-
serve enemy activities. Patrols, scouts, and ob-
servers are used continuously while in contact
with the enemy and when contact is imminent.
Observers with units occupying forward areas
provide information of the terrain, of the enemy,
and of the progress of friendly units. Specific re-
connaissance missions are assigned to patrols and
observers whenever the type of information de-
sired can be anticipated. Company commanders
in battalions send pertinent information and all
prisoners, captured documents, and enemy ma-
terial to the battalion. See FM's 7-10, 7-15, and
7-37.

b. The battalion commander also studies the
terrain and observes enemy activities. He obtains
information from higher, lower, and adjacent
units, from patrols, and from intelligence per-
sonnel of the battalion headquarters company.
During planning periods, he may assign specific
reconnaissance missions to his staff. He forwards
pertinent information and all prisoners, captured
documents, and enemy material to the regiment.
See FM 7-20.

c. Attached intelligence units may include
counterintelligence corps (CIC) detachments, in-
terrogation of prisoner of war (IPW) specialists,
translator teams, photo interpreter specialists,
and other military intelligence service (MIS) or-
ganizations.
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d; Other units provide additional information.
These units include artillery, armored, antiair-
craft, combat engineers, chemical, medical, mili-
tary government and civil affairs teams, technical
intelligence teams, navy fleet units during am-
phibious operations, light aircraft, and cooperat-
ing tactical aircraft.

e. The division reconnaissance company pro-
vides information through the division; or direct,
when arrangements for communication are made
in advance.

f. The intelligence and reconnaissance platoon
maintains contact with the security forces (cover-
ing forces), provides patrols, provides personnel
to accompany other units, and mans the regi-
mental observation posts. Information is collected
and reported to the regimental S-2.

130. PRINCIPLES OF RECONNAISSANCE. Reconnais-
sance influences the outcome of every military
operation. A commander needs information of the
terrain and the enemy's location, strength, com-
position, disposition, activity, and condition. To
make the most effective uses of the reconnaissance
agencies at his disposal to get this information,
he makes his reconnaissance plans in advance.

a. The following principles govern reconnais-
sance planning:

(1) Reconnaissance is started as soon as
practicable and continued throughout an
operation.

(2) Missions assigned to reconnaissance
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agencies are consistent with their capa-
bilities and limitations.

(3) The minimum number of reconnaissance
agencies and personnel are used to per-
form the mission.

(4) Reconnaissance is coordinated to give
complete area coverage without dupli-
cation of missions or conflict between
friendly units.

(5) Reconnaissance agencies are given spe-
cific instructions. They are told exactly
what is wanted, where it may be found,
when the mission is to be executed, and
where and to whom to report.

(6) Reconnaisssance elements are given
enough freedom of movement to ac-
complish their mission.

(7) As contact with the enemy becomes more
probable, reconnaissance increases in in-
tensity.

(8) Contact is gained as soon as possible, and
is maintained continuously after it is
established.

(9) Information of the enemy's main body
and his reserves is sought.

b. The following principles govern the conduct
of reconnaissance agencies:

(1) Elements of a reconnaissance patrol
move by bounds within supporting dis-
tance of each other.

(2) Continuous all-around observation is
maintained at all times.
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(3) When resistance is met, reconnaissance
elements take cover, reconnoiter, and
then act to accomplish their mission.

(4) Reconnaissance elements engage in com-
bat only when necessary to accomplish
their assigned mission, or in self defense.
They do not precipitate an engagement
by disclosing their presence to the enemy
unnecessarily. However, they sometimes
must fight to get the information re-
quired by their mission.

(5) Reconnaissance elements operate b~y in-
filtration and maneuver.

(6) Information obtained by reconnaissance
elements is reported in time to be of
value.

(7) Reconnaissance elements report all
enemy information without delay.

(8) Reconnaissance elements warn threat-
ened units directly.

131. INTELLIGENCE TRAINING. a. During basic unit
training the intelligence and reconnaissance pla-
toon conducts squad and platoon training. It
develops teamwork in collecting information. Be-
cause the men of this platoon must be especially
proficient in individual day and night combat
training, in patroling, and in observing, their
training is begun early, during the advanced in-
dividual training phase. It is intensified during
the basic unit training phase so that all men are
proficient. by the time they participate in unit
field exercises, during advanced unit training.
See FM 21-75.
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b. During advanced unit training, time is allot-
ted to the intelligence and reconnaissance platoon
leader for continued tactical training with the
battalions and the regiment. Arrangements also
are made during advanced unit training for the
platoon to work with the division reconnaissance
company. A suggested training schedule for ad-
vanced unit training is furnished in appendix II.
Prior to this phase of training, the men of the
intelligence and reconnaissance platoon are given
individual day and night combat training, includ-
ing patroling and observing, until they are pro-
ficient in operating alone and as members of a
patrol or observation post.

c. Leadership training, noncommissioned officer
schools, and specialist training are continued un-
der company or regimental control. Individual
training subjects are re-emphasized. These include
map and aerial photograph reading, day and night
combat training and patroling, field messages,
radiotelephone procedure, authentication and se-
curity, observation, range estimation, target desig-
nation, adjustment of fire, establishment and oc-
cupation of observation posts, use of cover and
concealment, individual and small group feeding,
camouflage, and identification of enemy forma-
tions, equipment, personnel, and weapons. Motor-
ized and foot movement security on roads and
across country are reviewed in squad and platoon
exercises.
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Section II. INTELLIGENCE TECHNIQUE

132. GENERAL. a. The regimental commander pre-
scribes standing intelligence instructions as part
of the SOP. These instructions serve as guides
for intelligence activities throughout the regi-
ment, and they include items of information to
be sought, the priority of reports, the method of
transmission, and the destination of reports. Sys-
tematic plans are made to obtain specific infor-
mation. The regimental S-2 submits a list of the
EEI for each operation to the commander for
approval. He prepares orders and requests to units
and other agencies for the commander. He assigns
reconnaissance and observation missions to the
intelligence and reconnaissance platoon based on
its capabilities. He sees that each essential ele-
ment of information is covered by an order or
request to one or more agencies according to their
capabilities. For the preparation of the collection
plan see FM 30-5.

b. The intelligence and reconnaissance platoon's
principal job in the intelligence system is to col-
lect information by reconnaissance and observa-
tion. The platoon is capable of high mobility, both
on roads and across country. Its vehicular radio
equipment permits the platoon to communicate by
voice up to 20 miles, or by continuous wave for
30 miles. Each squad is capable of independent
action.

133. RECONNAISSANCE METHODS. The intelligence
and reconnaissance platoon patrols normally are
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assigned reconnaissance missions. The use of these
trained intelligence troops as combat patrols is
wasteful. However, intelligence and reconnais-
sance platoon members may accompany combat
patrols to obtain information required by the regi-
mental commander. The intelligence and recon-
naissance platoon reconnoiters on foot and by
motor, both by day and night. Whether a patrol
is mounted or dismounted depends on its mission,
the terrain, and the enemy situation. A combina-
tion of mounted and dismounted patroling also
may be used in accomplishing a reconnaissance
mission. Several patrols operating at the same
time are controlled by radio, visual signals, or by
instructions regarding their movement. When
several patrols are moving abreast, phase lines
are designated for their coordination. Arrange-
ments are made in advance for instant recogni-
tion between patrols.

a. Day reconnaissance on foot is slower and
more deliberate than motorized reconnaissance.
Each reconnaissance squad may provide three foot
patrols or three men each. Larger patrols are
used over extended periods and greater distances.
Small patrols sometimes are more effective where
close contact exists with the enemy. The platoon
also may provide men to accompany the patrols
of other units.

(1) Each patrol is examined thoroughly be-
fore departure. Each man is questioned
to make sure that he knows his mission.
Only necessary equipment is carried.
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Noisy equipment is padded or tightened
to prevent noise. Nothing is carried which
might provide information to the enemy.
Arrangements are made for safe pas-
sage in friendly areas. Faces are dark-
ened and shiny equipment is concealed
or blackened. When necessary, individual
or group rations are carried. Purified
water or purification tablets are carried.

(2) A patrol may follow a different route to
and from its objective to avoid ambush.
Patrols move by covered routes. They
avoid hilltops and ridge lines except
when observing. They approach each
dominant terrain feature cautiously.
They observe in all directions before
crossing each crest. They avoid trails
and well-used stream crossings. They
move by routes where enemy positions
are not likely to be encountered. They
reconnoiter each likely enemy location.
When reporting by radio, or when rest-
ing, a patrol selects a covered position
near good observation in all directions.
The men disperse for security. Observa-
tion is continuous. For additional infor-
mation on dismounted reconnaissance,
see FM 21-75.

b. Motorized day reconnaissance is more rapid
and less deliberate than reconnaissance on foot.
Each reconnaissance squad is a three-vehicle
motorized patrol. The vehicles move by bounds
and are separated by safe distances to avoid am-
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bush. They travel across country whenever the
terrain permits (fig. 30). Covered routes are
preferable to short cuts in the open (fig. 31). The
squad leader rides in the second vehicle. He uses
arm-and-hand signals to control his patrol. The
men in the leading vehicle periodically dismount
under cover or' concealment and observe before
proceeding. Ridge lines are passed with caution
(fig. 32). When leaving concealment, such as at
the edge of a woods, the vehicles are stopped under
cover while the men from the leading vehicle
observe to the front and flanks. When enemy con-
tact is probable, the mounted patrol moves by
short bounds, and reconnoiters on foot between
bounds. Each vehicle covers the vehicle ahead and
behind. Visual contact is maintained between the
vehicles. The men from the leading vehicle recon-
noiter dangerous areas, before the remainder of
the squad advances. Covered routes are used.
Exposed roads, trails, and much-used stream
crossings are avoided by vehicles, but are recon-
noitered on foot. Close terrain is investigated by
dismounted patroling (fig. 33). The vehicles
spread out immediately after clearing a defile
(fig. 34). During halts, the vehicles are dispersed
under cover and faced for a quick getaway (fig.
35). Observers are posted at a distance to provide
timely warning. One observer acts as an air ob-
server. When enemy aircraft approach, the ve-
hicles disperse and take cover. The patrols seldom
fire on aircraft. A motorized patrol may leave a
few men to maintain observation over enemy
groups, while the remainder of the patrol by-
passes the enemy. When the terrain or the enemy
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prevent continued motorized reconnaissance, a pa-
trol leaves its vehicles and continues on foot. One
driver may be left with each vehicle. Primary
and alternate assembly points are designated. For
additional information on motorized patroling,
see FM 2-20.

c. Night reconnaissance requires patrols to
move more cautiously. Lights seldom are used.
When signal -lights are used, signals are from
front to rear. Vehicles are used at night only to
cover great distances more rapidly, or when con-
tact with the enemy is not likely. When moving
across country at night, vehicles are not much
faster than dismounted men. Roads are used when
motorized reconnaissance is made at night. One
or two men precede each vehicle on foot unless
observation to the front is possible. Patrols on
foot are very effective at night. When several
patrols are used in the same area, their routes are
coordinated to prevent confusion. Specific routes
and objectives are assigned. Patrols may move to
a concealed location at night, and observe during
daylight. Night patrols avoid heavily wooded
areas. They move in the open, but avoid crests
and ridge lines except when observing or listen-
ing. Patrols move by short bounds, and 'stop to
listen frequently. Thorough preparation of all
patrol members for night reconnaissance is super-
vised by patrol leaders. See FM 21-75.

134. OBSERVATION POSTS. a. Observation posts are
established at points that afford a commanding
view of the terrain occupied by the enemy and
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friendly units. Concealment from enemy observa-
tion and communication with friendly units is
provided. For the selection and construction of
observation posts, see FM 30-10.

b. Equipment needed in an observation post in-
cludes a compass or aiming circle, a telescope
or field glasses, a watch, a map, and material for
recording observations. A large scale map or
photomap of the surrounding area and material
for constructing range cards, and making sketches
is desirable. In the defense, more elaborate equip-
ment such as range finders, periscopes, and plot-
ting boards are provided. Telephones and portable
radios are used for communication with the pla-
toon leader and a battalion or regimental com-
mand post.

c. Precautions are taken to insure secrecy. Per-
sons visiting the observation post approach and
leave under cover. They use different routes for
entering and leaving. They avoid making trails
which converge at the observation post. The num-
ber of visitors at an observation post at any one
time is limited. Fires, smoke, lights, and noise are
prohibited. Objects which reflect light or which
contrast with the background are removed or
concealed. When natural concealment is inade-
quate, the observation post is camouflaged. Alter-
nate locations are selected. An alternate observa-
tion post is occupied when the primary observa-
tion post is discovered, or is ineffective because
of enemy fire or other activity.

d. An observer, a recorder, and a messenger
usually are required to operate the observation
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post. Duties are rotated to provide rest for each
man. The observer determines the exact location
of the observation post. He finds its location on a
map, and reports map references to the squad or
platoon leader. He selects prominent landmarks
as reference points. He measures azimuths and
estimates ranges to these reference points. He
identifies these points on a map and plots them
on a range card. The observer watches and re-
ports to the recorder all enemy activity in his
sector of observation. The recorder enters obser-
vations on report forms, on the map or on a sketch
or overlay. He records the time and place of each
observation. Significant information is reported
to the command post by telephone, radio, or mes-
senger, immediately. A copy of the observer's log
is sent periodically to the command post, and
a copy of this report is retained in the observa-
tion post.

135. OBSERVER AND RECONNAISSANCE REPORTS. a.

Reports are submitted by telephone, radio, mes-
senger, or prearranged visual signals. When pa-
trols or observation posts are used over great
distances, or beyond difficult terrain, light air-
craft can be used to pick up and deliver messages,
or to relay radio messages. Intelligence and recon-
naissance platoon personnel in front line obser-
vation posts use existing wire nets or a wire line
laid by the regimental communication platoon.
The platoon leader determines the method and
frequency of reporting. He also instructs the
patrols and observers concerning emergency mes-
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sages (messages containing information of im-
mediate importance). They are submitted immedi-
ately by the fastest available means of communi-
cation.

b. Information of a routine nature is reported
periodically. Reports are written or oral. Written
reports are preferable for clarity and future
reference (figs. 36, 37, and 38). When practicable,
oral reports are confirmed by subsequent written
messages. When time permits, sketches and over-
lays are prepared. They are used to clarify the
information contained in reports (fig. 39). The
following information is included in reports:

(1) Observation post, patrol number, or code
name.

(2) The report serial number.

(3) Range and azimuth to each location given
in the report.

(4) Description of each observation.

(5) Date time or duration of each activity
or event.

(6) An overlay or sketch to clarify the in-
formation, when appropriate.

(7) Route and terrain information and the
condition of the patrol or observation
post.
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COMBAT REPORT

2-&A'? -P'/I; /-Tf-
(ORGANIZATION)

(HOUR) (DATE)9

I WHERE ARE YOU? I WHERE IS THE ENEMY?

oo S e $/-//LZ ~ Yg ~-74 Mlt/ae'5 a ,4zL 77858,65
2 WHAT ARE YOU DOING? 2 WHAT IS HE DOING?

3 WHO IS ON YO RIGHAT WEAPO IS HE USING AGAINST

" Co,, /OTyo?
4 WHO IS ON YOUR LEFT? 4 WHAT ENEMY UNIT HAVE OU IDENTIFIED?

A" Co. 2-A o-/
5 HOW MANY CASUALTIES HAVE YOU? 5 WHAT PRISONERS OR DOCUMENTS HAVE

YOU CAPTURED? .L /Pp/

/ WHER? W181485?8 WHEN? / ¾/
DISPOSITION ?7. ./F:

REMARKS:

(NAME)

(GRADE)

INSTRUCTIONS

I. REPORTS ARE SUBMITTED AT HOURS AND FOR PERIODS AS DIRECTED BY
THE NEXT HIGHER COMMANDER.

2. GIVE KNOWN FACTS ONLY WHEN ANSWERING QUESTIONS. OPINIONS MAY
BE INCLUDED IN REMARKS BUT MUST BE STATED AS SUCH.

3. NEGATIVE INFORMATION IS IMPORTANT.

4, THIS REPORT, WHEN NECESSARY, MAY BE ACCOMPANIED BY A MAP OR A
SKETCH.

S. ALL QUESTIONS ARE ANSWERED IF POSSIBLE, TO INSURE THAT NO
POINT IS OVERLOOKED. IF A QUESTION CANNOT BE ANSWERED, DRAW
A LINE THROUGH THE SPACE PROVIDED.

P"igare 36. Suggested form for combat report.
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SCOUT CAR WENT S
TO CR AT . '15 \
RETURNED N AT IZp/

I /\ L 1a ,MEN , M, '

N ' p2NEeY IN -OUSES \ I

ENEMY +S CJNT 1200 4-

MY OF
',3' o T I F0

AATY FIRE ON ROAD PK 12
FA jZ00 TO s1p -

! \\ 565-C

NOTE: FIVE ENEMY PLANES . -
Faw w oDrA RJ 562-C *\ 04 130
AT I0P AT 609 FEET. NMv 41

CPL

Figure 38. Observer's report may be accompanied by a
sketch if a map is not available to make an overlay.
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c. The patrol leader or the interrg4ation officer
should make, the final, written re4ort depending
upon the situation and the availble time. Patrol
reports are prepared in the follwing form:

PA'TROL RgPORT

RED-3 13 January 1950
DESIGNATION OF PATRO;/K DATE

40: CO. 14th Infant y Regiment
MAP (AIR PHOTO) REFERENCES:

//FRANCE and BELGIUM, 1:500,-
000, CALAIS.

Sheet 38

1. SIZE AND C6MPOSITION OF PATROL: 5 EM
2. MISSION:. Proceed to railroad bridge at 749615 and

determine if area is mined, condition of
bridge, and if bridge is wired for explo-

/ sives.

3. TIMES AND ROUTES:
a. Time of departure 103930 January
b. Time of return 132114 January
c. Routes (out and back) followed south bank of railroad.

4. INFORMATION GAINED:
a. Terrain:

(Description of the terrain-dry, swampy, jungles,
thickly wooded, high brush, rocky, deepness ' of
ravines and draws; condition of bridges as to
type, size, strength; affect on armor and
wheeled vehicles.)

Generally hilly, area near bridge cut by deep ra-
vines 4 to 15 feet deep, no water. Railroad OK,
clear except for road block 50 yards from
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bridge. Bridge made of steel and appeared to be
in good condition. Through binoculars numer-
ous wires could be seen running along sides of
bridge. Bridge believed to be prepared for
demolition.

b. Enemy:
(Strength, disposition, condition of defenses,

equipment, weapons, attitude, morale, exact lo-
cation, movements and any shift in disposi-
tions.)

8 En seen in positions near E end of bridge at
least 4 En on other side. One AT gun and one
MG in position near bridge on west side cover-
ing road block. En moved about freely and
position seemed to be disorganized.
(1) Time activity was observed

1310 to 1500.

(2) Map coordinates where activity occurred
749615.

c. Any Map Corrections: None
d. Miscellaneous Information:

Passed farm buildings at 738612 which appeared
to be vacant.

5. RESULTS OF ANY ENCOUNTERS WITH ENEMY:

a. Prisoners and dispositions: None
b. Identification: None
c. Enemy casualties: None
d. Captured documents and equipment: None

6. CONDITION OF THE PATROL, INCLUDING DIS-
POSITION OF ANY DEAD OR WOUNDED:
No casualties.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
(Including to what extent the mission was accomp-

lished and recommendations as to patrol equipment
and tactics.)
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Patrol too large-same mission could have been accomp-
lished with 3 men with less chance of being detected.

/s/ J. A. SMITH, Sgt., I & R Plat. 132200 January
Signature, Grade, and Organization of Patrol Leader Time

8. ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS OR REMARKS BY IN-
TERROGATOR:

Patrol leader states that road block consisted of two
fairly large boulders on railroad tracks. That ve-
hicles could not bypass these boulders. That bridge
could be used by vehicles, but might need planking.

Patrol report verifies activity previously reported by
air OP on 121300 Jan.

/s/ R. B. JONES, 1st Lt. 14th Inf. 132300 Jan
Signature, Grade, and Organization of Interrogator Time

Note. All entries in this report would be in long hand.

136. EXAMINATION OF PRISONERS AND CIVILIANS.
Intelligence and reconnaissance platoon person-
nel may be used to help the regimental S-2 ex-
amine prisoners and civilians. This job exists
when prisoners are numerous and reconnaissance
missions do not occupy the entire platoon. The
regimental S-2 supervises the questioning of
selected persons for items of immediate tactical
importance to the regiment. He examines only
those persons who are likely to have information
of value, such as officers, noncommissioned officers,
messengers, and prominent local citizens. When
prisoner of war interrogation teams are attached
to the regiment, these trained personnel conduct
a more thorough interrogation of the prisoners.
FM 30-15 gives the methods of examining enemy
personnel, documents, and materiel. For the col-
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lection and evacuation of prisoners of war, see
FM 100-10. For the rights, privileges, and treat-
ment of prisoners of war, see FM 27-10.

Section Ill. TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT

137. GENERAL. The intelligence and reconnais-
sance platoon is the regiment's combat intelligence
agency. It collects information under the regi-
mental S-2's supervision as the regimental com-
mander directs. It operates under the platoon
leader's immediate control. It may be assigned one
or more of the following missions:

a. Preceding the advance guard during
marches.

b. Providing connecting groups for the regi-
ment on the march, when its squads are not needed
for intelligence, reconnaissance, or observation
missions.

c. Obtaining enemy and terrain information in
areas and situations requiring trained intelligence
personnel.

d. Locating and maintaining contact with the
enemy when the regiment is not protected by cov-
ering forces.

e. Investigating areas for enemy information.
f. Maintaining contact with elements of the di-

vision reconnaissance company, and other cover-
ing forces operating to the front or flanks.

g. Establishing and maintaining contact with
adjacent friendly units.

h. Establishing and occupying observation
posts.
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i. Providing trained intelligence and reconnais-
sance personnel to accompany patrols of other
units.

138. MOVEMENT TO CONTACT. The distance at
which the intelligence and reconnaissance platoon
precedes the regiment depends upon whether the
movement to contact is protected by covering
forces. Before contact is made with the enemy, the
intelligence and reconnaissance platoon patrols
beyond the range of ground observation to the
front and flanks. As enemy resistance is devel-
oped, the platoon reconnoiters areas which may
be held by the enemy to the front or flanks. Ele-
ments of the intelligence and reconnaissance pla-
toon may be attached to a flank security detach-
ment or to the advanced guard.

a. During route column, the platoon precedes
the regiment along the march route. It obtains
route information, which includes condition of
roads, bridges, fords, ferries, railroad crossings,
bivouac sites, facilities for water, concealment
from air observation, location of defiles, routes
through towns, and the attitude of the civil popu-
lation. When the regiment moves by one route,
the intelligence and reconnaissance platoon op-
erates as a unit under the platoon leader. When
the regiment moves by more than one route, each
intelligence and reconnaissance squad may move
along a different route. The squads either operate
under platoon control, or under each regimental
column commander's control. The platoon leader
either accompanies a squad patrol, or moves with
the regimental command post.
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b. During tactical column, the platoon recon-
noiters to the front and flanks. Each squad ob-
tains information of the enemy and the terrain.
Elements of the platoon operating to the front
may maintain contact with the covering forces.
Platoon elements operating to the flanks may
maintain contact with adjacent friendly units.
Motorized patrols also may be used to maintain
contact between units of the column. As each
town, defile, or other critical area is passed
through, the platoon makes a detailed investiga-
tion to insure the regiment's security, and to
obtain specific information. When the regiment is
protected by adequate covering forces, the pla-
toon's actions may be limited to terrain recon-
naisssance and maintaining contact. The platoon
leader arranges for communication with the di-
vision reconnaissance company or other covering
forces. When the regiment is not protected by
adequate covering forces, the platoon may be at-
tached to the advance guard.

c. During the approach march, the intelligence
and reconnaissance platoon operates on a broad
front along several routes. All or part of the pla-
toon may be attached to the advance guard. It
obtains timely information of the terrain and
enemy. It maintains contact with friendly forces
and adjacent units. When it encounters the enemy,
the platoon reconnoiters aggressively. It deter-
mines the enemy's location, disposition, strength,
depth, his capabilities, apparent mission, and vol-
ume of fire power. This information is reported
immediately to the platoon leader. One patrol may
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dismount and reconnoiter the immediate enemy
force. Other patrols continue around the enemy
and seek out the enemy in depth or on the flanks.

139. ATTACK. The intelligence and reconnaissance
platoon reconnoiters within the regimental zone.
During the planning for a coordinated attack, it
starts early intensive reconnaissance, patroling,
and observation. It obtains specific information
desired by the regimental commander to assist
him in making decisions and plans. The platoon
establishes observation posts and sends patrols
to specific objectives in the enemy area. Platoon
elements also may be used to maintain contact
between friendly units during the attack. One or
more squads may accompany a battalion making
an envelopment. A squad may also accompany
each leading battalion. Squads maintain commu-
nication with the platoon leader, or with the regi-
mental command post. Information is reported
to the battalion with which a reconnaissance
squad is operating, and also to the platoon leader
or to the regimental S-2. When all platoon mem-
bers are not required on reconnaissance missions,
selected men may assist the S-2 in the command
post.

140. REORGANIZATION. When the regiment reor-
ganizes, the intelligence and reconnaissance pla-
toon may be used to reconnoiter to the front and
flanks. It may establish observation posts to
cover enemy positions and routes. It gives timely
warning of enemy counterattacks, or timely in.
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formation of enemy withdrawals. Visual contact
with the enemy is maintained continuously. Any
enemy activity is reported immediately by the
most expeditious means.

141. PURSUIT. The intelligence and reconnaissance
platoon maintains contact with the fleeing enemy
force during a pursuit. It reconnoiters routes,
either along the axis of pursuit or around an
enemy flank. Elements of the platoon also may be
attached to an encircling force. The platoon seeks
to recognize immediately any enemy attempt to
attack or delay the regiment. It reconnoiters
enemy delaying positions to locate their flanks
and determine their extent in depth. It provides
the regimental commander with information of
routes by which delaying positions can be at-
tacked or by-passed. The squads operate as motor-
ized patrols and investigate defiles for road blocks,
mines, and persistent chemicals. When obstacles
such as rivers are found the patrols promptly
intensify their reconnaissance to discover routes
past the obstacles. They are cautious not to cause
the enemy to destroy bridges or block defiles be-
fore they can be secured by friendly forces.

142. DEFENSE. a. The intelligence and reconnais-
sance platoon obtains early information of the
terrain and of the enemy's strength, disposition,
and movement. Platoon operations are character-
ized by close cooperation with friendly security
forces, by intensive reconnaissance and patroling,
and by occupation of observation posts from which
the enemy can be kept under surveillance.
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b. When a defense is organized out of contact
with the enemy, the platoon obtains terrain in-
formation to supplement the personal reconnais-
sance of the regimental commander and the S-2.
It seeks information of approaches into the regi-
mental sector.

c. When a defense is organized in contact with
the enemy, the platoon reconnoiters and ob-
serves for information of enemy strength, move-
ments, and the disposition of troops and weapons.
Organic radio equipment permits long range com-
munication within the platoon. Normally, ele-
ments of the platoon do not reconnoiter more than
600 yards forward or to the flanks when the regi-
ment is on the main line of resistance. When the
regiment is operating separately, on an exposed
flank, or as the general outpost, the platoon op-
erates over greater distances. Even then the pla-
toon usually is not used more than 3 to 5 miles
from other regimental units, because of its re-
duced tactical effectiveness when separated from
other infantry units. Specific missions assigned
to the platoon include one or more of the follow-
ing:

(1) During the movement into the battle
position, the platoon reconnoiters routes
for units of the regiment. Each recon-
naissance squad may operate independ-
ently so that more than one possible
route is reconnoitered at the same time.

(2) During the organization of the position,
the platoon maintains contact with
security forces and establishes observa-
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tion posts. Communication is established
with the division reconnaissance com-
pany, with those elements of the general
outpost in the assigned zone, with the
combat outpost, and with aircraft, when
practicable. To cover his assigned zone
of responsibility, the platoon leader co-
ordinates the movement of the three
reconnaissance squads.

(3) During the enemy approach, the platoon
provides security from surprise by
motorized patroling forward of the com-
bat outpost or on an exposed flank. After
withdrawal of the general outpost, ele-
ments of the platoon continue to patrol.
This keeps the enemy under observation
until he reaches the combat outpost or
the battle position.

(4) During the defense, the platoon pro-
vides patrols or trained intelligence per-
sonnel to accompany patrols and security
forces. To obtain specific information as
required by the regimental S-2, one or
more of the platoon members frequently
are attached to the combat outpost, or
to a patrol. Whenever the platoon sends
out independent patrols the regimental
S-2 coordinates these patrols with the
battalion patrols (fig. 40).

d. The platoon may establish and occupy ob-
servation posts within the battalion position, on
an exposed flank, or forward of the main line of
resistance. Each squad is capable of manning two
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observation posts. Communication is maintained
between these observation posts and the platoon
leader or the regimental S-2. Each observation
post is dug in and concealed from enemy air and
ground observation. When forced to withdraw to
avoid capture, the observation posts are reestab-
lished as soon as possible.

e. When the regiment is part of the general
reserve, the platoon may execute reconnaissance
missions. It patrols approaches to assembly areas
and screens the movement of reserves.

f. The platoon may participate in the regi-
mental air warning and antitank warning plans.
Organic platoon communication is coordinated
with regimental wire and radio nets for trans-
mission of flash messages.

g. When not required for reconnaissance or
observation missions, the platoon may provide
men at the command post to assist the regimental
S-2.

143. WITHDRAWALS. Elements of the intelligence
and reconnaissance platoon may be used to recon-
noiter the new position and the routes to it. After
the withdrawal begins, elements of the platoon
maintain contact with the enemy by patroling.
The platoon elements also reconnoiter to the
flanks, and maintain contact between friendly
units (fig. 41).

a. In a daylight withdrawal, the platoon oper-
ates with the regimental covering force or be-
tween it and the enemy. It establishes observation
posts from which it can observe the movement
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Figure 41. Typical missions of the intelligence and recon-

naissance platoon in retrograde movements.
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of the enemy's leading units. Patrols maintain
contact with the enemy before his arrival in front
of the covering force. Patrols report enemy ac-
tivity to the covering force commander and to
the regimental S-2. When the covering force
withdraws, the platoon operates in front of the
new battle position to get timely information on
the movement of the enemy's leading units.

b. In a night withdrawal, the platoon estab-
lishes listening posts, provides men for recon-
naissance patrols, and maintains contact with the
enemy in front of the covering force and on the
flanks. The reconnaissance of the new position
and the reconnaissance of routes to the rear is
made during daylight and is more deliberate than
in a daylight withdrawal.

144. DELAYING ACTION. a. In delaying action
frontages are greater and distances between units
are more extensive than in positions for sustained
defense, and units withdraw before the enemy
can engage them in close combat. In a delaying
action on one position, the intelligence and recon-
naissance platoon is used as in a sustained de-
fense. Reconnaissance patrols and observation
posts warn of the enemy approach. They provide
information for the use of friendly long-range
supporting fires.

b. In a delaying action on successive positions,
the platoon combines the missions normally per-
formed in the defense and withdrawals (fig. 41).
A delaying action on successive positions is char-
acterized by great extension of friendly forces
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and little depth. As the units withdraw from one
delaying position to another, the platoon main-
tains contact between the friendly units and with
the enemy. Connecting patrols are used between
parallel columns. Observation posts are occupied
where the enemy can be observed as he passes
through defiles. Flank patrols give timely warn-
ing of any enemy attempt to encircle or to block
the delaying force's withdrawal.

c. The platoon operates in an offensive delaying
action the same way as in attack and reorganiza-
tion.

145. RETIREMENT. In a retirement from contact,
the intelligence and reconnaissance platoon main-
tains observation over the enemy from the begin-
ning of the withdrawal until contact with the
enemy has been broken. When the enemy attempts
to pursue, the elements of the platoon maintain
contact with the leading enemy units. This is
done by attaching the platoon elements to the
covering forces. Initially the platoon operates as
in withdrawals. Observation to the flanks is in-
tensified to discover any enemy attempt to encircle
the regiment. After breaking contact with the
enemy the platoon is used in the same manner as
in tactical column.

146. RELIEF IN CONTACT. During the preparation
for a relief, the intelligence and reconnaissance
platoon leader of the relieving unit contacts the
intelligence and reconnaissance platoon leader of
the regiment being relieved. At this time he obtains
the patrol plan of the regiment being relieved,
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and makes a reconnaissance of the observation
posts in the new area. He advises the headquarters
company commander concerning the men to be
detached to battalions. He arranges for guides to
conduct observers to their stations. He sees that
his men do not possess anything which would
warn the enemy of the impending relief if they
are captured. When he is ready to assume the
responsibility for the patrol, observation, and
security missions assigned to his platoon, he noti-
fies the regimental S-2 and the platoon leader
being relieved.

147. AIRBORNE OPERATIONS. a. The intelligence
and reconnaissance platoon of the airborne in-
fantry regiment may arrive in the airhead with
its tactical transportation on an early airborne
echelon. The tactical transportation is required
so that the platoon can accomplish its normal
ground mission by foot and motorized reconnais-
sance. It usually arrives with the assault echelon.
Its transportation is either delivered by para-
chute, by glider, or air landed later.

b. The platoon's initial missions are assigned
before the airborne attack is launched. Because
of the limited friendly ground reconnaissance
before the assault, the platoon's initial missions
may be more extensive than in other ground
situations.

148. ANTIAIRBORNE DEFENSE. The intelligence and
reconnaissance platoon assists the regimental
commander in obtaining information of the as-
signed area for the defense. This information
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includes the location of likely landing areas, nat-
ural obstacles, suitable routes for enemy move-
ment, areas for enemy assembly and reorganiza-
tion, the location of and routes to likely enemy
objectives from landing areas, and routes for
movement of friendly mobile striking forces. After
plans are completed the platoon establishes ob-
servation posts overlooking likely landing areas
and routes toward enemy objectives. After the
landings are made, the platoon maintains contact
with the enemy and keeps him under surveillance.
Observers and patrols report the strength, the
location, the progress, and the movement of enemy
airborne forces, and the progress of friendly
forces.

149. SPECIAL OPERATIONS-ATTACK OF A FORTI-
FIED LOCALITY. During the attack of a fortified
locality the platoon conducts reconnaissance pa-
trols. These patrols seek detailed information of
enemy obstacles, mine fields, dispositions, and
fortifications.

150. SPECIAL OPERATIONS-OPERATIONS AT RIVER
LINES. In defense of a river line the platoon may
establish and occupy observation posts on both
the near and far banks. In the attack of a river
line, the platoon gathers information concerning
approach routes to the river, crossing sites, the
river's width, depth, and rate of flow, and enemy
security forces on both banks. Elements of the
platoon cross the river on a wide front. They
patrol the far bank and establish observation
posts overlooking enemy installations.
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151. SPECIAL OPERATIONS-NIGHT OPERATIONS. a.
During night combat the intelligence and recon-
naissance platoon patrols and establishes listen-
ing posts to secure information of enemy activity
and weapons and to prevent the regiment from
being surprised. Night reconnaissance is more
deliberate than daylight reconnaissance. The night
reconnaissance is planned carefully after a de-
tailed map study. Where practicable, a recon-
naissance or observation of routes is made in day-
light. The platoon provides foot or motor patrols
to reconnoiter routes across country and roads.
Each patrol leader prepares a sketch showing the
route to be followed, the road net, landmarks
which can be recognized easily at night, compass
bearings for major changes of direction, and
distances from the initial point (IP) to prominent
landmarks along the route. Definite means of
identification and prearranged signals are estab-
lished. Partially shielded colored flashlights and
low audible signals may be used for identification
and prearranged messages. Plans for control are
simple and complete. Assembly points are desig-
nated in localities which can be readily found at
night. Units move to successive objectives by
bounds.

b. Dismounted patrols are small, consisting of a
patrol leader, a getaway man, and two or more
scout-observers. Distances covered at night usu-
ally are limited. Time required to accomplish a
given mission usually is greater at night. Prob-
ability of capture is less when the correct tech-
nique is used. The patrol members stay closer
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together at night than in daylight. They follow
low, open terrain routes, avoiding thick growth
and skylines except when these terrain features
are to be investigated. The leaders check equip-
ment before departure to make sure that it does
not make noise.

c. Mounted patrols seldom are used at night in
enemy terrain where contact with the enemy is
close and active. When mounted patrols are used,
they halt frequently and reconnoiter on foot.
When operating in close terrain, dismounted men
precede the vehicles. Halts are made where men
and vehicles are not outlined against the sky. The
security men are sent to the front and flanks so
that the engine noises do not interfere with their
hearing.

152. SPECIAL OPERATIONS-OPERATIONS IN BUILT-
UP AREAS. During combat in towns the intelligence
and reconnaissance platoon reconnoiters streets
and buildings to the front and flanks. The patrols
avoid becoming engaged in fire fights or in hand-
to-hand fighting. When enemy centers of resist-
ance or leading elements are discovered, they are
kept under surveillance and their activities are
reported.to the units concerned. The patrols dis-
mount and investigate each built-up area. Before
entering a town or built-up area, the patrols
observe the buildings and streets from outside
the town. After entering the town, they use in-
conspicuous vantage points as observation posts.
Steeples and other conspicuous points are avoided
except when no other place can be found. The
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patrols move close to buildings, avoiding wide
open streets where fields of fire are good. They
investigate alleys, doors, windows, and high points
where enemy observers might be located. They
move in a staggered formation close to buildings.
Intersections and other critical localities are
designated as successive objectives. When vehicles
follow a dismounted patrol through a town, they
advance by bounds along routes which the patrol
has reconnoitered.

153. SPECIAL OPERATIONS - OPERATIONS IN
WOODS. Combat in woods is characterized by
limited observation and retarded movement. The
intelligence and reconnaissance platoon relies on
dismounted patrols for thorough coverage of
thickly wooded areas. Fixed observation posts
usually are limited to main trails and roads and
the edge of open areas. Partols operate at closer
ranges than in open terrain. Defiles are recon-
noitered. One or more men may be left in a defile
to discover any enemy activity that might threaten
the regiment after friendly patrols have passed.
Elements of the platoon may be used to maintain
contact along the route and with units on the
flanks. The platoon can be used to develop enemy
positions in detail, or to select areas where enemy
elements may be ambushed.

154. SPECIAL OPERATIONS - MOUNTAIN OPERA-
TIONS. Mountain operations rely extensively upon
observation, dismounted patroling, and road con-
trol. The intelligence and reconnaissance platoon
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occupies observation posts and reconnoiters roads
to the front and flanks. In the defense, where
enemy observed and direct fire dictates the use
of reverse slopes, the platoon provides trained
observers to accompany security elements of front
line units to crest positions ahead of the main
force.

155. SPECIAL OPERATIONS-OPERATIONS IN SNOW
AND EXTREME COLD. Operations in snow and ex-
treme cold require that intelligence and reconnais-
sance platoon personnel be trained to use snow-
shoes, skis, and special vehicles. Direction is dif-
ficult to maintain. Landmarks are difficult to
identify. Roads and trails often are concealed or
nonexistent. Motorized patroling is limited. Foot,
ski, and snowshoe patrols are more widely used.
A combination of light oversnow vehicles and
dismounted men may be used for distant patrol-
ing. Travel on skis under favorable conditions is
rapid and silent, but tracks are easy to follow
and may lead to ambush. The rate of travel on skis
depends on the depth and type of snow, and the
amount of vegetation. Under conditions of deep,
soft snow, the trail snowshoe may provide a better
way to travel. Patrols should take advantage of
vegetation to conceal their tracks from aerial
observation. Except for limitations on transpor-
tation and movement, the platoon tactics depend
upon the type of operation, as in other terrain
and weather conditions.

156. SPECIAL OPERATIONS-OPERATIONS AT DEFILES.
Because of limited frontages and routes of move-
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ment, combat at defiles limits the use of recon-
naissance personnel. The platoon operates obser-
vation posts on high ground to the front and
flanks. Because the natural barriers make contact
with adjacent units difficult, the platoon may be
used to maintain contact with other units on the
flanks. Since troops in defiles are vulnerable to
air and tank attacks, instructions to intelligence
and reconnaissance personnel include adequate
air and mechanized warning plans.

157. SPECIAL OPERATIONS - JUNGLE OPERATIONS.
In jungle operations the platoon may be confined
to relatively small areas. Dense jungle growth and
restricted observation limits the platoon to close
reconnaissance. The jungle favors surprise and
ambush by small forces. To avoid isolation behind
enemy positions and conflict with adjacent friendly
patrols, raids and reconnaissance patrols are as-
signed limited objectives.

158. SPECIAL OPERATIONS-DESERT OPERATIONS. In
desert operations missions are assigned the intel-
ligence and reconnaissance platoon to take advant-
age of its mobility. The platoon operates over wide
frontages across country. Motorized patrols are
sent out on distant reconnaissance missions. Radio
and visual signals are used for coordination be-
tween patrols. Observation may be good for ex-
treme distances. However, patrols obtain conceal-
ment by following low areas between hills and
sand dunes. Men dismount frequently and move
on foot to dominant terrain features to observe
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the surrounding area. Observation posts, during
daylight, and listening posts, at night, operate
far in front and to the flanks of the regiment.
Enemy movement often is rapid. All means of
communication are used to guarantee timely warn-
ing of enemy activity. When radio silence is neces-
sary, the patrols may lay wire lines across coun-
try to distant observation posts. Concealment from
air observation is difficult. Tracks in the desert
sand are informative and easily observed from
the air. Vehicles use traveled routes for speed and
to avoid being tracked. The patrols frequently
start out under the concealment of darkness so
as to reach their objective at daybreak. These
patrols may observe and report from a stationary
position during daylight, and return at night.

159. SPECIAL OPERATIONS - AMPHIBIOUS OPERA-
TIONS. Amphibious operations are similar to any
other attack after the establishment of initial
beachheads. During early phases, these operations
present special intelligence and reconnaissance
problems. Personnel of the intelligence and recon-
naissance platoon may be landed from several
hours to several days before the assault echelons
reach the objective area. Scouting parties land
during darkness and reconnoiter routes inland
from the beachhead area. These parties later
assist in designating landing beaches for assault
units. Assembly points are designated for these
patrols to meet the friendly forces after the main
landing begins. Naval fire control units and
friendly air forces are notified of the areas in
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which these patrols are operating. After the beach-
head is established, the bulk of the platoon recon-
noiters to the front and flanks. It gives timely
warning of the movement of enemy reserves, and
of impending counterattacks. When enemy air
support and armor is capable of interfering with
the landing, the platoon takes part in the anti-
aircraft and antimechanized warning systems.
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CHAPTER 5

ANTITANK MINE PLATOON

Section I. GENERAL

160. ORGANIZATION. The antitank mine platoon
consists of a platoon headquarters and three anti-
tank mine squads. The platoon carries its equip-
ment and supplies on weapons carriers.

a. The platoon headquarters consists of the pla-
toon leader, the platoon sergeant, the draftsman,
truck drivers, and a surveyor and instrument
man. The truck drivers are armed with subma-
chine guns. The platoon leader and all other pla-
toon headquarters men are armed with carbines.
The weapons carriers are in platoon headquarters.
Each weapons carrier is equipped with a winch,
and carries an axe, a pick, and a shovel. The pla-
toon headquarters also is equipped with enough
additional pioneer tools for all the men of the three
squads. The mine probes, mine detector sets, and
the aiming circle are in the platoon headquarters.

b. Each antitank mine squad consists of a squad
leader, an assistant squad leader, and pioneers.
All of these men are armed with rifles. Each squad
has a demolition kit.

161. DUTIES OF PERSONNEL. a. Platoon headquarters.
(1) The platoon leader commands the anti-

tank mine platoon. His duties include-
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{a) Responsibility for his platoon's train-
ing, discipline and operation.

(b) Performing missions assigned by the
regimental commander, the headquar-
ters company commander, the com-
mander of a battalion to which the pla-
toon may be attached, or any other
officer under whom he may be operat-
ing.

'(c) Advising other commanders in the
regiment on antitank mine matters.

(d) Reconnoitering for and recommending
mine field locations.

(e) Supervising the laying and removing
of mine fields.

(f) Preparing and transmitting reports of
all mines laid or removed by his pla-
toon to the next higher commander.

(g) Establishing and maintaining guards
over mine fields laid or taken over by
his platoon until relieved by other
units.

(2) The platoon sergeant is the second in
command. His duties include-

(a) Assisting the platoon leader and re-
placing him during his absence.

(b) Supplying mines to the platoon, includ-
ing locating and establishing local
mine dumps.

(c) Supervising the recovery of previously
laid mines.

(d) Commanding a detached element of
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the platoon when one or more detach-
ments are used independently.

(3) The draftsman and the surveyor and
instrument man operate together. The
draftsman assists the platoon leader in
making plans for the lay-out of mine
fields. The surveyor and instrument man
also assists in locating the mine field
pattern on the ground. They survey and
prepare sketches to accompany the re-
ports of the mine fields laid and re-
moved.

(4) The truck drivers operate the platoon
transportation. They draw mines from
supply sources and deliver them to the
platoon.

b. Antitank mine squad.
(1) Each squad leader is responsible to the

platoon leader for his squad's training,
discipline, control, and the execution of
its missions. His duties also include-

(a) Designating to the squad the area
in which it is to be used and supervis-
ing its work.

(b) Seeing that mines are laid at the
proper distance from areas to be oc-
cupied by friendly troops.

(c) Using the squad under the direction
of a unit commander to which the
squad may be attached.

(d) Assisting the commander to whose
unit he is attached by acting as an ad-
visor in matters concerning the use of
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mines and demolitions, and by pioneer
work.

(2) The assistant squad leader assists the
squad leader and replaces him during his
absence.

(3) The pioneer's duties include-
(a) Laying, marking and reporting anti-

tank mine fields. Activating antitank
mine fields, and placing antipersonnel
mines and booby traps when engineers
are not available to do so.

(b) Reconnoitering and breaching mine
fields.

(c) Disarming, lifting, and destroying ac-
tidlated antitank and antipersonnel
mines and booby traps of both friendly
and enemy types.

(d) Defending mine fields, road blocks,
and other obstacles.

(e) Doing pioneer and demolition work
for regimental headquarters and regi-
mental units other than battalions,
when required.

162. EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLY. a. The antitank mine
platoon is euipped to site, lay, mark, record, and
recover mines; locate and gap enemy mine fields;
install and clear road blocks; and to do hasty pio-
neer and demolition work. Equipment provided
for siting and recording mine fields includes the
lensatic compass, an aiming circle, and a sketching
equipment set. Mine probes and electrical mine
detectors are provided to locate buried mines.
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Bayonets also may be used to probe for mines.
Pioneer tools including axes, picks, and shovels
are provided for hasty road improvement and
construction of obstacles. Electric lane markers
are available for marking mine field lanes at night.
This equipment can be transported on one 1-ton
trailer. Additional equipment and supplies are
obtained from supply sources.

b. During defensive operations, the antitank
mine platoon requires a considerable supply of
mines, trip flares, bulk explosives, firing devices,
and accessories. The regiment's basic load of anti-
tank mines and explosives is carried in the vehi-
cles of the antitank mine platoon. Additional mines
and explosives are obtained from ammunition
supply points. The same vehicles are used for re-
supply. They can haul enough mines in one trip
to lay a standard six-row mine belt about 300
yards wide. Engineer supply points provide
barbed wire, pickets, tracing tape, signs and elec-
tric lane markers to mark mine fields, and addi-
tional pioneer tools. Signal supply points provide
replacements for electronic mine detectors. The
platoon leader initiates and coordinates resupply
with the headquarters company commander, the
regimental munitions officer and the S-4.

163. RECORDS AND REPORTS. a. The antitank mine
platoon leader keeps an accurate record of receipts
and expenditures of mines to show the number
on hand at any time. This is a check against re-
ports of mine fields laid, and is an aid to mine re-
covery. All mined areas are recorded on large
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scale diagrams. Each mine field laid by the pla-
toon is reported to division or task force head-
quarters on standard forms. These forms are cov-
ered in the division or a higher echelon SOP.
Suggested forms are shown in FM 5-31. Each
mine field location report is accompanied by a de-
tailed mine field record. These forms show the lo-
cation, the pattern, and topographical reference
points of the mine field, together with a diagram
of each section of the mine belt (fig. 42). Changes
are reported in a similar manner. Antitank mine
distances are shown in yards; antipersonnel mine
distances in feet.

b. The recording party consists of the drafts-
man and the surveyor and instrument man. They
determine the topographic reference point coor-
dinates, and the azimuth and length of each seg-
ment of the rear reference tape or reference line
between direction changes. The mine field record is
consolidated from the squad leaders' reports, and
includes the location and layout of the mine field,
the types of mines used, and the position of all
lanes. When antipersonnel mines or activated anti-
tank mines are used, sketches showing the position
of each device and trip wires attached to it are
included. Mines laid for local security normally
are not reported, but are guarded and removed
when the area is vacated. Should enemy action
prevent complete clearance of these security mine
fields, a report of all unlifted mines is made to
division or task force headquarters as for any
other mine field.
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164. TRAINING. a. Because of its specialized opera-
tions, the antitank mine platoon training is con-
ducted independently of the remainder of the
headquarters company for those subjects which
are peculiar to the platoon. The training is con-
solidated under company control in subjects
which apply also to other elements of the head-
quarters company. During basic unit training,
the headquarters company commander allots the
time for squad and platoon training to the anti-
tank platoon leader. This training emphasizes
the technique of mine laying, marking, recording,
reporting, reconnaissance, breaching, removing
and recovering mines, the use of demolitions, and
pioneer work by squad and platoon teams.

b. Tactical field exercises with battalions and
the regimental tank company are conducted dur-
ing advanced unit training. Antitank mine train-
ing is coordinated with the regimental tank com-
pany commander, who is also the regimental anti-
tank officer.

c. Practice mines or dummy mines are used
extensively in training. Mine fields are sited,
marked, safeguarded, recorded, and reported by
one portion of the'platoon, and are reconnoitered,
lanes marked, breached, and recovered by a dif-
ferent portion of the platoon until all men are
proficient in all phases of mine handling and in
working together as a team.

d. The truck drivers, the draftsman, the sur-
vey and instrument man, and other specialists
may attend local schools in their specialties be-
fore and during basic unit training and advanced
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unit training. Leadership training and noncom-
missioned officer schools are conducted under com-
pany or regimental supervision. Training in han-
dling explosives and demolitions, in installing and
disarming booby traps, in pioneer work, and in
certain phases of mine field training may be con-
ducted under the division engineer's supervision.
When practicable, arrangements are made for
the men to participate in training with attached
division bomb disposal units.

Section II. TECHNIQUE

165. COMBAT ORDERS. The antitank mine platoon
leader receives orders or is given tasks from the
regimental commander or S-3, the headquarters
company commander, the regimental antitank of-
ficer (tank company commander), or the com-
mander of the unit to which his platoon is at-
tached. Usually, he issues his orders orally to the
platoon sergeant, the truck drivers, the drafts-
man, the surveyor and instrument man, and to
the squad leaders. The platoon leader's orders in-
clude-

a. Information of the enemy including his capa-
bilities regarding the use of armor, and any of
his characteristic actions observed during the pre-
vious enemy armored operations.

b. Information of friendly operations including
the disposition of antitank weapons; the construc-
tion of obstacles; the location of front-line units
whose fires cover the mine field, or whose troops
may be endangered by the mine field; the loca-
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tion and missions of security elements; mine lay-
ing tasks assigned to rifle units; and pertinent
parts of the mine field plan of higher commanders.

c. Terrain information, including an evaluation
of probable enemy tank approaches and existing
natural obstacles.

d. The platoon mission, including the detach-
ment of any of its elements and the mission of
units to which they are attached. The location and
priorities of mine fields to be laid.

e. Specific instructions to squad leaders and
men to include-

(1) The siting party, the marking party,
laying and arming parties, and any other
duty assignments.

(2) Men to lay antipersonnel mines and
booby traps and to activate antitank
mines.

(3) Priority of mine fields and other missions
with respect to each other.

(4) Burial and camouflage of mines.
(5) When the antitank mine field will be

taken over by some other unit.
(6) Location of the area to be mined, recon-

noitered, cleared, improved or worked on
by each detail, and the route to be fol-
lowed.

(7) Coordination to be made with other units
laying mine fields.

f. Supply instructions, to include the location
of supply points and local mine dumps; the pro-
cedure for drawing supplies, and the disposition
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of transportation; the procedure for the platoon's
detached elements which are to operate under
some other commander.

g. Location of the platoon leader or unit com-
manders to which the detachments are to report.

166. STANDARD SIX-ROW ANTITANK MINE BELT. a.
Antitank mines are laid in a standard six-row
mine belt pattern. The mine belt consists of a
number of mine field sections connected in an
irregular line across the front of.the area to be
denied to enemy tanks. Each section is 30 yards
deep and contains six parallel rows of mines 6
yards apart. The three forward rows are eche-
loned with respect to the remaining rows. Every
segment 4 yards wide across the rows includes
six mines. As a result of this pattern the density
of a standard, six-row mine belt is one and a half
mines per yard of front.

b. During enemy counterattacks, or for local
security against enemy tanks, it may be neces-
sary for the security forces to scatter mines
hastily. In this case, the mines are laid and armed
on the surface of the ground or the roadbed and
left uncovered. They are laid in a standard pat-
tern and marked or guarded and are covered by
fire of small arms and antitank weapons. These
mines are recovered when they are needed no
longer. If the situation continues, they are buried
in a standard pattern, recorded, and camouflaged.

c. One or more squads do the mine laying in
three stages as follows: a siting party designates
the trace and pattern; a laying and arming party
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lays and arms the mines; and all squads bury and
camouflage the mines.

d. The platoon leader designates the siting
party and one or more laying and arming parties
at the beginning of each mine laying operation
(fig. 43). When the entire platoon operates to-
gether, one squad provides the siting party and
men to construct the mine field marking fences.
The two remaining squads are laying and arming
parties. All three squads bury and camouflage
mines after each section of the mine field is laid
and armed, or after the entire antitank mine belt
is laid and armed. The platoon leader designates
the mine belt trace and all right boundary tape
locations, and directs the installation of marking
fences and warning signs. He also supervises the
siting, the laying, the arming, the burying, the
camouflaging, and the activating of mines. He
collects all safety forks from the squad leaders,
and has them buried beside the right rear refer-
ence stake.

e. The platoon sergeant supervises the supply
including drawing, transporting, and delivering
the mines to the mine field location. He also as-
sists the platoon leader in supervising the mine-
laying operations. During laying, arming and
burying, the platoon sergeant tells the squad lead-
ers which mines are to be activated or booby
trapped. (An activated antitank mine is equipped
with a supplementary firing device to explode the
mine when moved or disturbed in any way.)

f. The draftsman and the surveyor and instru-
ment man survey and record the location and
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trace of the mine field, and prepare records and
reports showing the exact location of each sec-
tion of the mine field. These operations proceed
concurrently with the mine-laying operation.

g. Squad leaders and assistant squad leaders
supervise the operations of their squads in their
assigned missions. Each squad submits a detailed
report showing the location and type of each anti-
personnel mine, booby trap, and activated anti-
tank mine. When a squad is operating separately,
or performing more than one phase of the mine-
laying operation, the assistant squad leader super-
vises one phase. His duties then include siting,
marking, or laying and arming.

167. SITING AND MARKING. a. In siting and mark-
ing a mine field each man is assigned a definite
job. The squad leader sites the trace of the rear
reference tape or reference line after the platoon
leader locates it. Two pioneers install a right
boundary tape, perpendicular to the rear refer-
ence tape, to connect the rear and forward refer-
ence tapes at each change of direction or at the
beginning of each new mine field section. Two
other pioneers install the forward reference tape
18 yards from the rear reference tape and paral-
lel to it in the enemy's direction. Additional pion-
eers stake down the tape. Long stakes are placed
on the front and rear reference tapes, at the start
of each section, and at each change of direction.
Where necessary, short stakes are placed to hold
the tape in position. Starting marks are made on
the tapes beginning 2 yards from the long stake
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along the front reference tape and 4 yards from
the long stake along the rear reference tape.

b. The assistant squad leader and the remain-
ing pioneers erect marking fences and warning
signs in an irregular trace a few yards in front
and in rear of the mine field. The marking fence
is a single strand barbed wire fence strung on
long pickets or stakes. Each warning sign is an
isosceles right triangle of tin, painted red. One
warning sign is suspended from the barbed wire
strand every 25 yards. One man helps the assistant
squad leader erect the pickets or stakes, while
the other man or men string the wire and suspend
the warning signs.

168. LAYING AND ARMING. a. Each squad is or-
ganized into a group of layers and a group of
armers. The squad leader is responsible for gen-
eral supervision, for verifying the number of
mines laid, and for collecting and turning over to
the platoon leader all safety forks. One squad
works along the rear reference tape and the other
squad works along the forward reference tape.
Starting 2 yards from the right boundary, the
assistant squad leader of one squad marks off four
1-yard paces along the forward reference tape.
The other squad operates similarly along the rear
reference tape starting 4 yards from the right
boundary.

b. Each layer carries three complete antitank
mines on each trip from the mine dump, or from
the truck when mines are laid from trucks. He
places one mine at the first mark made by the
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assistant squad leader. He then takes 2 paces
along the reference tape and 6 paces toward the
front of the mine field and places the second mine.
He places the third mine 6 paces in rear of the
reference tape directly behind the second mine. He
then returns to the mine dump or truck for three
more mines. The next layer proceeds similarly,
beginning 4 paces along the tape from the first
mine.

c. Each armer is assigned one row. He follows
the layers, arming each mine in the row. He counts
the fuzes in his carrying bag at the beginning
and end of each row. He checks the number of
fuzes used against the number of safety forks
removed and the number of mines armed. He
gives the safety forks to the squad leader.

d. After the number of mines or the area desig-
nated by the platoon leader is laid, armed, and
marked, the squads bury and camouflage the
mines. Where booby traps are to be set, those
mines are left unburied for a separate detail to
activate and bury them. When the field is com-
pletely laid and recorded, all tape and other in-
dications of the minelaying operation, except
standard marking signs and fences, are removed.

169. ANTIPERSONNEL MINE BELT. a. The purpose of
antipersonnel mines is to cause the enemy casu-
alties and to hinder his activities. Unlike antitank
mines, they are not used to block an area or route.
Antipersonnel mines hinder the enemy's activities
by the very threat of their presence, which causes
him to be deliberate and cautious. For this reason,
antipersonnel mines are laid in an irregular pat-
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tern of varying density. They include pull-type
and pressure-type mines. One or more trip wires
are attached to each pull-type mine. The length
of each trip wire is approximately the bursting
radius of the mine. Trip wires are anchored to
stakes or low bushes a few inches above the
ground. Each mine in a cluster of mines is laid
about 5 paces from the anchored end of the trip
wire of the nearest adjacent mine. Antipersonnel
mine field clusters are sited and laid as close to-
gether as the number of available mines and the
area to be mined permits.

b. Antipersonnel mines usually are laid by en-
gineers or under engineer supervision, rather than
by the antitank mine platoon. However, the anti-
tank mine platoon is trained to lay antipersonnel
mines in conjunction with antitank mine fields,
or to lay antipersonnel mine belts when engineers
are not available. When the use of antipersonnel
mines is authorized, the antitank mine platoon
either lays these mines or assists engineer troops
in laying them. When antitank mine fields, road
blocks, and other obstacles are difficult to cover by
small arms fire, antipersonnel mines increase the
effectiveness of these obstacles. This hampers the
enemy mine field reconnaissance and causes casu-
alties when he attempts to neutralize such ob-
stacles. At night, trip flares are used in conjunc-
tion with antipersonnel mines to warn friendly
troops of enemy activity and to indicate the
enemy's exact location in the mind field. Proper
siting, laying, and recording of antipersonnel
mines requires a high degree of training.
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c. Siting an antipersonnel mine belt is done by
a siting party of one noncommissioned officer and
three pioneers, under the platoon leader's direc-
tion. This party lays out tracing tape on the
ground as indicated by the platoon leader and
marks the trace between points of change in the
direction of this reference.

d. Antipersonnel mines are laid in belts con-
sisting of one or more clusters of mines. Each
cluster consists of three mines laid in an irregular
triangle with trip wires attached. Additional pres-
sure-type mines may be added to the cluster. Each
squad is organized into three-man details. Each
detail lays one antipersonnel mine cluster at a
time. The squad leader indicates the location of
each mine. He supervises the burying, arming,
and camouflaging of mines in each cluster (fig.
44). When antipersonnel mines are laid in an an-
titank mine sectilon, a separate antipersonnel
mine detail lays, arms, and camouflages the anti-
personnel mines. This is done after all antitank
mines in the section are laid and armed. More than
one antipersonnel mine cluster of three mines each
may be laid in any antitank mine field section.
Antipersonnel mines are laid far enough from the
antitank mines, and from other antipersonnel
mines to prevent simultaneous detonation of more
than one mine. The standard marking fence for
antipersonnel mines is a single strand barbed wire
fence. Standard mine field marking signs are
modified to indicate the presence of antipersonnel
mines.
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Q) WHEN MINES ARE ALL PLACED AND AFTER CLUSTERS ARE RECORD.
ED AND SKETCHED BY THE RECORDING PARTY. THE MINES ARE
ARMED UNDER DIRECTION OF PLATOON SERGEANT AND SQUAD
LEADER.

Figure 44. The squad leader designates men to lay anti-
personnel mine field clusters, and supervises laying, bury-

ing, arming, and recording.

e. The platoon leader sees that the mine fields
are safeguarded by fences and warning signs on
all sides and protected by fire.

170. REMOVING MINE FIELDS. a. Reconnaissance be-
gins immediately after the contact is made with
a mine field. The purpose of mine field reconnais-
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sance is to locate the near edge, the extent of the
frontage, any existing gaps, the depth, trace, and
pattern, types of mines, and the location of suc-
cessive belts of mines of a mined area; to de-
termine the location of related obstacles such as
swamps and antitank ditches; and to locate any
existing routes through such obstacles. Mine field
reconnaissance may last for only a few minutes,
as in the case of a column stopped by an antitank
mine road block, or it may continue indefinitely
in a static situation. Information on enemy mine
fields is obtained primarily by patrols. Additional
information may be obtained from friendly units,
aerial photographs, interrogation of prisoners of
war, captured enemy maps and mine field records,
and from local inhabitants. In the deliberate re-
moval of a friendly mine field, the mine field rec-
ord is used to check the removal of all mines.

b. Each antitank mine squad is capable of a
deliberate mine field reconnaissance (fig. 45).
Two men cover each squad with small arms. The
remaining men are equipped as lightly as possible.
A reserve and getaway man may be used as a re-
placement. He reports to the platoon leader all in-
formation obtained by the reconnaissance party.
The squad reconnoiters a 3- to 6-foot path through
the mine field. The squad starts at a predetermined
point and stops when it reaches the enemy side of
the mine field. It examines all mines and booby
traps in the footpath. Whenever a new type mine
can be disarmed and removed, it is turned over to
the regimental S-2 for study by technical intel-
ligence agencies. The reconnaissance record is a
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centerline cord on which knots are tied, or tags
are fastened to indicate the location and type of
each mine. This cord is turned over to the regi-
mental S-2, and forwarded through intelligence
channels.

c. When time does not permit the deliberate
removal of an entire mine belt or mine field sec-
tion, lanes may be breached through enemy mine
fields before an attack. Breaching operations are
concealed by darkness smoke, or supporting weap-
on's fire. Fire support is provided for the breach-
ing personnel when it will not conflict with mea-
sures to preserve secrecy. Before an area is
cleared, it is outlined with white tape. Initially,
an 8-foot lane is cleared for troops; next, an 8-
yard lane is cleared for one-way vehicle traffic;
and finally a 16-yard lane for two-way traffic (fig.
46). Breaching resembles a river crossing opera-
tion. It requires the establishment of a bridgehead
on the enemy side of the mine belt to cover the
widening of the lanes for tanks and other vehicles
supporting the attack. Mines are located for re-
moval, by the electrical detector method or by
probing. They are removed by using explosives or
ropes, or by hand. When removing mines by hand,
the lifters work at least 25 yards from each other
and from other personnel.

d. Electrical mine detectors are used to locate
metallic mines. When they are used, each squad
is divided into two detecting and lifting teams con-
sisting of one detector and two lifters each. Each
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MPNE DETECTOR OR PROBE CENTERLINE TPE LAID
'REGULAR OR SHORT ARM I PREVIOUSLY BY MINE FIELD

8Y.Y TAPES RECONNAISSANCE PATROL

RUNNER

Figure ~ Antitank mine squad may forMARKE MINE

Figure 46. Antitank mine squad may form a taping party
for breaching mine field lanes.

team clears a lane 8-feet wide. When the entire
platoon is used, a standard 16-yard lane is cleared
by using six electrical mine detectors (fig. 47).

e. Probing is used as a method of mine detec-
tion when mines are encountered that cannot be
located by electrical detectors. Using four probers,
each squad clears a 4-yard lane. Three squads clear
an 8-yard lane, by dividing the mine field into
areas as shown in figure 48.
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Figure 49. Mine field lanes are marked for day and night.
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f. Explosives are used frequently to clear foot-
paths or vehicle lanes when secrecy can be sacri-
ficed and speed is paramount. Heavy linear
charges such as the "snake" described in FM 5-
31 are obtained from ammunition supply points.
This method is not always dependable, particularly
over broken ground or heavily overgrown areas,
but can be used with minimum exposure of the
troops. Some heavy linear charges are designed to
be placed and fired by men protected in tanks.

g. A lane is tested before it is opened for traf-
fic. To detonate any mines overlooked or buried
below normal depth, each lane is checked with a
pilot vehicle, preferably an armored vehicle. The
driver is protected by sand bags, by having the
fuel tanks almost empty, and by taking rapid es-
cape measures. Cleared lanes for vehicles are
clearly marked for day or night use (fig. 49).

171. ROAD BLOCKS. a. Road blocks are covered
initially by fire and designed to stop vehicles mov-
ing along a single route. Road blocks are located
in defiles; where a road runs through dense woods
or through a swamp, in ravines, between high
banks, or on other terrain where it is difficult for
vehicles to pass or move off the road. To gain
surprise, a road block is best located behind a
hill crest or a bend in the road where it is con-
cealed from enemy observation. A camouflaged
road block increases surprise. A road- block lo-
cated in defilade as well as in concealment is less
vulnerable to enemy fire.

b. The antitank mine platoon is capable of con-
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structing road blocks in the form of abatis, craters,
and bridge and road demolitions. It also uses over-
turned vehicles or other expedients. Antitank
mines laid across a road and adjacent bypasses
provide an effective road block when covered by
fire. The type of road block used depends upon its
location, the enemy situation, the available mate-
rials and time, and the ability to cover the road
block by fire. Antitank mines provide the most
expedient type of obstacle. An abatis can be con-
structed with more effort and additional time, but
requires less material. Any physical barrier must
be strong enough to withstand direct fire and the
crushing power of modern armored vehicles.
Craters and bridge demolitions often are more
effective and easier to make in natural defiles. A
road block may contain several types of obstacles.
For example, a crater may have antitank mines
on its flanks to prevent hasty bypassing. On an
important route of enemy movement a road block
is constructed in depth, either at intervals where
craters and mines are used, or continuously when
abatis are used.

c. The road block is located and constructed to
deceive the enemy of its type, location, and extent.
A moderate number of dummy road blocks causes
some delay. The delay caused by a road block
which cannot be bypassed includes the time re-
quired for the enemy to deploy, maneuver and
drive off the defenders, plus the time required to
reduce, neutralize, or remove obstacles.

d. A road block is defended by antitank weap-
ons, automatic weapons, and riflemen. Artillery
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fires are available, on call, when range and com-
munication permit. Defenders choose commanding
ground with good observation, fields of fire, cover
and concealment in front or on the flanks of the
obstacle (fig. 50). Routes of withdrawal of de-
fenders and weapons carriers are planned in ad-
vance and coordinated with other road blocks to
the rear.

172. EXPLOSIVES AND DEMOLITIONS. a. The anti-
tank mine platoon is trained to use high explo-
sives for demolition work. It is equipped with a
limited amount of explosives and accessories for
the construction of nonelectric charges. Demoli-
tions are used to blow road block craters, to de-
stroy enemy obstacles, to destroy enemy emplace-
ments, to gap enemy mine fields, and for other
purposes. In retrograde movements important
bridges and roads through critical defiles are pre-
pared for demolition. Such charges are guarded
until blown. Men responsible for blowing them are
carefully instructed to insure timely detonation,
to prevent our own troops from being cut off, and
to guarantee that the enemy is delayed. Craters
and demolitions, like other obstacles, are more
effective when covered by fire.

b. A primer is a small explosive charge, usu-
ally a half-pound block, used to accomplish posi-
tive and complete detonation of the main charge.
Nonelectric primers are assembled from the non-
electric cap, the time fuze, and the fuze lighter.
These are accessories found in the demolition kit
authorized for the antitank mine platoon.
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Figure 50. Antitank mines in a road block are laid in depth
and covered by riflemen and antitank weapons.
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c. A time fuze burns at approximately 40 sec-
onds per foot. Before constructing the primer, a
short piece of time fuze is tested to determine the
exact burning rate. Based upon the rate, as de-
termined by test, a length of fuze is cut long
enough to permit the firer to reach a place of
safety. One end of the fuze is inserted snugly into
a nonelectric cap and the open end of the cap is
carefully crimped on the time fuze with a pair of
cap crimpers. The plugged end of the fuze lighter
is opened and the remaining end of the fuze is
forced completely into the fuze lighter. Finally,
the cap is carefully inserted into the well of a
primer and tied in place. When a plastic explosive
is used as a primer, a piece is molded tightly
around the cap. When the fuze lighters are not
available, a match is inserted in a half-inch cut in
the fuze. The primed explosives block then is ready
to place in the main charge. The main charge sur-
rounds the primer and is in close contact with it.
For critical charges to be used in assault opera-
tions, two separate primers are used and both are
ignited together to insure detonation. FM 5-25
contains a discussion of demolition charges and
safety rules.

d. The main charge is the explosive itself. Two
factors determine its effectiveness-the amount
of the explosives and the placing of the charge.
It is better to overestimate than to underestimate
the charge. Charges are placed close to or inside
of the object to be destroyed. Placing sand bags
or similar material over a charge to confine it
increases its effectiveness. Charges made of stand-
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:ard issue explosives are calculated by simple meth-
ods as explained in FM 5-25. When placed in con-
tact with timber or steel and securely fastened,
-one pound of TNT, as a rule, cuts a piece of timber
whose cross section has an area of 40 square
inches, or a piece of steel whose cross section has
an area of two thirds to one square inch. Bridge
-demolition, road cratering, and wall breaching
require large quantities of explosives, and special
placing arrangements which are shown in FM
5-25.

e. Charges may be improvised from land mines,
aerial bombs, or artillery shells. Approximately
one-half of a land mine's total weight is explosive
material. When placed against the pressure plate
of one mine that has been fuzed, a primer made
up with one-half pound block of explosive is ade-
quate to detonate a large number of mines. Gen-
eral purpose aerial bombs make suitable cratering
charges, particularly when placed in a culvert un-
der a road. Bombs of under 500 pounds require
a primer and 5 pounds of explosive in contact with
the middle of the bomb body. Bombs of over 500
pounds require a primer and 10 pounds of ex-
plosive. Separate priming is necessary for each
large bomb. Artillery shells are not efficient for
demolition because of their relatively small ex-
plosive content. Shells up to 340-mm are detonated
by 2 pounds of explosive placed in contact with the
shell just forward of the rotating band. Dud shells
or bombs, or land mines that have been subjected
to artillery fire are not used for demolition. The
explosive equipment in the demolition kit includes
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explosives, firing devices, and accessories to pre-
pare one or more charges for nonelectric detona--
tion. For extensive work it is necessary to obtaini
additional explosives in bulk and some accessories,
such as time fuze, detonating cord, and caps. For
the use of various types of explosives and detona-
tors in demolition work, see FM 5-25.

173. PIONEERING. a. The construction of simple
structures or obstacles is possible, using hand!
tools in the field. The antitank mine platoon is
trained to construct obstacles, covered shelters,,
culverts and short span bridges, and to maintain,
roads and trails. The platoon uses pioneering
methods in this work. The tools available to the
platoon include axes, picks, and shovels to equip
all platoon members at one time. Explosives are
valuable aids to pioneering, especially where pow-
er-driven cutting tools are not available and
speed is essential. Expendable materials used in
pioneer work include large nails, heavy wire, and
rope. Standing timber or locally available lumber
is required for certain tasks. The truck-mounted
winch is useful in handling timber and other heavy
materials.

b. Obstacles are constructed using pioneering
methods and whatever materials are available.
Axes are available for cutting timber; however, it
may be cut by using explosives. Truck winches are
used in moving abatis, timber, and other materials
into position to reduce the amount of man han-
dling. To construct antitank ditches involves ex--
tensive use of heavy earth moving equipment, or
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explosives. Both of these methods are beyond the
normal capabilities of the antitank mine platoon.
The limited manpower and light equipment of the
antitank mine platoon usually restricts their con-
struction to the improvement of natural gullies or
ravines by steepening the sides.

c. Covered shelters sometimes are required to
permit continuous operations in inclement weather
when buildings are not available, or during heavy
enemy fire. Covered emplacements are described
in FM 5-15.

d. Road and trail mainetnance is necessary to
accommodate vehicular traffic and to provide biv-
ouac access routes. Hand tools are used to im-
prove trails. Road and trail maintenance is done
by opening up ditches, improvising firm surfaces
for fordable stream bottoms, replacing washed out
culverts, and repairing craters.

e. Craters are repaired by digging out the loose
debris, squaring up the sides and bottom, and re-
filling with rock, sand bags, log cribbing, or ram-
med earth (fig. 51).

f. Short span bridges can be built readily from
felled timber by using hand tools and a truck
winch. When sound, 18-inch log stringers are
used on firm foundations, these hasty, timber
bridges can support 55 tons over a 15-foot gap.
For construction and maintenance of roads, trails,
culverts, and bridges, see FM 5-10.
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THE SIDES OF THE CRATER ARE SQUARED OFF

THE CRATER IS THEN FILLED WITH ROCK-

OR TIMBERS, AND LEVELED WITH MATERIAL

SIMILAR TO THE ORIGINAL ROAD BED

Figure 51. The antitank mine platoon is trained to
repair craters.
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Section III. TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT

174. GENERAL. The antitank mine field is a tacti-
cal obstacle. Its location and trace are coordinated
with the locations and missions of other obstacles
and weapons. This is done to preserve the in-
tegrity of the fire plan and the offensive scheme
of maneuver or defensive organization of the
ground. The antitank mine platoon may be supple-
mented by mine laying details from other infantry
units. The extent of any mine field is limited by
time and the availability of mines or men. There-
fore, the tactical effectiveness of a mine field can
be increased by connecting the mine field to some
other obstacle which will also stop or divert hostile
tanks, or impede their progress so that antitank
fire can be massed upon them. A stream, gully,
heavily wooded area, man-made ditch, or dummy
mine field can be used to extend a mine field in this
manner. Antitank mine fields are classed as unit
mine fields, division mine fields, nuisance mine
fields, and dummy mine fields. The antitank mine
platoon may lay or assist in laying unit, nuisance,
and dummy mine fields, or sections of a division
mine field. Mines laid temporarily for local securi-
ty are not classified as mine fields.

a. A unit antitank mine field is laid for the im-
provement of the defense of a unit by providing
protection to a position. When time permits co-
ordination by higher commanders, unit mine fields
may become a part of a division mine field.

b. A division antitank mine field is a large scale
mine belt. It is laid under the division engineer's
supervision for the protection of the division as
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a whole. It is based on an over-all barrier plan de-
veloped by the division commander and his staff,
or by higher headquarters.

c. A nuisance antitank mine field is laid during
retrograde movements to delay the enemy or to
cause him to avoid routes that favor his advances.
Mines are not marked, and are scattered in non-
standard patterns, individually concealed, and
normally not covered by defensive fire. Only an
army or separate task force commander acting
alone can authorize this installation. It frequently
includes a large proportion of antipersonnel
mines.

d. A dummy antitank mine field is a simulated
obstacle employed to delay and confuse the enemy.
They may be located alone or used to extend and
supplement live fields. Dummy mine fields may be
installed by any unit but their placement should
be supervised by an engineer officer to insure that
they resemble live mine fields.

e. Terrain evaluation is the basis for the deci-
sion as to the antitank mine field's location. In
open terrain, mechanized units seek a more pro-
tected approach route, when possible, to avoid
hostile antitank fires. Tanks seek terrain corri-
dors and other defiladed routes of approach which
serve to limit the use of antitank weapons. By
blocking natural approaches, antitank mines force
enemy tanks into the open. This reduces the num-
ber of antitank guns needed to defend the area
and increases their effectiveness in covering the
area as a whole (figs. 52, 53, and 54).
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MAIN LINE OF RESISTANCE

SECOND SITUATION

FAVORABLE EXCELLENT FOR
FORTANKS TANKS

NO 2 NO 3

RESTRICTED GOOD FIELDS
FIELDS OF FIRE OF FIRE

200 YARDS 200 YARDS

IF 300 ADDITIONAL MINES ARE AVAILABLE THEY
ARE LAID ACROSS AREA NO 2 OR...

THIRD SITUATION

ESS FAVORABLE EXCELLENT FOR
FOR TANKS TANKS

NO 2 NO 3

GOOD FIELDS GOOD FIELDS
OF FIRE OF FIRE

200 YARDS 200 YARDS

ACROSS AREA NO 3 IF AREA NO 2 HAS
GOOD FIELDS OF FIRE

Figure 53. The distance between obstacles, the effect of
the terrain on tank maneuverability and fields of fire, and
the number of mines available determine the location of

a mine field.
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f. Local security is provided to protect mine
fields against enemy reconnaissance and removal.
Undefended mine fields delay the enemy only so
long as it takes him to locate and remove the
mines. However, small-arms fire prevents his de-
liberate removal of the mines and hinders his
reconnaissance of the actual and dummy mine
fields. Automatic weapons are desirable mine
field security. Antitank weapons sited to cover
mine fields increase the effectiveness of the mines
by destroying damaged or disabled tanks in the
mine field and preventing the enemy's use of spe-
cial mechanized vehicles designed to neutralize
mine fields. The antitank mine platoon or a pla-
toon detachment is responsible for defending the
mine field with small-arms fire until relieved by
higher authority.

g. The antitank mine platoon missions include-
(1) Laying, camouflaging, marking, record-

ing, and reporting antitank mine fields.
(2) Preparing dummy mine fields or dummy

sections of actual mine fields.
(3) Preparing and protecting road blocks.
(4) Reconnoitering mine fields and sending

men with mine reconnaissance patrols
from other units.

(5) Removing or breaching, marking, re-
cording, and reporting enemy or friendly
mine fields.

(6) Salvaging unexploded mines.
(7) Delivering mines to other units.
(8) Laying, camouflaging, marking, record-

ing, reporting, neutralizing, and recov-
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ering antipersonnel mines and booby
traps.

(9) Pioneering missions such as preparing
demolitions and constructing obstacles.

(10) Guarding mines and mine fields.

175. MOVEMENT TO CONTACT. a. During route
column the antitank mine platoon moves admini-
stratively; however, the men and equipment are
loaded so that it can change quickly into a tactical
column. The basic load of mines, explosives, demo-
litions, and individual ammunition is either car-
ried forward during the route column, or obtained
from supply sources at the beginning of the tac-
tical column. The platoon may assist in removing
enemy mines and other obstacles. The need for
mines in antitank defense normally is not ex-
pected during route column.

b. During tactical column the antitank mine
platoon ordinarily moves with the main body of
the regiment. The regimental commander directs
its use. The platoon or a detachment may be at-
tached to a security force to assist in installing
or removing road blocks, locating and breaching.
enemy mine fields, or clearing roads and mines. It
may also construct mined road blocks across de-
files to protect the main body against surprise
mechanized attacks. When road blocks are used,
they are covered by friendly small arms and anti-
tank fire. Mines are recovered so that they do not
endanger friendly troops and vehicles. They are
used again when recovered undamaged.
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c. When the advance, flank, or rear guards are
likely to encounter enemy armor, mines are kept
in readiness to block roads for the advancing
column's protection. Flank protection is provided
by placing mined road blocks across routes lead-
ing in from the flanks. On temporary halts and
in bivouac, the antitank mine platoon helps pro-
vide local security against enemy mechanized and
other vehicles for the regimental command post
or the entire bivouac area. This is done by estab-
lishing road blocks or by laying mines across
likely tank approaches into the occupied area.
These are located as directed by the regimental
commander or the commander of the unit to which
the platoon or a detachment is attached.

d. Placing the mines is coordinated with other
security elements, including foot and motorized
or mechanized units and antitank weapons. These
road blocks or mine belts are located beyond a ter-
rain feature which denies the enemy observation
and fire into the bivouac area. They also are lo-
cated to reduce the number of roads into the biv-
ouac area to a few which the antitank weapons
can cover effectively. On routes which are kept
open for friendly vehicles, the mines are placed
in piles beside the road. A mine-laying detail is
kept in readiness to lay these mines hastily across
the road when warned of enemy tank approach.
When the road has to be blocked, these mines are
tied together in advance to save time.

e. During the approach march greater empha-
sis is placed upon clearing enemy obstacles from
the roads in front of the regiment. To protect the
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regiment against a tank attack in an assembly
area, the antitank mine platoon may lay mines or
provide men to assist the battalions in laying
them (fig. 55). In this case, the mines are placed
across the principal routes which might favor
enemy armor. When the battalions deploy and
move toward the attack, the antitank mine pla-

AND MINE DUMPS
ARE NEARBY TO
CLOSE 'THEM

Figure 55. The antitank mine platoon lays and defends
mine fields to secure the regimental assembly area.
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toon recovers these mines and resumes its road
clearing mission.

176. ATTACK. The antitank mine is a static weap-
on. During the attack its use is limited to security
missions, protection of the attacker during re-
organizations, defense against enemy counterat-
tacks, and protection of command posts and as-
sembly areas. In the attack, the antitank mine pla-
toon is used for mine field reconnaissance, and for
breaching and the deliberate removal of friendly
and enemy mine fields. When not engaged in lay-
ing, defending, locating, breaching, or removing
mine fields, the platoon performs pioneer missions.
These include repairing and improving roads and
bridges, or maintaining and protecting communi-
cation routes. However, such pioneering missions
are assigned primarily to each battalion's pio-
neer and ammunition platoon (FM 7-20).

177. REORGANIZATION. As each objective is
gained during the attack, the antitank mine pla-
toon reorganizes. Preparations are made either to
continue the attack or to defend the objective
against a counterattack. The antitank mine pla-
toon may be used to help secure the objective area
against a counterattack by enemy armor, to pro-
vide antitank mine protection for the regimental
command post, or to block routes leading into the
assembly areas used during the reorganization.
In the defense against a counterattack, antitank
mines are placed hastily in a standard pattern
across likely tank approaches and later, when time
permits, they are buried and camouflaged. Action
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is taken to make sure that the antitank mines do
not interfere with the continuation of the attack.
When existing natural tank obstacles or known
enemy limitations prevent the use of enemy tanks,
the platoon may be assigned other missions. These
missions include mine field reconnaissance and
breaching, preparatory to continuing the attack;
pioneer tasks to improve communication routes
and to neutralize obstacles; assisting in ground
security measures and preparing explosives for
use in continuing the attack when the regiment is
operating against prepared positions or fortifica-
tions. During each reorganization, the platoon
leader contacts his squad leaders, determines his
platoon's strength and combat effectiveness, makes
changes in organization as are needed because of
losses during the action, informs the headquarters
company commander of his platoon's condition
and needs, obtains information of the operation
to follow, and completes his preparation for con-
tinuing the support of the attack.

178. PURSUIT. The regiment may pursue the enemy
as part of the direct pressure or encircling force.
When used with the direct pressure force, the
antitank mine platoon reconnoiters and breaches
mine fields, reduces enemy road blocks, lays mines
to protect the regiment's flanks against counter-
attack by enemy armor, performs pioneer tasks
for the improvement of routes, and disarms booby
traps. When a part of the encircling force, the
platoon performs the same missions, or lays anti-
tank mines across the enemy's withdrawal route.
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179. DEFENSE. a. The antitank mine platoon lays
antitank mine fields in the defense as directed
by the regimental commander. In a sustained de-
fense, the mine fields are coordinated with the an-
titank defense of the battalions on the main line
of resistance or are incorporated into the division
mine fields. These are as extensive as the proba-
bility of enemy tank attack dictates or as the
availability of mines, additional mine laying per-
sonnel, time, and the need for retaining freedom
of action permit.

b. The regimental commander may assign sev-
eral missions to the antitank mine platoon as a
whole, and indicate priorities; or he may assign
several missions to elements of the platoon con-
currently. The platoon supports the regiment in
one of two ways. The bulk of the platoon is either
in support under regimental control (most com-
mon use), or all or part of the platoon is attached
to a battalion. When the platoon is in support,
priority of work of one or more squads may be
allotted to a battalion, or a list of tasks assigned
to the platoon to be completed in the order of their
priority. In this way, the regimental commander
allocates the platoon's work where the need for
unit mine fields is greatest or most immediate.

c. Obstacles, antitank mine fields, and antitank
weapons form the coordinated antitank defense
(fig. 56). Antitank mine fields are located to block

the most likely tank approaches to the main line
of resistance. They divert enemy tanks into areas
where fields of fire are best for antitank weapons;
they connect natural or artificial obstacles such
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as unfordable streams, heavily wooded areas,
steep slopes, gullies, tank ditches; and they
extend such an obstacle toward open terrain where
fields of fire are good, or divert tanks from an im-
portant terrain feature whose capture would
threaten the loss of the surrounding area. The
proper siting of mine fields permits the covering
of mine fields by small arms fire and the fire of
antitank weapons. It avoids neutralizing the mine
fields by the close defensive fires of friendly high
explosive weapons such as artillery and mortars.
Mines are not located within 50 yards of areas to
be occupied by friendly troops, to prevent casual-
ties from flying fragments of exploding mines, to
prevent interference with the fire fight by concus-
sion, and to keep the enemy tanks at greater
distances from the friendly troops.

d. The antitank mine platoon personnel may be
assisted by men from the unit to which they are
attached. When the number of mines to be laid
requires that the battalion personnel lay mines in
front of each battalion, men from the antitank
mine platoon serve as technical advisers. When
mine fields are laid under division control, they
may be used to assist the engineer troops.

e. The antitank mine platoon or a detachment
of the platoon may be attached to the combat out-
post. When attached to the combat outpost, anti-
tank mine squads or detachments are used in the
same manner as in a delaying action on succes-
sive positions.

180. WITHDRAWALS. a. In daylight withdrawals
the antitank mine platoon is used with the cover-
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ing force on the old position, with the outpost in
front of the new position, and on the new position.
Mines are laid across routes leading into the old
position, and are covered by fire or antitank weap-
ons and small arms until the covering force with-
draws. Other units relieve the antitank mine pla-
toon of the responsibility for protecting the mine
fields. All or part of the platoon may be attached
to the covering force. Mines are laid across the
withdrawal route and in front of any intermedi-
ate delaying positions to be occupied by the cov-
ering force on its way to the new position. After
the platoon has completed its missions in support
of the covering force, it may be attached to the
combat outpost of the new position. Here it also
lays mines to block routes leading toward the new
position. After the platoon has completed its mis-
sions in support of the combat outpost it reverts
to regimental control or is attached to a battalion
on the main line of resistance. Gaps are left in
each mine field across a route until all friendly
troops have passed through it toward the new
position, or until the enemy threatens to overrun
the mine field. To insure timely completion of all
mine fields; two or more detachments of the anti-
tank mine platoon may accomplish some of the
above phases concurrently. They also may be as-
sisted by other troops. In all of these phases, ex-
cept when laying mines immediately in front of
the main line of resistance, the antitank mine pla-
toon operates the same as during a delaying action
on successive positions (fig. 57).
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Figure 57. Typical missions of the antitank mine platoon
in retrograde movements.
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b. Night withdrawal is similar to daylight with-
drawal in the use of the antitank mine platoon.
More time is available for reconnaissance, plan-
ning, issuance of detailed orders, and for the
deliberate execution of plans. Reconnaissance is
made during daylight. The reconnaissance party
inspects the new position and routes to it before
the withdrawal. When the platoon leader accom-
panies the reconnaissance party, he evaluates most
likely enemy tank routes along the axis of with-
drawal and on the flanks. He makes recommen-
dations to the regimental commander through the
S-3 or his company commander for the locations
of mine fields, and for the use of the antitank
mine squads. During the withdrawal, the platoon
is used to lay mine fields in front of and within
the covering force position, to lay mines across
roads between the covering force and the new
position, particularly along the outpost line, and
to assist in laying mine fields in front of the new
battle position.

181. DELAYING ACTION. The use of the antitank
mine platoon in a delaying action is similar to its
use during a withdrawal. Every possible means
is used to delay the enemy and to avoid decisive
combat. Covering forces protect the main body
from being interfered with, contained, outflanked,
or engaged in decisive combat by the enemy. Anti-
tank mine fields are effective when placed across
routes of the enemy advance, particularly in de-
files, to delay the enemy's mobile units, and to
secure the flanks against tank attack (fig. 57).
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Elements of the antitank mine platoon are at-
tached to the delaying force. They may be at-
tached to security forces on the flanks whenever
the enemy is capable of using armor against the
flanks, or when required for demolition and pio-
neer missions. Whenever time permits, the mines
are buried in a standard six-row mine belt pat-
tern and camouflaged. They are covered by the
fire of small arms, automatic weapons, and anti-
tank weapons. When specifically authorized, mines
can be scattered hastily across roads and defiles
and left uncovered during a withdrawal to succes-
sive positions. Whenever the decisions of higher
commanders contemplate the use of persistent
chemicals, the characteristics of mines favor their
use along with these materials. When used after
friendly small arms and antitank weapons cover-
ing these mines are withdrawn, persistent chemi-
cals increase enemy casualties at road blocks.

182. RETIREMENT. During the withdrawal phase of
a retirement, the antitank mine platoon is used as
in any other withdrawal. After contact is broken
and freedom of maneuver is regained, security
measures are the principal consideration. The ac-
tion then resembles the movement to contact.
When contact is to be resumed, the platoon ac-
complishes its resupply and reorganization in
preparation for the next operation.

183. RELIEF IN CONTACT. The antitank mine pla-
toon leader of the relieving unit contacts the anti-
tank mine platoon leader of the unit being re-
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lieved. The relieving platoon leader makes a day-
light reconnaissance of the area immediately in
rear of each division mine field in the regimental
sector. He also makes a reconnaissance of any unit
mine fields within the sector. He inquires as to
other antitank mine platoon missions assigned to
the unit being relieved, and sees that he under-
stands all details concerning them. He reports out-
standing features of his mission and the location
of existing mine fields to the regimental S-3 and
the headquarters company commander and re-
ceives orders directing any change in missions
assigned to him. He instructs the squad leaders
and the platoon headquarters man in their mis-
sions. His instructions to the platoon include the
time, method, and probable duration of the relief.
The relieving platoon leader makes sure that the
commander in whose area an element of the anti-
tank mine platoon operates is so informed. The
relief usually is made at night. Measures are taken
to insure control and secrecy, and to avoid noise
and confusion.

184. AIRBORNE OPERATIONS. As airborne troops
in the initial phase of their assault are vulnerable
to tank attack, the airborne antitank mine platoon
is given a high priority of arrival in the combat
area. It usually is transported to combat by glider
or assault aircraft so as to have its tactical trans-
portation and basic load of mines immediately
available. Advance parties may precede the pla-
toon by parachute to reconnoiter and to provide
guides. The platoon's first missions are assigned
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before launching the assault. These missions in-
clude establishing hasty road blocks and other ob-
structions to secure the regiment against a mecha-
nized attack. They also include destruction of
enemy antiairborne obstacles. The use of the air-
borne antitank mine platoon after landing cor-
responds to its use in each similar ground tactical
situation. Small antitank mines are available for
airborne units. One of these mines may be car-
ried by each man in other units not already bur-
dened by additional equipment. Additional mines
may be assembled in dumps immediately after
they are landed. When units other than the anti-
tank mine platoon lay mines, the platoon may be
required to provide men to assist these units in
laying mine fields.

185. ANTIAIRBORNE DEFENSE. The organization of
an area for antiairborne defense is characterized
by the construction of obstacles. Some of this con-
struction consists of obstructing likely landing
areas for passive defense. During the organiza-
tion of an area for antiairborne defense, the anti-
tank mine platoon is used to assist in obstructing
landing areas. The platoon either performs these
missions under regimental order or provides de-
tachments to assist the battalions in this type of
work. The antitank mine platoon performs pio-
neer missions to repair any damage to roads or
installations in the regimental area resulting from
the bombing phase of the airborne attack. The
platoon provides its own ground security during
the defense. It is also prepared to assist the regi-
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ment in containing, isolating, or destroying the
landed enemy.

186. SPECIAL OPERATIONS-ATTACK OF A FORTI-
FIED LOCALITY. These operations are characterized
by extensive mine field reconnaissance and breach-
ing, and by the use of explosives and demolitions
against emplacements, pillboxes, bunkers, built up
areas, and underground protection used by the
enemy. The antitank mine platoon accomplishes
mine field reconnaissance and breaching. Division
and supporting engineers are concerned primarily
with providing the demolition teams. However,
the antitank mine platoon may be required to pro-
vide additional men to augment the engineer
teams, to operate as additional teams, or to assist
the rifle units in the use of demolitons. The pla-
toons also take part in flame-thrower training
with the other regimental units, because it may
use flame throwers during this type of operation.

187. SPECIAL OPERATIONS-OPERATIONS AT RIVER
LINES. Operations at a river line take advantage of
the fact that deep, swift, unfordable streams and
rivers are formidable obstacles to tanks. In de-
fensive operations the effectiveness of such obsta-
cles is increased by the use of mines at natural
approaches to crossing sites on the far bank, at
landing areas on the near bank, and in areas
where bridging equipment may be unloaded and
assembled. During a river line defense the anti-
tank mine platoon is used to deliver, lay, mark,
and record mine fields. The location of these mine
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fields is considered in planning defensive fires so
that mines are not disturbed by friendly fires.
The mines on the far bank and on the near bank
are covered by automatic weapons, small-arms,
and antitank weapons located on the near bank.
The antitank weapon units are informed of the
mine field locations so that the majority of these
weapons may be concentrated to block other tank
approaches. During an attack of a river line, the
engineers usually reconnoiter all near shore areas
in the crossing plan; the antitank mine platoon
reconnoiters infantry assembly areas on the near
shore and areas on the far shore as directed by
the regimental commander. After a bridgehead
has been gained, the platoon may be used to lay
mines to secure it against enemy counterattacking
tanks. The platoon, or a part of it, may be at-
tached to an assault battalion to perform any of
these tasks.

188. SPECIAL OPERATIONS - NIGHT OPERATIONS.
Night combat permits extensive use of the anti-
tank mine platoon. The platoon is trained to re-
connoiter, breach, clear, remove, lay, and record
mine fields at night as well as during daylight.
Mine breaching or mine laying operations may be
carried out at night; even under enemy fire.
Where possible, a daylight reconnaissance is made
of the near side of an enemy mine field or the
intended location of a friendly mine field. Anti-
tank mine squads are trained to use the compass
at night. Trip flares are used in friendly mine
fields to give warning of an enemy reconnaissance
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of the mine field. Friendly mine fields are pro-
tected by small arms, automatic weapons, and
antitank weapons. Machine-gun final protective
lines are effective in protecting friendly mine
fields at night. All of these weapons are located
closer to the mine field at night than during
daylight. Listening posts may be stationed on the
enemy side of the mine field to give timely warn-
ing of enemy reconnaissance and breaching
parties.

189. SPECIAL OPERATIONS-OPERATIONS IN BUILT
UP AREAS. Combat in towns demands that the anti-
tank mine platoon be alert for the presence of
antitank and antipersonnel mines. Booby traps
are likely to be encountered in and around aban-
doned buildings. When mines and booby traps are
encountered, the platoon marks or removes them.
When the platoon lays mines in towns, these mines
are located to deny the enemy using direct ave-
nues through the town and to block approaches to
commanding localities. The principal highways,
bridges and their approaches, main streets
through important districts, cleared routes
through demolished areas, and other defiles are
blocked by mines or obstacles. They are covered
by small arms,. automatic weapons, and antitank
fire.

190. SPECIAL OPERATIONS - OPERATIONS IN
WOODS. Combat in woods hampers the movement
of mechanized vehicles. The use of direct-fire anti-
tank weapons also is limited. When tanks are
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used in wooded areas, antitank mines are used
to block areas which cannot be covered effectively
by antitank weapons. Mines are used with natural
obstacles such as swampy or impassable wooded
areas, and with abatis constructed with heavy
logs. When reconnoitering for mines in woods,
the antitank mine platoon is alert for trip wires
and other types of releases attached to antiper-
sonnel mines. Combat in woods may require pio-
neer missions for the platoon. These include de-
stroying obstacles, constructing bridges, and im-
proving roads and trails.

191. SPECIAL OPERATIONS - MOUNTAIN OPERA-
TIONS. Mountain operations restrict the use of
tanks. Narrow defiles such as mountain passes,
saddles, and stream channels leading into moun-
tain ranges are easier to block than open areas
where either force possesses freedom of maneuver.
Antitank mines are placed across these defiles.
In reconnoitering for enemy mine fields in moun-
tains, the antitank mine platoon investigates the
slopes toward the enemy as well as the approaches
along the near slope. When laying mines, con-
siderations of cover and concealment, especially
from the destructive effect of enemy direct and
observed fire, may dictate the selection of a reverse
slope position. Such a position increases surprise
and permits covering the mine field by fire from
organized localities along the main line of re-
sistance. Demolitions are used to create or remove
obstacles. Rock slides can be directed across ap-
proach routes by the use of explosives. Craters
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can be blown in critical locations where roads
pass through defiles. The antitank mine platoon
performs these tasks or provide the men to
assist other infantry units.

192. SPECIAL OPERATIONS-OPERATIONS IN SNOW
AND EXTREME COLD. Combat in snow and extreme
cold often limits tank operations to special pur-
pose armored vehicles. Smaller enemy vehicles
with wider tracks and lighter armor are expected
where snow is deep and relatively soft. The
cushioning effect of deep snow tends to prevent
mine detonation. However, after a thaw and sub-
sequent freezing temperatures, mines can be placed
on top of the resulting ice layer and covered by
new snow. Mine reconnaissance is impeded by
drifting snow. Because the men have to wear
heavy gloves or mittens almost continuously, they
are hampered in removing mines. The difficulty
of locating landmarks, moving on foot, and haul-
ing mines from the supply dumps hamper mine
laying and marking. Where conditions prevent the
use of armor, the antitank mine platoon is as-
signed demolition and pioneering missions. These
include road and trail maintenance, constructing
obstacles and road blocks, and blowing craters.
Demolition charges can be used to shatter the ice
on frozen lakes and streams to prevent enemy
vehicles from passing, and to prevent enemy air-
borne troops from landing on these areas.

193. SPECIAL OPERATIONS - OPERATIONS AT DE-
FILES. Combat in defiles lends itself to the use of
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mines. During the defense and during retrograde
movements, the antitank mine platoon lays and
defends mine fields and constructs obstacles to
block the enemy at defiles. During the movement
to contact and when pursuing, the platoon is used
to reconnoiter, breach, remove, or destroy mine
fields, or to demolish road blocks and other ob-
stacles placed in defiles by the enemy. When
authorized by higher commanders, persistent
chemicals are used to hamper or prevent enemy
removal of mines in defiles.

194. SPECIAL OPERATIONS--JUNGLE OPERATIONS.
Jungle terrain seldom is open enough to permit
tanks to deploy and move across country. Mines
are used to block the roads and trails to which
tanks may be limited. The antitank mine platoon
also lays mines along stream banks, across clear-
ings in the enemy's path, and for close-in protec-
tion of friendly occupied areas. It reconnoiters
similar areas and removes enemy mines. It may
use demolitions to neutralize obstacles. The pla-
toon also is assigned pioneer and demolition tasks.

195. SPECIAL OPERATIONS - DESERT OPERATIONS.
Desert operations favor the use of antitank mines.
However, the number of mines required often is
greater than in other types of terrain. Mine fields
are more extensive because of the freedom of
maneuver usually permitted to tanks in a desert.
Mine fields are easier to lay in relatively fine, dry
sand. Covering and camouflaging mines is not as
great a problem as in grassy areas. Observation
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and fields of fire are better in open terrain. Mine
fields are covered by fire more easily. For the same
reason mine field reconnaissance and removal dur-
ing the advance of friendly forces are more diffi-
cult. These operations are more vulnerable to
enemy defensive fires located to cover the enemy's
mine fields. For these reasons, the antitank mine
platoon operates largely at night in the desert.

196. SPECIAL OPERATIONS - AMPHIBIOUS OPERA-
TIONS. Amphibious operations against enemy
shores may encounter underwater mines and land
mines across the approaches inland from the
beach. Beach defenses by friendly forces likewise
use both antitank mines and underwater mines
to destroy landing craft as they approach the
beach. Navy underwater demolition teams remove
underwater mines before the landing of friendly
forces. The antitank mine platoon makes a mine
field reconnaissance of the beach above the water
line. It explores exit routes from the beachhead
area. It clears or breaches these areas to assist
the regiment to land, unload equipment, and ad-
vance inland. Engineer troops also may be as-
signed such missions, or may follow the regiment
and complete the clearing of mines from the
beach. In a defense against an amphibious land-
ing, the antitank mine platoon lays mines, con-
structs obstacles, or provides men to assist the
rifle units in these tasks.
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CHAPTER 6

SECURITY 'PLATOON

Section I. GENERAL

197. MISSION. The security platoon is the security
agency for close-in protection of the regimental
command post. Its strength and organization do
not permit a variety of other missions while it is
performing its security mission. However, the
security platoon does provide a source for trained
men to perform military police duties for the regi-
ment. These duties include providing guides
along march routes or in new areas to be oc-
cupied by the regiment, traffic control, prisoder
of war escort, control of civilians; control of strag-
glers, and disciplinary control of troops. When
military police missions are assigned to the se-
curity platoon, additional men may be required
from other units to increase the command post
security force.

198. ORGANIZATION. a. The security platoon con-
sists of a platoon headquarters and three security
squads. This unit is not authorized in tables of
organization and equipment for the headquarters
company, airborne infantry regiment.
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(1) The platoon headquarters consists of a
platoon leader, a platoon sergeant, and
drivers.

(2) Each security squad includes a squad
leader, an assistant squad leader, and
riflemen.

b. Transportation in the platoon headquarters
moves the platoon baggage. This transportation
also enables the platoon to perform limited motor-
ized patroling for traffic control during motor
marches and for other military police duties. The
platoon leader and the platoon sergeant are armed
with carbines. The squad members are armed
with rifles. The drivers are armed with subma-
chine guns. Rifle grenade launchers are authorized
in the squad and among the drivers. Each squad
has one rocket launcher for close-in antitank pro-
tection. The platoon headquarters has a .50 caliber
machine gun for antiaircraft protection and
ground security. This weapon can be fired from
a vehicle. The platoon headquarters has sound-
powered telephones for telephone communication
in each squad.

199. DUTIES OF PERSONNEL. a. Platoon headquarters.

(1) The platoon leader's duties include-
(a) Commanding the security platoon.
(b) Training, discipline, control, and tac-

tical employment of his platoon by
timely orders to his squad leaders.

(c) Preparing the security plan for the
regimental command post and submit-
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ting it to the headquarters company
commander (headquarters comman-
dant) for approval.

(d) Using his platoon to implement the
security plan when approved.

(e) Recommending the location of the
regimental prisoner of war collecting
point.

(f) Other military police duties that are
assigned to him by the headquarters
company commander.

(2) The platoon sergeant is second in com-
mand of the platoon. His duties include-

(a) Assisting the platoon leader.
(b) Taking charge of the platoon when

the platoon leader is absent.
(c) Commanding the platoon rear echelon

when the regimental headquarters dis-
places.

(d) Inspecting the old location for strag-
glers immediately before the old com-
mand post location is evacuated during
a displacement.

(3) Drivers' duties include-
(a) Operating the vehicles assigned to the

platoon headquarters.
(b) Maintaining their vehicles.
(c) Acting as platoon motor messengers

to transmit oral and written messages.
(d) Motor patroling during motor

marches.
(e) Fighting, when necessary.
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(f) Operating rifle grenade launchers for
close-in security and defense against
mechanized attack.

(g) Operating the .50 caliber machine gun,
or any other weapon which may be
mounted on their vehicles.

b. Security squad.
(1) The squad leader's duties include-

(a) Commanding the security squad.
(b) Maintaining a high standard of train-

ing, discipline, appearance, conduct,
and performance of all men in his
squad.

(c) Using his squad as directed in the
platoon leader's security plan.

(d) Supervising his squad members in the
performance of assigned military
police duties.

(2) The assistant squad leader is second in
command of the squad. His duties in-
clude-

(a) Assisting the squad leader in con-
trolling the squad.

(b) Taking charge of the squad when the
squad leader is absent. --

(3) The riflemen form the nucleus for
close-in security of the command post.
They are trained as guides, as guards for
prisoners of war, and in handling civil-
ians. They are trained to perform mili-
tary police duties and to handle disci-
plinary problems, to include straggling
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and disorder. Certain riflemen are armed
and trained as rifle grenaders and
rocket-launcher men. Selected riflemen
may accompany the regimental com-
mander on reconnaissance as bodyguards.

200. TRAINING. a. During basic unit training, the
security platoon conducts squad and platoon
training. Each squad conducts tactical exercises
as a unit until all men can work together as a
team. The squads then take part in platoon prob-
lems. During advanced unit training the platoon
takes part in battalion and regimental field
exercises in its security job and its military police
duties as the regimental commander directs.

b. Training in security work emphasizes in-
terior guard duty, constructing emplacements and
individual shelters, close-in protection against
enemy armor, recognition of enemy aircraft, air-
borne defense, and defense against chemical at-
tack.

c. Military police training includes traffic con-
trol, handling prisoners of war, straggler con-
trol, civilian control, guide duties, guarding ma-
teriel, control of activity in the .regimental
command post and parking area, counterintelli-
gence measures, civil disorders, and disciplinary
control of troops. Assistance may be obtained from
the division military police company in conduct-
ing this training.
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Section II. TECHNIQUE

201. GENERAL. The security platoon's operations
are divided into security missions and military
police duties.

a. Security missions include close-in and outer
defense of the regimental command post. The
platoon leader directs these missions. The head-
quarters company commander (headquarters com-
mandant) coordinates the security platoon with
the antitank mine platoon and all other men and
weapons available for command post security.

b. Military police duties include assisting and
supplementing the functions of the division mili-
tary police company in the regimental area of
responsibility. When military police are available,
but in insufficient numbers for carrying out local
military police activities, men of the security
platoon may be called upon to augment the mili-
tary police.

202. SECURITY OF THE REGIMENTAL COMMAND
POST. a. The security platoon prepares positions
from which the regimental command post can be
defended against attack. Air, antiairborne, and
antitank guards are posted to give warning of
enemy air, mechanized, or infantry attack. These
guards also give the warning of a chemical at-
tack.

b. Security within the command post is ac-
complished by passive measures, and by planning
and rehearsing active measures. The passive meas-
ures include slit trenches or shelters for all per-
sonnel, use of available cover and concealment,
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camouflage discipline, use of countersigns, and
warning system. Active measures include specific
security misssions for all available personnel for
an emergency, the tactical disposition of weap-
ons, and the construction of foxholes and em-
placements for the defense.

c. Outer security includes road blocks, mine
fields, and other obstacles, and the location of out-
posts across likely routes of enemy approach. The
outposts are located far enough from the com-
mand post to give a timely warning to the com-
mand post. The sound-powered telephones in the
platoon headquarters are used to install a warn-
ing system and to -coordinate the defense during
emergencies (fig. 58).

203. SECURITY DURING DISPLACEMENT. When the
quartering party goes forward to select a new
command post site, the security platoon leader
and selected men of his platoon accompany it. The
platoon leader makes a reconnaissance, assigns
each squad an area of responsibility, and posts
guards and guides. He remains at the new loca-
tion, leaving the platoon sergeant and the re-
mainder of the platoon at the old command post
until it closes. The old command post is inspected
to prevent leaving information for the enemy, and
to correct any unsanitary conditions. The sergeant
sees that no unauthorized person remains in the
old command post area. Upon completion of his
inspection, he leads the remainder of the platoon
to the new command post. One man of the platoon
remains as long as necessary to direct authorized
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Figure 58. The security platoon may provide guides,
operate traffic control posts, and man defenses for the

regimental command post.
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persons to the new command post. Platoon mem-
bers who are not used in security work during
the displacement assist in setting up the new com-
mand post and act as guides.

204. SECURITY IN BIVOUAC AND ASSEMBLY AREAS.
In bivouac, the security platoon provides for the
interior defense of the regimental command post
in the same way as when the regiment is in con-
tact with the enemy. (fig. 58). The nearness of
other regimental units may relieve the security
platoon from providing the outer security defense.
Guards are posted for air, antiairborne, and anti-
mechanized warning within the command post.
However, as the battalions move out of their as-
sembly areas, the security platoon assumes re-
sponsibility for outer security and warning sys-
tems for the command post.

205. SECURITY ROLE DURING MOVES AND MARCHES.
Security of the march column is provided by
advance, rear, and flank guards composed of other
regimental units. During foot marches the se-
curity platoon may provide local security for the
regimental staff and the regimental headquarters
company. When the regimental command post
moves, the security platoon may provide the
guides.

206. TRAFFIC CONTROL. The security platoon pro-
vides men for traffic control within the regimental
area of responsibility. When security platoon
members are used for traffic control, their duties
include-
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a. Regulating the traffic flow at intersections,
defiles, and in the vicinity of the regimental com-
mand post.

b. Providing route information to friendly
troops.

c. Enforcing traffic regulations.

207. CONTROL OF CIVILIANS. The security platoon
assists military government or civil affairs per-
sonnel or military police in controlling civilians
within the regimental area of responsibility to
prevent the congestion of routes. When civil af-
fairs or military government personnel or mili-
tary police are not available, the security platoon
performs these missions under the regimental
S-1's supervision. For military control of ci-
vilians, see FM 19-5.

Section III. TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT

208. GENERAL. The security platoon is used pri-
marily for close-in and outer security of the regi-
mental command post. However, when necessary
and when possible within its over-all capabilities,
it also performs military police duties.

209. MOVEMENT TO CONTACT. During route
column and tactical column, the security platoon
provides guides, and assists in traffic control along
the regiment's march route. During the approach
march, the platoon provides the security in the
command post between displacements, and pro-
vides guides during each displacement. Guides are
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picked up and displaced forward by truck after
the column has passed.

210. ATTACK. When the attack is launched from
the march, the security platoon establishes close-
in and outer security as soon as the command post
halts. When the attack is launched from a regi-
mental assembly area, the security platoon main-
tains security within the command post, and
establishes outer security as the battalions move
out of the assembly area. The platoon is responsi-
ble for command post antiaircraft, antitank, an-
tiairborne, and gas warning systems during all
phases of the attack.

211. REORGANIZATION. The regimental command
post may displace forward during a regimental
reorganization to be closer to the subsequent ac-
tion. A portion of the security platoon may be
used to assist in apprehending stragglers, in re-
lieving front line units of prisoners taken during
the attack, or in controlling traffic as the com-
mand post and administrative installations are
displaced forward. When the command post dis-
places forward, security platoon members are
used as guides in the new location, and as local
security while the command post is divided into
two echelons. To prevent surprise by enemy coun-
terattacks, the platoon leader keeps himself ad-
vised of the enemy situation.

212. PURSUIT. The security platoon works the
same way during a pursuit as during an attack.
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However, the command post may displace more
frequently. During a pursuit the enemy is usually
disorganized, and prisoners of war may be taken
in larger numbers. Therefore, police duties to in-
clude prisoners of war escort and traffic control
frequently are assigned to a portion of the pla-
toon.

213. DEFENSE. In defensive operations command
posts are farther to the rear than in the attack.
However, enemy patrols may be more active.
Security considerations require extensive meas-
ures for the defense against ground infiltration
and mechanized raids. The enemy may possess air
superiority in any area where friendly forces are
compelled to assume a defensive attitude. Warning
systems are planned and rehearsed. Passive meas-
ures are taken to protect the men in the command
post from observation and fire (par. 202). In the
defense, the bulk of the security platoon provides
outer security for the command post.

214. WITHDRAWALS, DELAYING ACTION, AND RE-
TIREMENTS. Wider frontages in delaying action
require more elaborate plans for security in the
command post, and limit the platoon's use on other
missions. In other retrograde movements, the bulk
of the command post displaces to the rear early
in the operation, leaving only a minimum of men
and equipment for communication and control.
The major portion of the platoon accompanies the
command post to the rear. When security mis-
sions do not involve the entire platoon, part of it
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is used for traffic control and the collection of
stragglers after it leaves the old position.

215. RELIEF IN CONTACT. Before the relief begins,
the security platoon leader of the relieving regi-
ment visits the command post of the regiment be-
ing relieved. He studies the command post security
plan with the security platoon leader being re-
lieved. He makes a reconnaissance of. close and
outer security positions. He determines the num-
ber of guides and guards used during daylight
and darkness. He makes notes of warning plans,
warning signals, and communication facilities
used. He advises the headquarters company com-
mander (headquarters commandant) of these de-
tails and recommends any additional security meas-
ures he considers necessary. When the platoon is
called on for guides, the platoon leader selects well
qualified men. Each guide is conducted over his
route, and is familiarized with his mission. Dur-
ing the relief, the platoon leader verifies that all
men are at their assigned locations. When his pla-
toon assumes responsibility for the defense of
the command post, he notifies the leader of the
unit being relieved. The incoming platoon may
receive prisoners held by the unit being relieved,
or assist in traffic control for the departing regi-
ment. Stragglers belonging to the departing unit
are sent to the rear along previously selected
straggler routes.

216. AIRBORNE OPERATIONS. The headquarters
company, airborne infantry regiment, does not
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have a security platoon. However, an infantry
regiment may be transported by air to its area
of operations. The security platoon travels in
the same serial with the advance echelon of the
regimental command post. For its operations
after landing, see the appropriate tactical situa-
tion described in this chapter.

217. ANTIAIRBORNE DEFENSE. The security platoon
provides close-in security for the regimental com-
mand post. Warning systems are prepared during
the planning phase. The platoon rehearses its
defense missions. It provides guides or assists in
traffic control during the movement of the mobile
striking forces.

218. SPECIAL OPERATIONS. a. During an attack of
a fortified locality, the security platoon functions
as in any coordinated attack.

b. During operations at river lines the security
platoon is used as described for the defense and
the attack, depending upon the tactical situation.

c. In night combat the bulk of the security
platoon provides security for the command post.
Listening posts and reconnaissance patrols re-
place the observation posts established during
daylight. The men are assigned to reliefs and sleep
in their positions when off duty to insure con-
tinuous operation and the availability of all men
during emergencies.

d. In combat in towns buildings frequently are
used for command post locations. The security
platoon investigates these buildings, clears out
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enemy troops and civilians, and checks for booby
traps. Security measures take advantage of build-
ings for observation. Cellars and masonry are
used for protection against enemy ground fire and
aerial bombardment. The platoon also may pro-
vide men for traffic and civilian control.

e. Other special operations include combat in
woods, mountain operations, combat in snow and
extreme cold, combat in defiles, jungle operations,
desert operations, and amphibious operations.
Their influence on the security platoon differs
only in the terrain and weather from the other
situations already discussed.

(1) Less observation exists in woods, there-
fore outer security groups are closer to-
gether, and patrols are used to maintain
contact.

(2) Movement is more tedious in mountain
operations but observation is better. The
command posts displace less frequently.
In the use of the security platoon during
offensive combat in mountains, priority
is given to close-in security of the com-
mand post to prevent interference by
enemy units which may infiltrate from
open flanks.

(3) Special training in patroling is neces-
sary for operations in snow and extreme
cold. Landmarks are more difficult to
identify, and more guides are necessary.

(4) Combat at defiles uses narrower front-
ages and greater depth. The command
posts are farther to the rear, and there
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are fewer routes to be covered by security
posts. During operations in snow and ex-
treme cold, undefended gaps may exist
in front lines and on open flanks. All-
around defense of the command post
by elements of the security platoon,
during these operations, usually requires
that the bulk of the platoon be used for
close-in security.

(5) Jungle operations are similar to combat
in woods. Movement is laborious and
slow, especially off roads and trails.

(6) Desert operations are characterized by
long range observation. The terrain con-
ditions favor. enemy mechanized raiding
parties against the command post.

(7) In amphibious operations, the security
platoon may be used, initially, for traffic
control in the beachhead or to guide com-
mand post personnel to the command
post location. After the advance has pro-
gressed inland from the beachhead and
the command post can displace forward,
the platoon is used as in any other offen-
sive operation.
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APPENDIX I

REFERENCES

1. MILITARY TERMS.

SR 320-5-1 Dictionary of United States
Army Terms.

Dictionary of United States Military Terms
for Joint Usage.

2. LIST OF TRAINING PUBLICATIONS.
SR 310-20 series.

3. TRAINING FILMS, FILM STRIPS, AND FILM BUL-
LETINS.

SR 110-1-1 Index of Army Motion Pic-
tures and Film Strips.

4. TRAINING AIDS.
FM 21-8, Military Training Aids.

5. REFERENCES FOR CHAPTER 1.

T/O&E 7-11 series Organization and
Equipment of the
Infantry Regi-
ment.

T/O&E 7-12 series Organization and
Equipment of the
Headquarters and
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Headquarters Com-
pany, Infantry
Regiment.

Tables of Basic Additional equipment
Allowances and supplies.

FM 7-20 Infantry Battalion.
FM 7-30 Service and Medical

Companies, Infan-
try Regiment.

FM 7-40 Infantry Rifle Regi-
ment.

FM 20-100 Army Ground Forces
Light Aviation.

FM 21-5 Military Training.
FM 21-8 Military Training

Aids.
TM 21-250 Army Instructions.
FM 100-10 Administration.
FM 101-5 Staff and Combat

Orders.
FM 101-10 Logistical Data.
SR 110-1-1 Index of Army Mo-

tion Pictures and
Film Strips.

6. REFERENCES FOR CHAPTER 2.

FM 6-20 Field Artillery Tac-
tics and Technique.

FM 6-40 Field Artillery Gun-
nery.

FM 6-101 Field Artillery Tac-
tics and Technique
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Battalion and Bat-
tery, Motorized.

FM 6-130 Field Artillery Intel-
ligence.

FM 7-15 81-mm Mortar Pla-
toon, Heavy Weap-
ons Company.

FM 7-37 Heavy Mortar Com-
pany, Infantry
Regiment.

TM 11-2552 Sound Locating
Equipment, GR-6.

FM 30-10 intelligence, Observa-
tion.

FM 100-5 Operations.

7. REFERENCES FOR CHAPTER 3.

CCBP 3-2 Radiotelephone Pro-
cedure.

FM 7-24 Communication in
the Infantry Divi-
sion.

FM 24-6 Radiotelegraph Pro-
cedure.

FM 24-16 Signal Orders, Rec-
ords and Reports.

FM 24-17 Message Center Pro-
cedure.

FM 24-18 Radio Communica-
tion.

FM 24-20 FieldWireTechnique.
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FM 100-5 Operations.
JANAP 131 Radiotelegraph Pro-

cedure.

8. REFERENCES FOR CHAPTER 4.

FM 2-20 Motorized Patroling.
FM 21-75 Scouting, Patroling,

and Sniping.
FM 30-5 Combat Intelligence.
FM 30-10 Military Intelligence,

Observation.
FM 30-15 Examination of En-

emy Personnel, Re-
patriates, Civilians,
Documents, and
Materiel.

FM 30-21 Aerial Photography
in Combat Intelli-
gence.

FM 30-25 Counterintelligence.
TM 30-215 Counterintelligence.
FM 100-5 Operations.

9. REFERENCES FOR CHAPTER 5.

FM 5-10 Routes of Communi-
cation.

FM 5-15 Field Fortifications.
FM 5-25 Explosive and Demo-

litions.
FM 5-31 Land Mine Warfare.
FM 5-34 Engineer Field Data.
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FM 5-35 Engineer Reference
Data.

FM 7-35 Tank Company, In-
fantry Regiment.

FM 21-105 Engineer Soldier's
Handbook.

FM 100-5 Operations.

10. REFERENCES FOR CHAPTER 6.

FM 19-5 Military Police.
FM 100-5 Operations.
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APPENDIX BV

DETAILED MESSAGE CENTER PROCEDURE

Section 1. OUTGOING MESSAGES

1. GENERAL. The procedure outlined herein is ap-
plicable to the message centers of infantry regi-
ments and battalions. Any similar procedure
which emphasizes speed and simplicity is ac-
ceptable.

2. PROCESSING. When a message is handed to the
message center chief to be sent, he enters on both
copies-

a. Time filed (the exact hour and minute he
received it).

b. Message center serial number (the next
higher number above that on the last message sent
during the current day).

c. How sent (the means selected by the message
center chief for transmittal).

3. TEMPORARY FILES. a. Live file. The original copy,
after processing is completed, is turnediover to the
transmitting agency by the message ceihter chief
unless the message is to be encryptographed. In
the latter case, it is turned over to the code clerk.
The duplicate copy is retained by the messsage
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center chief in a "live file." This file contains
duplicate clear-text or skeleton copies of all out-
going messages for which a receipt or notification
of transmission has not been received.

b. Dead file. As soon as a message has been re-
ceipted for, the duplicate copy is placed in the
dead file. The dead file contains duplicate clear-
text or skeleton copies of all outgoing messages
for which a notification of transmission or a re-
ceipt has been received. The dead file is collected
by the S-1 or his representative, periodically,
for disposition.

c. Code clerk's file. This file contains the original
clear-text copy of all outgoing messages sent in
code or cipher and the original copies of all incom-
ing code or cipher messages. This file is disposed
of as directed by the unit communication officer.

4. SERVICING. When the message center chief re-
ceives a receipt or a notification of transmission
for a message transmitted by an electrical means,
he enters the time of receipt and his initials or
personal sign on the face of the message-en-
circling both entries. This is called servicing.

5. SELECTION OF THE METHOD OF TRANSMISSION.
a. The message center chief employs the most suit-
able means available for the transmission of any
message. He must be kept informed, by the vari-
ous operators, as to the availability of all agencies
so that he can use the means at his disposal to the
best advantage.

b. The message center log is an informal record
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of the serviceability of the electrical agencies of
communication. In addition, the message center
log gives the message center chief a list of num-
bers to be used in assigning message center num-
bers to outgoing messages. When a number is
assigned, one diagonal line is drawn through that
number. When a receipt or notification of trans-
mission has been received for that message, an op-
posing diagonal line is drawn through that number
on the message center log. The message center log
also has a remarks column, which may be used.
by the message center chief to enter any pertinent
remarks relating to that message through which
he may be able to identify that message at a
later date. Message center logs may be prepared in
the following form:
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The message center chief makes a periodic check
with all agencies of communication in order to
insure that his message center log is kept up to
date.

6. ACTION TAKEN ON MESSAGES 0T BE TRANSMIT-
TED BY MESSENGER. a. When a message is received
in duplicate, the message center chief first proces-
ses each copy of the message and checks on his
message center log the number he assigns to
the message. He then enters the proper data on
a delivery envelope or delivery list and hands the
original of the mssage (in the delivery envelope
or attached to the delivery list, as the case may
be) to the messenger, and places the duplicate
copy in his live file.

b. The messenger delivers the message and has
the addressee sign the envelope or delivery list
at the time the message was received by the ad-
dressee.

c. The messenger then brings the receipted
envelope or delivery list back to his own message
center. The message center chief then services
his duplicate copy, places his duplicate copy in the
receipted envelope, and deposits both in the mes-
sage center dead file. He places an opposing di-
agonal line through the message center number
previously assigned from the message center log.

Section II. INCOMING MESSAGES

7. PROCESSING. Messages delivered by scheduled
messenger are received by the message center
chief. The message center chief receipts for in-
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coming messages and passes the clear text mes-
sages to the addressee for the sergeant major.

a. The code clerk receives incoming encrypted
messages. The code clerk decrypts the message,
fills out the message form, including spaces for
addressee and sender, and delivers the clear text
version of the message to the addressee for the
sergeant major.

b. The operator of an electrical means receiving
incoming message in clear text delivers the mes-
sage to the addressee for the sergeant major.
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